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ABSTRACT 

The vast majority of refugees whose status has been terminated by the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) still find themselves in a protracted exilic situation in 
Africa. This study focuses on the Liberians who were displaced due to the Liberian Civil War of 
1989 to 2003. The Oru Refugee Camp in Ogun State, Nigeria, was one of many camps created in 
the region by UNHCR, to offer temporary accommodation for Liberian refugees until normalcy 
returned to their homeland. After the war ended in 2003, UNHCR failed to decongest the camps in 
West Africa despite introducing three durable solutions to protracted refugee situations. In 2012, the 
Nigerian government closed the Oru Refugee Camp following UNHCR’s termination of Liberian 
refugees' status. This closure forced residual Liberian refugees to seek abode elsewhere in the host 
community without state or international protection. Although the termination of refugee status 
exposes residuals to vulnerability, not much of the extant literature explores their after-life outside 
camps. There is also a lacuna in the research on refugee journey which is one of the most significant 
processes of ‘being’ and ‘unbecoming’ a refugee. To fill the research gaps, this study examines the 
narratives of the journey to exile and the transformative agency of residual Liberian refugees in 
Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. 

This study is an ethnographic fieldwork at the residual Liberian refugee settlement of 305 
population size in Oru, Ogun State. Data collection took place between July 2019 and December 
2019. The major form of data collection was qualitative and it was collected through key informants 
interviews, snowball and purposive sampling, in-depth interviews, participant observation, and 
focus group discussions. The study engages Alex Honneth’s theory of recognition as a theoretical 
framework to probe the coping mechanisms and everyday lived experiences of displaced persons in 
a new, defamiliarised society, while connecting their present experience to the memory of their 
journeys from Liberia. 

Drawing upon the narratives of 29 participants, this study unpacks the actual exilic process of 
residual Liberian refugees, with emphasis on how their identity, resilience, and shared experiences 
of the journey to exile and transformative agency as a diaspora community have given rise to the 
common perception of being ‘Liberian’ in Oru town. This study also unravels how they have 
transformed the former uninhabitable space into a cultural colony and an economic hub, even as 
their daily mobilities, livelihoods, and thrusts continue to influence contiguous towns and cities. 
The findings tie this transformation to residual Liberian refugee’s home-making process, cultural 
practices, political integration, economic resourcefulness, and diaspora networks which strengthens 
their influence on the socio-economic and political development of their host, just as their present 
agency is informed by the memory of their journeys from Liberia. 

This study concludes that the perceived powerlessness and disadvantage of displaced persons are 
unreal, especially in the face of the audacity of the displaced to enact their socio-cultural and 
economic agency and use same to contest the privileges and control of the indigenous population. 

Keywords: Exile, Home, Residual Refugees, Displacement, Development 

Word Count: 498 
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

…the difference between earlier exiles and those 

of our own time is, it bears stressing, scale: our 

age – with its modern warfare, imperialism, and 

the quasi-theological ambitions of totalitarian 

rulers – is indeed the age of the refugee, the 

displaced person, mass immigration. 

– Edward W. Said, Reflections of Exile (2000). 

Journeys from home to another space have been part of human histories, cultures, and civilisations. 

These movements are amplified by the quest for new opportunities, to build and conquer empires or 

to escape lack, conflict, persecution, environmental deprivation or war (Castles et. al., 2014:5-6). 

Migrants’ desires or lack thereof are consequences of pull and push factors that influence travel 

from a place of origin, internally and externally, to another destination with past experiences, ideas, 

memories, cultures, traditions, goods, religion, and so forth. Migrants’ ability to affect and shape 

places during journeys on cultural, socio-economic and linguistic levels confirms Castles et. al.’s 

(2014:7) assertion that “migrations can change demographic, economic and social structures, and 

create a new cultural diversity, which often brings into question national identity.” 

The spatial nature of migration blurs the boundaries between home and elsewhere. It deeply 

involves multiple moves from place to place and recurrent travel back and forth instead of journeys 

from one location to another (Friedman, 2007:261). Hence, migrants’ narratives of their journey are 

essentially spatial. Friedman (2007:264) indicates that the journey of peoples from one place to 

another around the earth is “a history of dislocation and relocation, displacement and emplacement, 

misplacing homes and regaining new homes, existing in a limbo between worlds and reshaping over 

time to new ways, being transformed and also altering the culture of the arrogated land.” The 

migrant’s journey is capable of causing shifts in the place of home because the plurality of 

experiences, contexts, and locations often leads to the construction of multiple homes, double 
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identities, and multiple locations. The complexities and intricacies surrounding migrants’ journey 

across spaces have led to the construction of migration into a plethora of categories: diaspora, 

transnationalism, cosmopolitanism, nomadism, exile, Afropolitanism, backpacking, and so forth. 

These categories invoke different meanings tied to the structures of power, privilege, agency 

acquired before, during and after the migration journey. 

However, massive movements of people since the turn of the twenty-first century have increased 

the number of migrants worldwide from many locales, setting in motion radical juxtapositions of 

different languages, double-identities, hybridity, and cultural practices. Currently, the International 

Organisation for Migration (IOM) states that there are about one billion migrants around the world 

(WHO, 2019). Conversely, cosmopolitanism, once believed to be the privilege of metropolitan 

elites, travellers (as exemplified by Ibn Battuta and Mansa Musa), and expatriate artists, is subtly 

expanded to include those who migrate in pursuit of safety or opportunities, and even those whose 

migration is only “ambiguously voluntary or decidedly involuntary" (Appiah, 2006). 

The designation of the present age as the “period of displacement” is evident in many ways across 

space, but it is perhaps best validated in the mass displacement of people worldwide due to wars, 

conflicts, persecution, violence, terrorism, insecurity, socio-economic inequalities and disasters in 

the last two decades. The global population of forcibly displaced people has grown exponentially 

from 43.3 million in 2009 to 70.8 million in 2018, reaching a record high. Every minute in 2018, 

twenty-five people were forced to flee while 13.6 million people were newly displaced as a result of 

persecution, conflict or violence (UNHCR, 2018). According to a Pew Research Center analysis of 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) data, the total number of people living 

in sub-Saharan Africa who were forced to leave their homes due to conflict rose to 18.4 million in 

2017, a new high from 14.1 million in 2016 – the largest regional increase of forcibly displaced 

people in the world (Connor & Krogstad, 2018).  

Displacing forces at play in affected countries have a direct threat to people’s lives that tend to 

worsen individual living and working conditions, so that they control individual migration decisions 

and sometimes lead to forced displacements. Loss of assets, disruptions of livelihoods, severe 

damage to the social fabric, extensive destruction of property and infrastructure in the homeland 

and, in particular, fragmentation of a family’s inner sense of unity and belonging further hinder 

return and to a large extent, instigate quarrels causing multiple displacements over time. The 
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situation of forced migrants, although not relatively new, is closely related to exile, another form of 

not being at home. 

The variety of factors that compel a person to leave his homeland link ‘exile’ as a term to a large 

semantic domain including words like immigrant, expatriate, refugee, guest worker, exile 

community, and ethnic community (Ropero, 2003:7). Exile is a complex phenomenon for those who 

experience it and is caused by push and pull factors and worsened by insatiable desires abroad or 

remote possibility of return. The life of an exile is characterised by a deep sense of loss, nostalgia, 

and separation from one’s own culture, language, kinship, community and from the self. The 

journey of an exile is compounded by the images of suffering, alienation, and despondency. It is 

capable of causing an unhealable rift between a human being and a native place, between the self 

and its true home: its essential sadness can never be surmounted (Edward Said, 2000). Though the 

journey may bring to the fore the nostalgia and desire for return, Olaoluwa (2020:163) posits that it 

is “one thing for an exiled individual to return and it is another to find fulfilment upon returning.”  

However, the journey of displaced persons is protracted in most parts of the world. More than 13 

million people are trapped in the “limbo” defined by the United Nations as Protracted Refugee 

Situations (PRS) – where refugees have sought asylum in another country (or countries) and have 

since been displaced for five years or longer without immediate prospects for implementation of 

durable solutions (Long, 2011). In West Africa, countries such as Togo, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, 

Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Liberia have (historically and presently) generated an overwhelming 

share of refugees living in situations where their temporary stay has turned into a prolonged state of 

crisis within the region. Such indefinite exile restricts the displaced to a long-lasting and intractable 

state of limbo. Their lives may not be at risk, but the negative socioeconomic, and psychological 

consequences – the trauma of the unhealable rift forced between refugees and their native place – 

remain a protracted challenge in exile. 

Currently, about two-thirds of the world’s refugees are in conditions of apparently interminable 

exile. According to UNHCR, the 25 countries that are grossly affected by this unending influx of 

refugees are found in the developing world (Guterres, 2010). Also, there are some thirty key PRS 

worldwide and affected displaced persons have been in limbo for nearly twenty years, rising from 

an average of nine years in the early 1990s (Milner & Loescher, 2011:15). Hence, not only are there 

a growing number of refugees worldwide, their time in exile is lasting longer. Worse still, this trend 

does not include many of the most chronic and long-term displaced populations. For instance, the 
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UNHCR statistics on PRS overlooks many of those PRS in urban sites worldwide or smaller 

residual displaced populations who refused to leave exile even after others are repatriated (Milner & 

Loescher, 2011:3).  

However, this research speaks more about displaced persons in protracted situations who are 

popularly referred to as members of ‘residual caseloads’ – those who decided to stay in exile when 

other members of the same population have been able to repatriate, resettle or become locally 

integrated into their country of refuge. Large numbers of Liberian refugees, for instance, repatriated 

to their homeland before and after their refugee status ended in 2012. Nevertheless, some Liberians 

chose to remain in countries of asylum such as Nigeria, Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire, and Guinea. When 

these populations and other smaller residual refugee cases are added to the discourse on PRS, the 

full scale of the problem becomes more obvious (Crisp, 2003). 

This research turns attention to the exilic journey of Liberians who were displaced from Liberia 

during the civil wars in the 90s and early 2000s. These forced migrants had to flee with memories 

of loss, persecution, and suffering to other countries in Africa: Nigeria, Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire, and 

Guinea. The focus of this research is on the Liberians that embarked on an exilic journey from their 

homeland to Nigeria by road or sea or air during the Liberian civil wars. At different stages and 

periods, residual Liberian refugees were taken by the UNHCR to a refugee camp in Oru settlement, 

Ogun State. The Oru refugee camp was created in 1990 by the General Ibrahim Babangida 

administration in the wake of the Liberian Civil War when the first shipment of over a thousand 

Liberian asylum seekers arrived in Nigeria (Adeleke, 2014). This new abode was supposed to be a 

temporal stay pending the restoration of peace in Liberia but the length of the war and the elusive 

nature of peace after the end of the first civil war, leading to a second civil war protracted their stay 

in exile and made return or resettlement elsewhere a remote possibility for many. To this end, 

prolonged exile may be due not only to the allure of the space of refuge but more importantly about 

the conditions of the homeland. 

Unfortunately, the UNHCR triggered the cessation clause in 2012 for the remaining refugees from 

Liberia on the premise that the peace and stability in the country were restored after bitter civil 

conflicts. This implied that those who had fled Liberia and remained abroad were no longer 

regarded as refugees by UNHCR and host governments. Prior to the cessation, the United Nations 

(UN) Refugee Agency offered the Liberian refugees a three-way durable solution – repatriation, 

integration, and resettlement. Although many were repatriated after the ceasefire in 2003 (Crisp, 
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2003), some remained in the refugee settlement due to the perilous political and economic situation 

in Liberia, unattractive repatriation packages, and unsuccessful resettlement application, among 

others. Worse still, the Nigerian government closed Oru refugee camp in 2012. This closure led to 

the eviction of residual Liberian refugees to an uncleared and uninhabitable bushy location outside 

the closed camp (Akinfenwa, 2016), where they were exposed to vagaries of the new, self-made 

settlement without state or international protection and humanitarian aids. 

Against this backdrop, this research examines the narratives of the journey to exile of residual 

Liberian refugees and the transformative agency deployed to turn the former uninhabitable bushy 

location in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria to a cultural colony and an economic hub, even as their daily 

mobilities, livelihoods, and thrusts continue to influence contiguous cities. 

1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

The protracted situation of displaced persons is not a new phenomenon but rather, a long-standing 

challenge to the international community for several decades. Some thirty-seven years ago, the 

Refugee Policy Group produced an extensive report titled ‘Older refugee settlements in Africa’, 

which underlined the fact that many of the refugees in Africa had lived in exile for many years 

(Crisp, 2003:2). Although, the UNHCR’s Evaluation and Policy Analysis Unit has, since 1999, 

commissioned many studies to better understand the dynamics, implications, and elements of 

necessary solutions to prolonged displacement, none of the three classical durable solutions — 

repatriation, local integration, and resettlement — recommended seem to provide a sustainable 

solution for the majority of refugees in protracted situations. Interminably, nearly two-thirds of the 

world’s refugees are currently in situations of seemingly unending exile (UNFPA, 2015). 

This long historical trajectory of protracted displacement has already been the subject of a range of 

academic study on the international scene as scholars, policy makers, academics and humanitarian 

actors alike are researching on the severe nature of contemporary protracted refugee situations 

(PRS), durable solutions, and new approaches that may help to halt the stalemate in facing old, but 

still unsettled problems of displacement (Milner, 2014; Bohnet et. al., 2015; Crisp, 2016). However, 

emerging research on forced migrants in protracted situations is dominated by either one end 

(causes of exile) or the other of the migration process (consequences of exile). Likewise, conditions 

under which refugees are forced to flee, and then their reception and settlement in host countries, 
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and the impact of uprooting over time, have become key themes in sociological, political, 

anthropological, psychological, and legal literature in the field of diaspora and forced migration 

studies (BenEzer & Zetter, 2014). However, ‘migrant journey’ which is crucial in defining features 

of the exilic process and identity of forced migrants remains a significantly under-researched theme 

in diaspora and forced migration studies. 

In the case of former Liberian refugees in Nigeria, Adeleke (2014) investigates the implications of 

war, and refugee problems. Mokuolu and Yarseah (2013) examine the psychological effects of exile 

on refugees. On his part, Osita (2015) investigates the use of language among refugees, and 

Adebayo (2014) assesses the demography and social stratification of refugees in closed camps. In 

many of these studies, the focus has been on refugee crisis, vulnerability of refugees in camps, and 

responses to refugee situations within the prism of existing classical durable solutions– repatriation, 

local integration and resettlement. Paradoxically, these three classically proposed durable solutions 

have been heavily critiqued by scholars and policy-makers alike (Crisp 2002; Long, 2011; Zetter, 

2011; Grawert & Mielke, 2018) whilst also describing them as incapable of tackling the challenges 

of protracted displacements.  

Although displaced persons embark on journeys, which are often protracted and traumatic, there is a 

very significant lacuna in research on refugee journeys. Existing research on residual Liberian 

refugees in Nigeria overlooked the importance of journeys as a central subject of investigation and 

how they remember their journey to exile as lived experience, metaphor, concept or construct. Key 

research question in problematising exile in the field of diaspora studies, that is, what happens in 

between the actual exilic process, the medium that connects the two ends, is largely ignored or 

forgotten. Since it is the mode and process of flight (with connotations of expulsion, enforcement 

and uprooting) which, after all, is the distinctive indicator of (un)becoming a refugee (as opposed to 

other forms of migration), this research neglect is not only surprising in itself, but also overlooks 

the existence of one of the most significant processes of ‘being’ and ‘unbecoming’ a refugee 

(BenEzer & Zetter, 2014). 

There is also paucity of literature on how residual Liberian refugees imagine home in exile and the 

home-making practices deployed in protracted situations in Nigeria. In the collage of critical essays 

titled Home and Exile, Africa’s world renowned writer, Achebe (2000:2), asserts the intersection 

between home and exile as composites that negotiate the human existential condition. The 

experience of exile sometimes produces “a form of restive interrogation” since: to come from 
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elsewhere, from ‘there’ and not ‘here’, and hence to be concurrently ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ the 

situation at hand, is to exist at the intersections of histories and memories, facing both their initial 

dispersal and their subsequent translation into new, far-reaching, arrangements along evolving 

routes (Kurdi, 2010:58-59). In fact, amongst cultures, they may also look like a frightening 

presence, an unassimilable threat of the foreign, in the new homeland. Thus, recreation or discovery 

of ‘home’ is an important feature of the life of refugees.  

Even though termination of refugee status exposes residuals to vulnerability, not much of the extant 

literature explores their after-life outside camps. There is a lacuna on the transformative agency of 

residual Liberian refugees, particularly the agency deployed to negotiate space within a shared 

space with their host and how they recreate a ‘Liberian home’ and preserve their identity in exile 

without certainly going ‘home’. The foregoing, therefore, affirms the need for more research to fill 

these gaps. Based on the ethnographic study carried out among residual Liberian refugees in Oru 

and in-depth interviews with 29 participants, this study makes a case for a better understanding of 

how residual refugees in the 21st century can build social and economic relevance to alter structural 

barriers that enable marginalisation, lack of recognition and poverty, and negotiate the space within 

locations of abandonment where they lack state or international protection. 

1.3  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This study will address the following research questions: 

1. What experience did residual Liberian refugees go through on the journey while fleeing  

from Liberia into Nigeria? 

2. Why did residual Liberian refugees refuse to return to their country of origin even after the 

civil wars ended? 

3. What are the marginalising and immobilising forces that residual Liberian refugees face 

outside the Oru refugee camp since the loss of their refugee status and closure of the camp 

in 2012? 

4. How did residual Liberian refugees turn their location outside the closed camp to a quasi-

permanent home, taking into consideration the home-making practices, preservation of 

identity and contestation of the sociocultural, political and economic space in Oru town? 
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1.4  AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

Through analysis of life testimonies, oral accounts and their stories, this study intends to examine 

the narratives of the journey to exile and transformative agency of residual Liberian refugees living 

outside the closed Oru refugee camp: 

The objectives include: 

1. To examine the experience of residual Liberian refugees during the exilic journey from 

Liberia to Nigeria. 

2. To examine why residual Liberian refugees refused to return to their country of origin even 

after the civil wars ended. 

3. To examine the marginalising and immobilising forces that residual Liberian refugees face 

outside the Oru refugee camp since the loss of their refugee status and closure of the camp 

in 2012. 

4. To investigate how residual Liberian refugees turned their location outside the closed camp 

to a quasi-permanent home, taking into consideration the home-making practices, 

preservation of identity and contestation of the sociocultural, political and economic space 

in Oru town. 

1.5  SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

This study is an ethnographic study of residual Liberian refugees in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. The 

narratives of their journey to exile and transformative agency are tropes of memory that will help 

shape the understanding of residual refugees and forced migration in the field of diaspora studies, as 

well as how journey shapes construction of home, sense of belonging, and place in protracted 

situations in host communities.  

1.6  SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

This study examines the exilic journey and transformative agency of residual Liberian refugees in 

Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. The study investigates the marginalising and immobilising forces that 
 14



residual Liberian refugees face in Oru town since the loss of their refugee status and closure of the 

refugee camp in 2012. This study scrutinises how residual Liberian refugees imagine, reproduce 

and reconstruct ‘home’ as abstract or real or metaphor through their everyday lives and cultural 

practices without certainly going ‘home’. This study pays attention to individual lives, and the 

subjective and collective experiences to uncover how they enact their agency in waiting to contest 

the sociocultural, political and economic space in Oru town. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1.1 Forced Migration and Refugee Journeys 

There has been a longstanding debate on the interconnection between drivers of migration that are 

fixated on the socio-economic, political, security, cultural and environmental realities and other 

closely-tied drivers that grossly affect people’s lives with the capacity to instigate movement (Van 

Hear et. al., 2018:931). This continuous conceptual engagement of migration by scholars alike as 

far back as Ravenstein’s (1885) laws and foregrounded in Lee’s (1966) model of migration establish 

the inherent intricacies and complexities in interrogating the forces and frictions through which 

migration emerge and is experienced. In the same vein, this long-held debate has caused a shift in 

dominant vocabularies — determinants, causes and drivers (Carling & Collins, 2017:11). According 

to Carling and Collins (2017), ‘drivers’ of migration have since the turn of the twenty-first century 

assumed superior agency over ‘determinants’ and ‘causes’ which appear less constant frequently in 

social-scientific publications on migration. In an in-depth analysis, Richmond (1994) 

compartmentalises the factors that enable and limit migration into “predisposing factors, structural 

constraints, precipitating events and enabling circumstances.” This categorisation was modified by 

Van Hear (1998) study on reconsidering migration and class to what he called ‘migration orders’.  

These prevailing contestations denote that the role of a particular factor in migration processes may 

nevertheless not be static but rather dynamic, signalling the possibilities of its ever-changing effects 

on individuals and localities in a diverse manner. Taking into consideration the thesis and antithesis 

in migration scholarship, Van Hear et. al. (2018) provide a conceptual framework — predisposing, 

proximate, precipitating and mediating drivers — which conceive factors as conditions that may 

influence migration and drivers as activated factors. It is within this framework that factors that 

shape migration flows are examined by many academics (Black et. al., 2011; Etzold et. al., 2014; 

Raleigh, 2011). Van Hear et. al. (2018) assert that predisposing drivers are exhibited in the structural 

inequalities between migrants’ homeland and place of destination, both being influenced by the 

world macro-political economy. In the analysis, these structural disparities are compartmentalised 
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into political, economic, environmental and geographical realities which create condition through 

which migration might occur.  

In the same vein, proximate drivers are considered to have a more acute impact on migration which 

takes a cue from the aforementioned structural disparities. According to Van Hear et. al. (2018), 

proximate drivers take the negative appearance in the homeland particularly through an economic 

crisis, insecurity and political instability, and environmental degeneration. However, the place of 

destination is marked by positive upturn from the negative downturn in the realities of the place of 

origin. In fact, Van Hear et. al. (2018) argues further that some predisposing drivers can evolve into 

proximate drivers as the structural disparities become more acute. Precipitating drivers are 

considered in Van Hear et. al’s. (2018) analysis to powerfully impact individuals’ choice to move or 

remain, underscoring its potency to instigate flight. These precipitating drivers are tied to distinct 

events that Black et. al. (2011) consider apparent on five levels: economic, political, demographic, 

social and environmental. Although, the aforementioned driver is characterised by the push and pull 

factors invoked in proximate drivers, unlike proximate drivers and predisposing drivers, 

precipitating drivers are often visible, distinct events with effects transcending the places of origin 

to the places of destination. 

Nevertheless, scholars (Black et. al., 2011; Etzold et. al., 2014; & Raleigh, 2011) posit that the 

development of ‘drivers’ in the migration literature has been amplified by the increasing interest in 

how the environment shapes migration, particularly in the advent of climate change. 

Simultaneously, Van Hear et. al. (2018) argue that although environmental change could grossly 

affect migration and instigate cross-border movements, socioeconomic variance shows that climate 

change is not the sole determinant of migration. This divergence in arguments amongst migration 

scholars alike is further tested by Gill and Mason (2011) who observe that mobility is inherent to 

the conception of both political and environmental refugees. Thus, in the migration literature, 

socioeconomic, political and environmental changes are just three of many causes of displacement. 

Other causes of migration include chemical or natural disasters, famine or persecution, violation of 

human rights, terrorism and insecurity, war and conflict (Bartram, 2015). However, the massive 

movements of people from their places of origin to places of destination or refuge due to proximate 

drivers, predisposing drivers, and precipitating drivers have led to the designation of the present age 

as the ‘period of displacement' (Shukri, 2017). This designation is best validated in the mass 
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displacement of people worldwide in the last two decades, particularly the exponential rise of 

forcibly displaced persons from 43.3 million in 2009 to 70.8 million in 2018 (UNHCR, 2018). 

Furthermore, UNHCR (2018) observes that every minute in 2018, twenty-five people were forced 

to flee while 13.6 million people were newly displaced as a result of persecution, conflict or 

violence. In the same vein, a research conducted by Pew Research Center also revealed that the total 

number of people living in sub-Saharan Africa who were forced to leave their homes due to conflict 

rose to 18.4 million in 2017, a new high from 14.1 million in 2016 — the largest regional increase 

of forcibly displaced people in the world (Connor & Krogstad, 2018). The interrogation of 

displacement by Büscher and Urry (2009) reveals that it involves not only the travel of forced 

migrants but also the movement of both concrete and abstract, ranging from clothing to food to 

culture to religion, spirituality, beliefs, memories, politics, racism, ethnicity, sexuality, gender, and 

many more. Lischer (2007) also argues that conflict — a major driver of the recent refugee crisis is 

too broad a concept to encapsulate the different motives behind forced movements. Furthermore, 

conflict-induced displacement can occur due to civil war, external intervention, a genocidal regime, 

or enraged militias which grossly affect the safety of the displaced populations, the longevity of 

crisis, and a myriad of political factors (Lischer, 2007). Thus, the kind of conflict will determine 

whether displaced persons remain as internal exile or external exile which precipitates cross-border 

movements, and influences the refugees’ return decision-making (Omata, 2013). 

It is therefore not disingenuous to posit that Lischer's (2007) conception of conflict can be tied to 

mediating drivers that enable, promote, limit, increase or consolidate migration, and may reduce 

migration too. Van Hear et. al. (2018) argue the importance of migrant networks during journey and 

transit periods with emphasis on its ‘mediating role’. Equally, Castles (2004) and Czaika and De 

Haas (2013) identify the mediating role of national and international organisations in managing 

migration flows in places of origin, transit, border-crossing, and places of destination. 

Deconstructing the last framework provided by Van Hear et. al. (2018) reveals that, conflict — an 

example of mediating drivers impacts victims' desire to move, the choice of time, mechanisms and 

travellers (that is, which family member to migrate), and places of destination. The emphasis on 

choice in this context is in congruence with Van Hear’s (2000) assertion that there is a degree of 

choice and coercion in migration. This means that refugee flows involve degrees of constraints and 

choice. 
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However, scholars (Harpviken, 2009; Hathaway, 2007; Lindley, 2010; & Lubkemann, 2008) argue 

the conceptual challenges within the sub-discipline of forced migration studies of the best 

acceptable delineation between ‘forced’ migration and ‘voluntary’ migration. Lubkemann (2008) 

indicates that what can be deduced is the common context of violent conflict which invokes a 

description of the contexts suitable under forced migration or otherwise. There is limited literature 

in both migration studies and forced migration studies on the consequences of volition on migration 

processes. In the same vein, Hathaway (2007) observes that prevailing debates have been fixated on 

the consequences of broadening ‘refugee studies’ as a field targeting displaced populations driven 

from their homeland due to fear of persecution (as defined by the UN 1951 Refugee Convention) or 

loss of confidence in human security, to ‘forced migration studies’ as a field that encapsulates a 

diverse range of displaced populations. Although, this has produced debates about the word 

‘forced’, Erdal and Oeppen (2017) argue that these discussions have dwelled on the divergence 

between being ‘forced’ by political components acknowledged under the 1951 UN Refugee 

Convention (in contrast to other factors such as economic or environmental) and whether the 

dynamics of forced migration necessitates cross-border movements, or encapsulate internal exile. 

However, for empirical exertion, Bartram (2015) argues the need to resist fixating attention on 

compartmentalising occurrences as either voluntary or forced because most cases of migration that 

appear to be voluntary are also shaped by constraints (the constraints of available options, 

containing the capacity to access somewhere else). Conversely, Turton (2003) argues that forced 

migration precipitates familial choice of movements even in a precarious situation. Nevertheless, 

Richmond (1994) posits the essence of treating the distinction between forced and voluntary 

migration as ‘forming ends of a continuum rather than a dichotomy’. According to Said (2000), “… 

the difference between earlier exiles and those of our own time is, it bears stressing, scale: our age – 

with its modern warfare, imperialism, and the quasi-theological ambitions of totalitarian rulers – is 

indeed the age of the refugee, the displaced person, mass immigration.” 

Barakat and Strand (2000) also observe that when forced migration as a result of war is discussed, it 

is common to involve both refugees (those crossing international borders) and Internally Displaced 

Persons (IDPs) (those who remain as internal exiles within their places or countries of origin). 

However, this study focuses mainly on refugees in its analysis of their narratives and experiences in 

transit from the places of origin to the places of destination which had become a part of their life 

history and sense of self in exile. This approach takes a cue from BenEzer’s (2002:9) assertion that 
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refugees often construct the journey ‘as a period in itself, with meanings and importance rooted in 

the rest of their lives’. Yet there remains a degree of lacuna in research on refugee journeys while 

some of the research that exists is blurred with conceptual and methodological challenges (BenEzer 

& Roger, 2014:299).  

Moreover, recurrent inquiry on refugees and forced migrants is dominated by the causes and the 

consequences of exile. The study of refugees focuses on either one end or the other of the migration 

process (de Haan, 1999; Spaan et. al. 2005; Lischer, 2007; Faist, 2008; De Haas, 2010; Bakewell et. 

al., 2016). Conversely, BenEzer and Zetter (2014) argue that the circumstances under which 

refugees are evicted from their homes, their treatment and encampment in places of destination, and 

the impact of displacement, are key themes in sociological, political, anthropological, psychological 

and legal literature in forced migration studies. Lischer (2007) analyses conflict-induced 

displacement to be driven by two components — the violence that caused the displacement and the 

features of the consequent displacement crisis. However, Lischer (2007) argues further that scholars 

and policy-makers habitually fixate absolute attention on either one end or the other of these 

components. Lischer (2007) describes this as a “narrow analysis” with the capacity to blur the 

causes of present refugee crises and hamper alternative policies to future refugee situations. 

However, like some other researchers, Lischer (2007) fails to make a case for an academic inquiry 

into refugee journeys or forced migrant journeys which BenEzer and Zetter (2014) describes as 

“important life-changing circumstances that greatly impact whoever experiences them, and thus 

affirm the need for more inquiry by scholars alike.” 

Furthermore, BenEzer and Zetter (2014) argue that the literature that exists is marked by personal 

and plaintive accounts of refugee and migration journeys (Avraham, 1986; Flores-Borquez, 1995; 

Clark, 2006). BenEzer and Zetter (2014) suggest that the aforementioned literature is anecdotal, 

highly personal, oral accounts which, although variably marked by cogent testimonies and 

incredible insight into the significance of the journey, are typically descriptive. This observation by 

BenEzer and Zetter (2014) were concurrently echoed over two decades ago by Baker (1991), whose 

review of a compilation on some accounts of migrants to Edinburgh, show that it is imperative for 

such a collection to be backed by some analysis that is valuable to the understanding of refugee or 

migration experiences. The thesis on the fragmentary nature of some research about 'uprooting 

journeys' is further buttressed by some scholars (Loizos, 1999; Hirschon, 2003; Zetter, 2012) who 
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opine that the experiences of individuals and families are too significant in their life history and 

sense of self to be incidental to, rather than the central to academic inquiry. 

In the case of former Liberian refugees in Nigeria, Adeleke (2014) investigates the implications of 

war, and refugee problems, and the survival strategies used by the refugees. The study delves deeper 

into the interrogation of international organisations and the host government’s policies on 

integration following refugees' arrival in the new land. The fixation on the conditions of exile led to 

a deep analysis of the kind of resources and practices for humanitarian workers and policy-makers 

to investigate the causes of the conflict and impact on the dynamics of displacement. In furtherance 

of the study, Mokuolu and Yarseah (2013) examines the psychological effects of exile on Liberian 

refugees. Their research interrogates the prevalence of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 

among the Liberia refugees in Nigeria and the effect of some pre-trauma factors on the experience 

of PTSD. Equally, Osita (2015) investigates the use of language among refugees while Adebayo 

(2014) assesses the demography and social stratification of refugees in closed camps. However, 

none of the perspectives provided in the aforementioned literature interrogates nor analyses the 

Liberian refugees’ experience of the journey itself and the significance which may be attributed to 

the journey on arrival in Nigeria. This lacuna in the research on residual Liberian refugees’ journey 

to Nigeria is surprising because the journey is a powerful conception in the human psyche.  

In the argument for the problematisation of refugee journeys, BenEzer and Zetter (2014) observe 

that there is a paucity of literature that recognises journeys as a phenomenon or life-event worthy of 

inquiry or a key area of interrogation. In furtherance of this argument in the gory experiences of 

displaced persons, BenEzer and Zetter further observe that journeys are fairly cited in their indexes 

or in volumes of abstracts or references. Even Colson’s (2003) complete notes of anthropological 

research in the field of forced migration cited neither the value of the journey nor its omission by 

many researchers. The paucity of literature on refugee journeys is itself surprising because it is 

conventional knowledge that refugees and forced migrants to embark on journeys that are 

frequently long, gory, and traumatic. Invoking the need for research on refugee journeys, Adeniyi 

(2008) observes that irregular migration in Africa is worsened by the migrant’s ignorance or 

ambivalence about the precarious nature of the journey. Adeniyi (2008) asserts that the journey 

enclaves hazards — cross border risks along with hostile deserts and oceans, inevitable exploitation 

and harassment, violence and loss — that often turn the tide negatively against the migrant seeking 

an escape from the discomfort in the homeland. Equally, Adeniyi (2008) argues that  the phrase  — 
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“From frying pan to fire”  in itself denotes the structural disparities (frying pan) in African countries 

that influence the irregular migrants to risk everything (fire) during the journey in search of better 

opportunities in Europe (greener pasture). Thus, Adeniyi (2008) uncovers the method and processes 

of flight that BenEzer and Zetter (2014) describe as the most significant processes of ‘becoming’ 

and ‘being’ a refugee. 

In the same vein, Riano (2008) in the study of ‘journeys and landscapes of forced migration’ 

interrogates the place of memorialised fear inscribed in the narratives of displacement and exile of 

displaced Columbians in Canada. The study establishes how fear marked the journeys of 

displacement and exile of Colombian forced migrants in such a manner that it impacted how they 

reconstructed their lives in the country of asylum. Riano (2008) argues further that the everyday 

lives of forced migrants are shaped by the memory of fear before flight and experiences during the 

journey which invokes either resilience or ambivalence towards their identity, contestation of space 

and integration into new ‘social landscapes’. This thesis by Riano (2008) affirms that refugee 

journeys are the in-betweenness in the actual exilic process and the medium in which BenEzer and 

Zetter (2014) suggest connect the two ends of displacement — causes and consequences.  

As the study of Ethiopian Jews’ journey to Israel indicates, the ‘formative and transformative 

experience’ during the journey are lenses through which the social condition of the arrivals can be 

assessed and powerful processes that affect their subjective and collective experiences, whether 

exile or return (BenEzer & Zetter, 2014). This assertion by BenEzer and Zetter (2014) can be 

contextualised into the journeys of forced migrants fleeing by sea from Germany to the US, the 

Wilderness experience of the Israelites to Canaan, as memorised in the New American Bible (2020), 

and the African migrants who Adeniyi (2018) affirms to be risking everything in an irregular 

migration to Europe. It is also within this prism that a case is made for the interrogation of the exilic 

journey of residual Liberian refugees from Liberia to Nigeria. As indicated by Benezer and Zetter 

(2014), the general importance of problematising refugee journeys whether as a construct, 

metaphor, and object is that more inquiry could lead to deeper academic findings on the meanings 

ascribed to exile and the subjective and collective experiences in transit to places of asylum. Fears, 

trauma, loss and other hazardous circumstance are crucial experiences during journeys that grossly 

shape the identity, resilience, family and social structures and aggression or complacency of 

refugees on arrival in places of encampment. 
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Therefore, a narrative analysis of the journeys of residual Liberian refugees from their homeland to 

Nigeria would aid existing research on the psychosocial impact of the journey, the refugees’ cross 

border networks, the social and individual resilience, and the agency adopted by refugees-in-transit 

to deal with the prevailing realities. 

2.1.2 Forced Migration and Refugee Camps 

Since the turn of the twenty-first century, there are 70.8 million forcibly displaced people 

worldwide with approximately 41.3 million Internally Displaced People, 25.9 million refugees and 

3.5 million Asylum-seekers (UNHCR, 2018). In UNHCR (2018) estimates, thirty-seven thousand 

people a day are forced to flee their homes because of conflict and persecution while eighty percent 

of refugees live in countries neighbouring their countries of origin. 
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In the face of crisis, Branch (2009) posits that humanitarian action can protect displaced persons 

from state or rebel violence, or at least ‘ameliorate the worst civilian suffering’. This position fits 

into Rieff's (2002) argument that humanitarianism is a countermeasure to violence, albeit a short-

term measure, providing a ‘bed for the night’ for the affected population. This humanitarian 

approach to displacement makes a case for state or international response backed by funds and 

logistics to establish relief centres and evacuate affected population, whether refugees or IDPs, to 

zones considered safe for encampment (Dubernet, 2001).  

The rapid increase in the construction of camps as part of humanitarian response to displacements 

worldwide has led to intensified academic inquiry on camp spaces (Diken, 2004; Bernardot, 2015; 

Turner, 2015; Agier, 2014; Agamben, 1995, 2003, 2005; Barbero, 2012). In the interrogation of 

refugee camps, Diken (2004) and Bernardot (2015) posit camps are demarcated places with an 

atypical legal status and where peculiar populations are confined approximately voluntarily. Turner 

(2015) argues further that camps can be created as humanitarian response to contain the inflow of 

displaced persons who have been forced to leave their homes due to conflict, insecurity, 

environmental degradation, political instability, and natural disasters. However, Agamben (1995, 

2003) conceptualise the camp as a ‘space of exception’. Agamben (1995:26) observes that the camp 

is a space that enables immobilisation and restriction of rights, under which certain categories of 

people live, indicating a ‘capture of life in law’. This conceptualisation suggests that most refugee 

spaces enable the restriction of citizenship and human rights. Agamben’s (1995) conceptualisation 

finds relevance in Auge’s ́(1995) argument that camp spaces — both open and closed — are ‘non-

places’ that fail to link ‘other places, significance, customs and votive, ritual instances but persist 

due to the absence of characterisation, non-symbolised and abstract spaces’.  

Furthermore, some scholars have contested Agamben’s (2005) conceptualisation of camps that 

restricts migrants’ agency and rather, argued for a reconceptualisation of camps (Kalyvas, 2005; 

Huysmans, 2008; Diken & Laustsen, 2005; Maestri & Hughes, 2017; Sigona, 2014). For instance, 

Kalyvas (2005:115) argued that Agamben’s (1995, 2003, 2005) notion of camps “localise the 

eventuality of political and social scrambles.” Equally, Huysmans (2008:180) observes that 

Agamben’s (1995, 2003) argument of exception in the political context restricts the possibilities of 

“a multi-faceted society, historically constructed political conciliations and mobilisations.” This 

shift in the analysis of camp from exceptionality is described by Sigona (2014:5) as “an agent-based 

model to interrogate the dynamics of border management on international migration and a 
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sociological assimilation that is less restricted by the romanticisation and ahistorical conception of 

the state and sovereign, and entrenched in the materiality of the camp.” It is within this prism that 

Diken and Laustsen (2005) argue that the camp transcends not only the notion of ‘walls and fences 

but also of doors and windows’. Conversely, Maestri and Hughes (2017) indicate that the camp is 

not a mere space of abjection, but a space where many budding state subjectivities exist in  making 

through divergent discursive communication strategies initiated by a wide variety of non-

governmental actors. 

Therefore, refugee camps may exist in three ways: extraterritoriality, exception, and exclusion 

(Agier, 2014:20). First, there is a spatial dimension — extraterritoriality which connotes the 

location of camps in secluded areas of cities, in suburbia or rural areas, and towns. Often, these 

camps are fenced to demarcate the inside from the outside and even where the camps are unfenced 

and located in cities, the divergence between the inside and the outside persists. This demarcation is 

a reminisce of the earlier orientalist form of extraterritorial rule as a process of delineating spaces of 

‘barbarism’ from civility specifically through debates of citizenship that recognise some, the 

citizens, as the actual state subjects and others, the non-citizens or ‘illegals’, as thus being ‘external 

of citizenship’ (Rygiel, 2012).  

Second, refugee camps can be legally exceptional since the refugee camps are often constituted and 

managed by UN agencies or Non-governmental Organisations (NGOs), and sometimes in 

collaboration with the host government, to provide temporal protection for refugees and IDPs until 

normality is restored in their homeland (Turner, 2005). Lastly, the refugee camps are subject to 

social exclusion, as the inhabitants are often estranged and alienated from the host culture and 

society (Agier, 2014). This explains why the disruptive nature of camps on the powerful binaries of 

non-citizen or citizen and legality or illegality has become a justification for the exclusionary, penal 

and even dreadful responses towards non-citizens (Rygiel, 2012). The ‘denial of migrants’ political 

subjectivity’ evokes the interpretation of such exclusionary procedures as the ‘echoes of 

orientalism’ (Barbero, 2012). Although refugee camps are marked by forms of exception and 

exclusion, the limits of the camp are porous, allowing multiple transgression of spaces by the 

displaced persons and the host community for business, education, spirituality, entertainment or to 

search for livelihood (Turner, 2005). Thus, it is unbalanced to conceive the refugee camp as only a 

‘space of abjection’ that limits refugees’ rights, and label displaced populations as ‘undesirable’ 
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elements because it is also an organic space for social relations, new relations, and political actions 

(Turner, 2005).  

Even though, refugee camps are created as an emergency response to the displacement crisis, there 

is uncertainty amongst the legal authorities in charge of the camps and the displaced persons on 

either the length of stay in camps or the survival of camps (Turner, 2005). Instead of offering 

temporal accommodation to displaced persons, refugee camps have evolved into indefinite 

protracted domain in countries of asylum. For instance, over 15.9 million refugee populations 

worldwide find themselves in a doubly paradoxical situation where they cannot settle because they 

are supposedly ‘in transit’ to a new home or a return back to their homeland, and they cannot 

remain ‘in transit’ because of immobilising forces (UNHCR, 2018). Although, Turner (2015:142) 

describes this doubly paradoxical situation as a limbo where ‘exiles experience living in a time 

pocket where time grinds to a halt inside the camp while normal time continues outside the camp’, 

the present situation of residual Liberian refugees in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria says otherwise.    

However temporal and spatial the camp nature might be, refugee camps offer the possibility of a 

place for new beginnings. Agier (2014:19) posits that although refugee camps can be ambiguous 

places where life is reduced to bare, biological, temporary survival, ‘the camps are also 

cosmopolitan crossroads’. Refugee camps may also be places where multiple norms, language, and 

patterns of social organisation converge, hybridity takes form, and within which legitimacy is 

amplified. Thus, a completely new environment can force an exile to make a series of adjustments 

and adaptations (Ghena, 2016:105). Although the prospect of creating meaningful identities and 

livelihood can be limited by a myriad of challenges amplified by the structures of the camp, refugee 

camps are capable of offering displaced persons a different reality where sociality is (re)created, 

social hierarchies are produced and politics intensifies with great significance (Peteet, 2005).  

2.1.3 Forced Migration and UNHCR Durable Solutions 

The concept of durable solutions was evoked in 1945 to deal with the massive forced displacement 

in Europe as a result of the Second World War (Rothman & Ronk, 2015; Bidandi, 2018). However, 

the variables rendering millions of people displaced in Africa are arguably different from the post-

second world war in Europe (Bidandi, 2018). The pull and push drivers are distinct and not 

altogether the same in countries affected by the refugee flow in Sub-Saharan Africa which accounts 
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for more than 26 per cent of the world’s refugee population (UNHCR, 2018). The geopolitics, the 

capacity, and resources of countries of refuge are grossly impacted by the inflow of refugees which 

may invoke resistance or reluctance from the states to accept the forcibly displaced (Bidandi, 2018). 

The foregoing shows that the issues of logistics and capacity precipitate the urgency for 

international protection pending the time that normalcy returns to the displaced population’s 

homeland. However, this hypothesis is expanded by Bidandi (2018) who argues further that in some 

cases, the push drivers in the displaced places of origin can be too destructive or beyond 

reconstruction and might require migration to a temporal location where they can access relief till 

there are solutions to the desolation in the homeland. This is relevant in the fear of persecution by 

some residuals Liberian refugees (Novak, 2015), environmental degradation in the Niger-Delta 

region of Nigeria (Olaoluwa, 2009), and the Boko Haram insurgency in the Chad region (UNHCR 

& World Bank, 2016). The foregoing affirms that the drivers of displacement subtly control the time 

and space that displaced populations will continue to exist in exile and also how the return is 

conducted. 

In the midst of this refugee dilemma, Ruchi (2017) argues for the protection of refugees which must 

include the search for an appropriate ‘durable solution’ to their plight. Durable solution is a process 

of integration into a society which will be successful and lasting only if it allows the refugee to 

attain a degree of self-sufficiency, to participate in the social and economic life of the community 

and to retain personal identity and integrity (Goodwin-Gill, 1999). The ‘refugees’ in this context 

refers to people who were forcibly displaced from their homeland due to likely or impending danger 

to their physical safety, protection, freedom, or dignity (Omata, 2014:394). Omata (2014) observes 

that displaced persons pursue ‘international protection’ and are offered refugee status to remain in 

the country of asylum due to degree of threats that negatively affect their ability or willingness to 

return to their country of origin. In this vein, UNHCR, the agency saddled with the responsibility to 

offer international protection for refugees and to proffer solutions to their plight, invokes quite a 

number of coherent and comprehensive approaches to meet the current reality facing refugees. The 

UNHCR deploys a combination of the three classic ‘durable solutions’ to countering the problem of 

refugees: voluntary repatriation to their country of origin, local integration in the country of asylum, 

and resettlement in a third country (Crisp, 2002). Unfortunately, these proposed durable solutions 

have been incapable of tackling the challenges of protracted displacements (Crisp 2003, 2016; 

Omata 2014). 
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However, over 15.9 million refugees are in protracted situations worldwide at the end of 2018 

(UNHCR, 2018). According to Etzold et. al. (2019), the comparatively small number of refugees 

and IDPs who repatriated or who were resettled shows that the data of displaced persons who exist 

in protracted displacement situations has grown exponentially. In the global south where refugee 

exists in protracted situations, it is common that the refugees lose their status while they are living 

in a country of asylum without the achievement of any of the traditional durable solutions. This 

common approach questions whether the cessation of refugee status solves or exacerbates the 

precarious situation of refugees whom the UNHCR sought to protect under the principles in the 

1951 UN Refugee Convention, its 1967 Protocol, and other regional instruments pertinent to 

African refugees (Omata, 2014). This is because durable solutions are supposed to terminate 

refugees’ plight, need for protection, and dependence on humanitarian aid (Black & Koser, 1999). 

Hence, durable solutions give refugees hope of a lasting solution to their exilic situation. 

The 1951 UN Refugee Convention indicates that the refugee status is not permanently granted. 

UNHCR (2003) asserts that the refugee status is triggered by UN Refugee Agency when the 

circumstances that led to their recognition as refugees ceases to exist. For instance, the UNHCR 

triggered the cessation clause for refugees from Liberia, Sierra Leone, Angola and Rwanda in recent 

years. The termination of refugee status when remaining displaced populations are yet to be fully 

integrated or resettled complicates the objectives of the traditional durable solutions and further 

questions the essence of being a refugee in the first place. Refugees are neither directly engaged in 

the discourse of international protection struggle nor do they have the agency in choosing and 

securing their desired durable (Yacob-Haliso, 2016).  

Despite the obvious lacuna and absence of humanitarian aids for residual refugees, there is paucity 

of data on the everyday realities and agency deployed by residual refugees outside closed camps. In 

the case of former Liberian refugees in Nigeria, Adeleke (2014) investigates the aftermath of war, 

post-conflict building and refugee problems. Mokuolu and Yarseah (2013) interrogate the 

psychological effects of exile on refugees. On his part, Osita (2015) scrutinses the use of language 

among refugees, and Adebayo (2014) explores the demography and social stratification of refugees 

in “closed” camps. In many of these studies, the focus has been on refugee crisis, vulnerability of 

refugees in camps, and responses to refugee situations within the prism of existing classical 

‘durable solutions’, which are: the voluntary repatriation of refugees to their countries of origin, 

local integration of refugees into the host country, and resettlement of refugees in third-party states 
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(UNHCR, 2017). Paradoxically, these three traditional ‘durable solutions’ have been heavily 

critiqued by scholars and policy-makers alike. In the argument for the reconceptualisation of the 

variables that form the durable solutions, Boano et. al. (2003) argues for the incorporation of the 

safety and protection of refugees in the course of implementing lasting solutions to their plight. In 

the same vein, Chimni (2004) argues for volition in the repatriation programme which should 

consider the push drivers of previous displacement and incorporation of dialogue which takes in the 

experiences of the displaced instead of forced reunion as well as integration.  

Moreover, none of the aforementioned studies (Adeleke, 2014; Mokuolu & Yarsea, 2013; Osita, 

2015; Adebayo, 2014) examine the post-refugee status reality and agency of the former Liberian 

refugees who, according to Crisp (2002), are now considered members of residual caseloads. The 

labelling of former Liberian refugees as members of ‘residual caseloads’ is because they chose to 

remain in exile (this is due to a lot of factors addressed by Crisp (2002) and further re-examined in 

the fourth chapter of this study) following the repatriation or resettlement of other members of the 

same population. The findings in the study of residual Liberian refugees outside the closed camp in 

Oru town reveals that UNHCR did not fully integrate those who chose integration or whose 

resettlement application failed. This circumstance corroborates Novak’s (2015) observation that 

resettlement exists in abstract due to the limited numbers of beneficiaries amongst refugees and 

consequent abandonment of many in camps or eviction to other localitities. Hence, the findings in 

this study contest any other assertion that former Liberian refugees in Oru town, who are also 

described as residual Liberian refugees, benefitted from the full package of integration — one of the 

traditional durable solutions by the UNHCR. 

The foregoing unveils a lacuna in the obvious reality of post-refugee experience. The termination of 

refugee life is not usually a rosy event and withdrawal of humanitarian aid exposes post-refugee life 

of residual refugees to vulnerability (Omata, 2014). Yet, there is still paucity of data on the 

aftermath of closed camps and agency deployed by residual refugees to reimagine home and contest 

the space and resources of the host communities. Omata (2014) likeness the situation of residual 

refugees to the in-betweenness in ‘a rock and a hard place’ since repatriation is not an option and 

their reasons for remaining in exile are far from being realised.  

Worse still, the UNHCR has shifted attention away from these residual refugee populations since 

they had ceased to exist within the technical classification of ‘refugees’ under the UN 1951 Refugee 

Convention. Conversely, residual Liberian refugees are barely mentioned in the UNHCR annual 
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report, as their category is considered a ‘finished’ programme for UNHCR (Omata, 2014). This 

lacuna in the study of residual refugees outside closed camps, who are subjected to a life of 

vulnerability or contestation, with remote possibility of return or resettlement, makes a case for an 

inquiry into the post-refugee status life of residual Liberian refugees in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. 

2.1.4 The Liberian Civil War and Displacement from Homeland (1990-2003) 

To understand the exilic journey of residual Liberian refugees to Nigeria, it is imperative to examine 

the condition that led to their displacement. This section provides some relevant background 

information on the casual causes of the mass displacement in Liberia between 1990 and 2003. It 

gives a brief historical overview of the causes of the Liberian civil wars, the actors responsible and 

as well as other political crisis that aggravated the war. Also, a historical background will help to 

conceptualise and enrich an understanding of the narratives of the journey to exile by residual 

Liberian refugees in the fourth chapter of this study.  

2.1.4.1 The Constitution of Liberia: Analysis of Liberia's pre-War Political Conditions within 

the Prism of LASAT 

There was nothing new about the Liberian civil wars as it was the manifestation of a social conflict 

that begun when the first settlers arrived in the early 19th century (Morten, 2005). Liberia had been 

at ‘war’ with itself from the beginning of its existence as an independent state. This was first and 

foremost a ‘war’ over the questions of what it means to be a Liberian, and how the polity of the 

country should be constituted (Morten, 2005). The roots of the civil wars in Liberia were deeply 

entrenched in its history that was characterised by nationality and identity issues. Before the arrival 

of the settlers (Americo-Liberians), the territory now known as Liberia was an indigenous African 

socialist community (Veronica, 1995). Civilisation existed in the region prior to the arrival of the 

descendants of the settlers. The indigenous community, comprising  sixteen major native groups of 

people, had a government ruled by kings and village elders. People were bound by culture, 

traditions, laws, religious beliefs and stability was achieved through kinship and loyalty to the Poro 

society. The community enjoyed high standards of social and political organisation with institutions 

resembling those of the great medieval empires of Western and Central Sudan, in particular, Mali 

and Songhay (Davidson, 1981). 
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However, the structure of the indigenous ethnic groups increased with the repatriated African slaves 

whose ancestors arrived in Liberia from Congo, the United States of America (USA), and the West 

Indies during the nineteenth century. The forerunners of this group, known as the early pioneers, 

disembarked in the Providence Island, near Monrovia, on 7th January 1822, as part of an 

arrangement of the American Colonisation Society. The number of repatriates was never large – 

there were about 12,000 colonists between 1822 and 1861 – and small settlements were created 

along the coast (Henries, 1966). Driven by the Abolitionist movement in the United States, Liberia 

was to serve as a safe haven for freed American slaves; the problem, however, was that they were 

just as many strangers in Liberia as they had been in the United States. To survive, the Americo-

Liberians had to deploy different strategies to negotiate their space and assume supremacy over the 

large numbers of the indigenous ethnic group in the area that later became Liberia.  

To analyse the later struggle for dominance between the Americo-Liberians and the indigenous 

ethnic groups, this research adopts the Late Arrival Superior Aggression theory (LASAT), an 

emergent theory of Diaspora affairs developed by the Ibadan School of Diaspora Studies. The 

proponent who heads the Diaspora and Transnational Studies unit, Senayon Olaoluwa, observes, 

through history, the frequent clash between late arrivals and early arrivals and how the late arrivals 

have always succeeded through the enactment of superior agency and aggression. Olaoluwa (2019: 

24) argues that: 

The power to host and determine the amount of space, control and resources 

that should be available to the diaspora or stranger in the early years is the 

exclusive preserve of the early arrival (indigenous members or original 

settlers), which places the late arrival (displaced persons) at the mercy of the 

early arrival (indigenous members). Hence, refusal to stick to the 

expectations of subordination and exclusion that guide and guard the 

privileges of domination, results to a power struggle which is tied to the 

privileges and control of resources. 

In the case of Liberia, the late arrivals were the Americo-Liberians while the indigenous ethnic 

groups were the early arrivals. The Americo-Liberians desired political and economic power but 

lacked the numbers to outwit the indigenous ethnic groups (Liebenow, 1969). This lack thereof 

generated envy and later denial of the existing socio-political and economic climate in Liberia. 

Their shared experience of slavery, racism, segregation, and travails in the plantations was too 
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horrific for them to settle for a nominal role in the ‘new land’ (Liebenow, 1969). The Americo-

Liberians constructed the region which later became Liberia as a ‘virgin land'. How can a land 

already constituted by different indigenous ethnic groups before the arrival of the Americo-

Liberians be seen as virgin land? This was just a classic display of LASAT. This delineation of the 

region as a virgin land that is ‘yet to be named or constituted a nation nor colonised' facilitated 

geographical reconstruction to suit the late arrivals’ (Americo-Liberians) socio-political and 

economic agenda. agenda. The Americo-Liberians conjured this lacuna as a perfect chance to assert 

supremacy. Consequently, the ‘desire to survive’ led to the desire to dominate the indigenous ethnic 

groups in concerned geopolitical spaces. 

The audacity of desire and envy of the Americo-Liberians was unleashed through the declaration of 

Liberia a republic and the adoption of a constitution based on the American model to give its 

legitimacy in 1847. Even the adoption of an American-like constitution was a ploy to legitimise 

their political and economic agenda which did not necessarily mean compliance with the details. 

For instance, the constitution said that all men are born equally free and independent and have 

certain natural, inherent and inalienable rights. However, ‘all men’ did not imply all men who 

occupied the area to which the constitution laid claim; on the contrary, the constitution strongly 

delineated between an ‘in-group’ constituted of repatriates and an ‘out-group’ constituted of 

indigenous populates (Morten, 2001). 

While LASAT does not imply aggression as only the use of force, it unpacks subtle strategies of the 

late arrivals aimed at the displacement of the early arrivals from their position of domination and 

control over resources (Olaoluwa, 2019). In Liberia, one of the key subtle strategies was the 

adoption of the political and administrative system that existed in the USA plantations (Morten, 

2005). The Americo-Liberians needed a system that will allow them to achieve their socio-political 

and economic agenda easily without being overthrown by the indigenous groups. Since they had 

little education and no governing experience, they turned to the familiar plantation system of the 

master and the slaves. The Americo-Liberians took on the personality of the slave masters and 

treated the indigenous population like slaves. Principally confined within this model, they resorted 

to another political strategy of denying native tribes the opportunity to vote. Since the Americo-

Liberians were a small group of elites compared to the native tribes, they needed a strategy to 

dominate the space without fear of defeat. The members of the so-called ‘native tribes’ were not 
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eligible for election or voting. Indigenous tribes, for instance, only received the right to vote in 1964 

(Morten, 2001).   

A political strategy of division between the self (perceived as the civilised, educated masters) and 

the other (perceived as the savage, a native underclass to be caged with hard work and discipline) 

was therefore established and the groundwork laid for alienation between the different ethnic 

groups of Liberia. In 1870, the True Whig Party (TWP) was formed and, for the next 110 years, 

Liberia was de facto both a one-party state and an apartheid state (Molton, 2001). Under TWP, it 

was always a selected few (Americo-Liberians) – never more than three to five percent – who 

dominated every aspect of political and economic life for their own benefit and survival as an elite 

(Morten, 2005). The administrative boundaries established by the TWP facilitated an indirect rule of 

the Liberian hinterlands through district commissioners, who then ruled through local chiefs. This 

indirect rule reinforced the differences between the many ethnic groups of Liberia. For instance, 

prior to the formation of the administrative boundaries of the TWP state, the ethnic composition of 

Liberia was flexible and inclusive. The Krahn, which was at the centre of conflict in the Liberian 

civil war, and many of the other ethnic groups were initially not well-defined ethnic groups.  

The foregoing above suggests that ethnicity should not essentially be regarded as a static factor in 

the civil war, but as a social construction. Although the different warring groups were ethnically 

composed, they should not be seen as objective units, but rather as relatively new social 

constructions created by the administrative practice of the Liberian state. The different armed 

factions were built around ethnic patterns, but these should not be seen as objective entities, rather 

as relatively new social constructions created by the administrative system that once existed in 

Liberia. It is, therefore, no gainsaying that much of the background for the war was down to the 

administrative practice used by the freed slaves to rule the space that they occupied (Morten, 2001).  

Another subtle strategy deployed by the late arrivals (Americo-Liberians) was the denigration of the 

traditional system and promotion of Western culture (Morten, 2005). The late arrivals understood 

that religion and faith were not only a key part of the identity of the native tribes, but they were 

strategic to solidarity, cohesion, and resilience. Thus, to assert dominance as a minority, the 

Americo-Liberians worked to break the cord that kept the major tribes together. The late arrivals 

enticed the native tribes by tagging the traditional religion adherents as ‘primitive’ or ‘barbarians’ or 

‘heathens’ (Liebenow, 1969). Through evangelism, they penetrated barriers and borders to present 

Christianity as ‘the light out of the darkness’. The locals soon began to desire the Western religious 
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and education system – the new way to demonstrate acumen and civilisation. With ‘tokenistic’ 

education, the Africans were limited to nominal positions of no national social significance. 

Liberia's first president, Joseph Jenkins Roberts, kept most indigenous peoples from acquiring 

education in order to deter competition with the ruling elite class (Nubo, 1996). There were 

increasing fears that access to Western education would give the indigenous population (early 

arrivals) strong agency to disrupt the status-quo of bigotry and assume supremacy through 

campaigns and nationalism. Jenkins Roberts was in conflict with the protestant churchmen of Cape 

Palmas, whom he accused of giving too much education to the Africans (Nubo, 1996). Indigenous 

Liberians that occupied prominent positions in the government before 1980 were those linked to 

Americo-Liberians either through marriage, birth or servitude. 

Nevertheless, Olaoluwa’s (2019) LASAT draws attention to the complacency of the hosts who only 

mark time, such that instead of reacting to and dealing with the ‘desire and envy’ of the late arrivals, 

the early arrivals often assert a claim to space as their ancestral home, measuring time as the key 

legal proof. To protect this right to land, the early arrivals (indigenous ethnic groups) in Liberia 

often revolt against the government led by the Americo-Liberians (Liebenow, 1987). In such a 

situation, the late arrivals (Americo-Liberians), with their daring desire ‘to dominate,’ exploit their 

political agency of powerful allies for suppression. Not only were the Americo-Liberian small in 

number, but they also could not muster enough military power to suppress continuous revolts of the 

indigenous population. Hence, they sought the help of their former slave master – America – for 

military assistance and international alliance. The Liberian army, known as the Liberian Frontier 

Force, was headed by an Americo-Liberian force supported by black soldiers and non-

commissioned officers from the US army (Liebenow, 1987). This military force was important to 

the construction of Americo-Liberian hegemony for over a century. This force was mainly deployed 

in the Liberian interior, where it suppressed all attempts at rebellion and opposition with brute force. 

Yet, despite the vast military supremacy of the Liberian army, the Liberian hinterlands were not 

completely calmed until the 1930s ((Liebenow, 1969)).   

By the early 1920s, the Americo-Liberian elite had secured a firm grip on political and economic 

power in Liberia (Davidson, 1981). The elite not only ensured that government control was kept to 

a minimum but also determined the pattern of distribution of what little stayed in Liberia. In order 

to maintain supremacy over the system, relatives and family members of President William Tubman 

(1947-71) and President William Tolbert (1971-80) were appointed to key and sensitive positions 
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(Ruiz, 1992). The intention behind the strategy of alienation deployed by the late arrivals – 

Americo-Liberians— was obvious. The repatriates, as an emerging economic elite, wanted to secure 

their domination over political and economic life in the newly constituted nation-state. The 

indigenous population, unconvinced with this new organisation of society, revolted on several 

occasions and were consistently severely crushed (Ruiz, 1992). The seeds of hatred and bitterness 

were firmly planted into Liberian society from the beginning.   

When Tubman died in office on 23 July 1971, his vice-president William Tolbert succeeded him. At 

the beginning of his tenure, Tolbert attempted to initiate some degree of reform; among other things, 

he formed an anti-corruption commission. However, since he and his kinfolk were among the chief 

crooks, it was obvious that the move was a ruse. As the Tolbert regime’s corruption and 

mismanagement of public funds grew rapidly – while concurrently not conveying the same capacity 

and readiness to use force and support as had the Tubman regime – it became obvious that Tolbert’s 

position was insecure (Ruiz, 1992). 

LASAT contends that where the late arrivals realise that the early arrivals are not complacent but 

confrontational, such as the case of the persistent uprising by the native tribes in Liberia, late 

arrivals may resort to brute force and massacre to forcefully suppress rebellion, monopolise 

resources and dominate them. For instance, in April 1979, riots broke out in Liberia (Diggs, 1993). 

Tolbert, in an attempt to secure his position, declared a state of emergency and crushed the riots 

with brute force. Large numbers of heads of the small and fragmented resistance groups that sprung 

up during his rule were captured. However, only two days prior to their appearance in court, a group 

of 17 recruited men staged a coup, overthrew the government and killed Tolbert (Diggs, 1993). The 

oppressed indigenous ethnic groups had long harboured ill-feelings of losing profits of their work in 

iron ore, lumber and rubber plantations mainly to the elite class. In fact, there is no gainsaying the 

fact that the tyrannical rule by the elite minority for over 160 years laid the foundation for the civil 

crisis (Morten, 2001). With an army of 5,000, of which more than ninety-five percent were “tribal,” 

the ripple effects of the Liberian military coup was inevitable (Diggs, 1993).  

2.1.4.2 Samuel Doe's April 1980 Military Coup and Its Consequences 

The April 1980 coup, in which Sergeant Samuel Doe and his clique of non-commissioned officers 

of the Liberian army overthrew Tolbert's government, brought an end to the entrenched Americo-

Liberian monopoly of power (Okolo, 1981). As Okolo (1981) noted, Tolbert’s attempt to suppress 
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the opposition triggered the coup. President Tolbert along with twenty-seven members of his 

security force was killed (Liebenow, 1986). Conversely, bloody purges were carried out within the 

military institution and this led to the public execution of thirteen cabinet members of Tolbert's 

administration (Liebenow, 1986). All government officials that escaped the purge were threatened 

to return, or risk forfeiture of properties. Nonetheless, no large number of refugees was generated 

by the April coup (Okolo, 1981). 

Although Doe’s coup was welcomed by many Liberians, his subsequent actions made his regime 

indifferent from his predecessors. Unabated corruption, worsened ethnic tensions and identity issues 

in the country soon turned public opinion against him. His financial mismanagement left Liberia’s 

treasury virtually empty, and nearly two billion dollars in debt (Veronica, 1995). Worse still, his 

attempt to sustain power and ensure the remote possibility of either the late arrivals (Americo-

Liberians) or other native tribes from assuming power divided ethnic groups as never before 

(Morten, 2001). Krahn, Doe’s ethnic group, which makes up about 4 percent of the Liberian 

population were given most of the authority in the military and the most significant posts in the 

government (Morten, 2001). As Mr. Diggs (1997), former Liberian Ambassador to Nigeria noted:  

Every Krahn that was educated and aligned with Doe had a position in the 

government. In every office, Doe had a Krahn ‘spy’ who will approach you 

and say, ‘Krahn by tribe; what is your tribe.’ In fact, Krahn became almost 

the language of the governing circle in Liberia. If you did not speak Krahn, 

you are outside. 

Along similar lines, Veronica (1995) contends that Doe’s worst mistake was the over-concentration 

of power and ethnicisation of the army which flared ethnic tensions in the country (Joyce, 1996). 

The Krahn-dominated army was largely responsible for the atrocities and gross human rights 

violations committed during Doe's regime (Veronica, 1995). 

2.1.4.3 Civil Conflicts and the Refugee Crisis in Liberia 

On Christmas Eve, 1989, Charles Taylor and his National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) 

launched an invasion to overthrow Doe’s 10-year-old corrupt and autocratic government through 

northern Liberia from bases in Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast) (Veronica, 1995). Charles Taylor 

belonged to the lineage of the Americo-Liberians but his mother was a member of the Gola ethnic 

group. His resistance to the establishment and the formation of his rebel group, leading ultimately to 
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his presidency could also be seen as the return of an Americo-Liberian descendant to a supreme 

position in Liberia in a fashion that is evocative of Olaoluwa’s (2019) idea of Superior Return 

Aggression Theory (SRAT). At first, Taylor and his NPFL limited their attacks to soldiers and 

government officials. However, a failed coup attempt by Thomas Quiwonkpa (a Gio whose ethnic 

group lived mainly in Nimba County) reignited Doe’s ethnic bigotry to engage in bloody reprisal 

attacks, torture and massacre of about 2,000 Gio and Mano civilians in Monrovia, Liberia’s capital 

(Ruiz, 1992). The avengement was not limited to the execution of hundreds of soldiers from these 

two ethnic groups but was extended to thousands of innocent citizens. These gory attacks displaced 

large numbers of members of these ethnic groups, while about 13,000 sought refuge in Guinea, only 

a week into the civil war in December 1989 (Ruiz, 1992). In revenge, Taylor’s forces attacked 

civilians of the Krahn and Mandingo ethnic groups and by the start of 1990, some 120,000 refugees 

had fled to Cote d'Ivoire and Guinea ((Ruiz, 1992). 

Due to internal disputes, one faction split from Taylor’s NPFL in February 1990 to form the 

Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL) (Morten, 2001). The INPFL headed by 

Prince Johnson contested the control of Liberia with Taylor. As the Liberian war escalated in the 

early 1990s with ethnic bloodbaths executed by close to eleven armed groups setup mainly along 

ethnic lines, more than half of the country’s three million people fled their homes (Morten, 2001). 

While the United States of America (USA) rejected the appeals for its intervention from the 

international community, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) decided to 

step in by sending its peacekeeping force, Economic Community of West African States Monitoring 

Group (ECOMOG), a five-nation West African military force from Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leone, 

Gambia and Guinea – predominantly from Nigeria, to Monrovia (Ellis, 1995). In August 1990, 

ECOWAS’ peacekeeping force, ECOMOG arrived in Monrovia to secure the capital, stop the 

destruction and massacre, protect foreign nationals, reconcile combatant, restore peace in the war-

torn country, and prevent instability in the West African region that could arise from the mass 

movement of refugees (Ellis, 1995). 

The war which started as a ploy to overthrow Doe’s dictatorial regime degenerated into ethnic 

massacres as each faction fought with the desire to take revenge (Nubo, 1996). Likewise, the tactics 

of warfare that shifted into mass killings led to an exponential increase of displaced persons and 

refugees to over a million (Ellis, 1995). Rebel factions that emerged with ‘pretentious’ claim to end 

the anarchy caused by Doe’s army inflicted pointless sorrows on the civilians through ethnic fanned 
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slaughter (Nubo, 1996). The war worsened from the struggle for power among warring factions to a 

major onslaught on the innocent civilian population. As the war moved closer to Monrovia, 

thousands of city residents fled through the Sierra Leonean border, while some escaped to Liberia’s 

interior. With little or no possession, many of the uprooted began the month-long walk to Sierra 

Leone and some to Ivory Coast. About a hundred thousand civilians fled into Monrovia from 

nearby cities while a large number of displaced persons moved into IDP camps or stayed with 

family and friends in the capital (Ruiz, 1992).  

Prior to the end of 1990, a mass number of Liberians were forcibly displaced from their homes 

while some 50,000 were killed (Veronica, 1995). The war had destroyed the country’s economy and 

hard infrastructures. As the war continued within and around the capital, the people suffered 

blackout, war-related diseases, poor water supply, and food crises. Clinics, hospitals, and even 

religious centres were not spared from ruins. The request by church leaders representing the 

Liberian Council of Churches for Doe to surrender power angered the president, who directed his 

army to capture and kill the clergy (Veronica, 1995). For instance, Magnus Amegashie, the 

Presbyterian Church's moderator was killed alongside six hundred refugees who sought refuge at St. 

Peter's Lutheran Church (Veronica, 1995). Equally, many of the 9,000 displaced Liberians who 

sought refuge at the Baptist-run Ricks Institute were arrested and executed by Taylor’s forces (Ellis, 

1995). On 30 July 1990, the Armed Forces of Liberia attacked and slaughtered a large number of 

IDPs in a church serving as a Red Cross shelter (Ruiz, 1992). 

Furthermore, the displaced populations lacked aid and response from the international community 

until the last quarter of 1990 when emergency food aid finally arrived in the capital. Relief 

materials and food items were provided by international humanitarian and disaster agencies 

including the United Nations World Food Program and the United States (US), through its Office of 

Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) (USAID, 1994). By the end of 1990, many persons in the 

country were currently dependent on international food aid (USAID, 1994). However, bad weather 

conditions and logistic issues presented huge problems initially for relief agencies to deliver aid to 

refugees in neighbouring countries, particularly to those in the forest region of Guinea (USAID, 

1994). Until relief materials arrived, Liberian refugees were well-received by members of host 

communities who provided them with food, accommodation, and other essential amenities. There 

were also refugees that found safe-haven in homes of host families who generously shared their 

limited resources. Some host governments were highly receptive to fleeing refugees and adopted 
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liberal asylum policies. Sadly, many of the African families that received refugees were poor and 

often lacked the basic capital to support their own families, talk less of strangers (USAID, 1994). 

Though the main rebel force, led by Charles Taylor, controlled much of the countryside, their march 

towards Monrovia was frustrated by ECOMOG and Prince Johnson’s INPFL forces in late 1990 

(Veronica, 1995). However, ECOMOG managed to restore calm in Monrovia in October 1990, a 

month after Doe was caught and killed by a rebel faction of Prince Johnson’s (Veronica, 1995). As a 

consequence, by November 1990, the civil war in Liberia had forced about eight hundred thousand 

people to flee the country, while about a million persons were internally displaced (UNHCR, 1991). 

In the West African region in 1991, the number of refugees rose to 875,000 (UNHCR, 1991). These 

Liberian refugees massively migrated to Cote d’Ivoire, Guinea, Sierra Leone, while its small 

percentage fled to Nigeria, Ghana, Mali, and Gambia. About 325,000 sought asylum in Guinea, 

300,000 in Cote d’Ivoire, 125,000 in Sierra Leone, 8,000 in Ghana, and 1,500 in Nigeria (UNHCR, 

1991). Before the later part of 1991, about half of the country’s inhabitants had fled to neighbouring 

states or were internally displaced. 

Worse still, plans for large-scale repatriation and resettlement of refugees in 1992 collapsed as the 

fighting began between ULIMO, a new faction, and Taylor’s NPFL (UNHCR, 1994). The situation 

further degenerated on 15 October as Taylor’s NPFL attacked ECOMOG’s positions in and around 

Monrovia. He accused ECOMOG of collaborating with United Liberation Movement of Liberia for 

Democracy (ULIMO). This renewed fighting threatened the implementation of the 1991 

Yamassoukro IV agreement and stalled the peace process (UNHCR, 1994). The new fighting 

frustrated the hope of the refugees who had been returning to Liberia. It created some 100,000 new 

refugees from both Liberia and Sierra Leone and left 30,000 displaced within Liberia itself 

(UNHCR, 1994). While some refugees fled to Guinea, others continued to arrive in Monrovia 

whose population has more than doubled. The renewed fighting also frustrated UNHCR repatriation 

plans. An office in Monrovia had been set up to coordinate repatriation efforts (UNHCR, 1994). 

While refugees near the Liberian border were expected to return home on their own, others further 

away from the boundaries were to be provided with transportation. However, unable to reach a 

peaceful solution to the ongoing crisis, some 665,000 persons have been forced to remain in exile in 

neighbouring states while about six hundred thousand were internally displaced in Liberian as of 

December 1992 (UNHCR, 1994). 
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The lives of IDPs and refugees were characterised by endless fear, severe hardship, torture, rape 

dehumanising circumstances, murder and rights violations by the combatants. As Ruiz (1992) 

reported: 

Survivors described not just physical abuse, rape, and wanton killing, but 

also mutilations, people forced to eat their own body parts, the sick and 

elderly burned alive in their huts, and pregnant women’s stomachs torn open 

with bayonets and their unborn babies ripped from their wombs. Men, 

women, and children were forced to watch the torture and execution of their 

loved ones. Anyone who protested or even cried out risked being killed. 

The wars disrupted the social construction, tore families apart and gave rise 

to children’s militia. Charles Taylor’s forces captured and recruited 

hundreds of orphans to carry arms. With the exception of the Armed Forces 

of Liberia, nearly all the various warring factions used children soldiers, and 

consequently, children became victims and perpetrators of atrocities 

(Morten, 2005). While many of the children soldiers were conscripted, some 

joined voluntarily to avenge the massacre of their parents, siblings or 

relatives, and others joined the war because their parents were killed and 

enlisting was the only option. The children soldiers were taught how to kill, 

loot, and commit various atrocities (Ruiz, 1992). 

At the end of 1993, the total number of Liberian refugees rose to about 702,000. Of this number, 

250,000 were estimated to be living in Cote d’Ivoire, 420,000 in Guinea, 13,000 in Ghana, 15,000 

in Sierra Leone and 4,000 in other countries including Nigeria (UNHCR, 1994). As the situation 

seemed to improve, some 7,000 Liberian refugees left Ghana and returned to Liberia during the 

latter part of 1993. The remaining 13,000 resided at Buduburam refugee camp near Accra 

(UNHCR, 1994).  

Despite series of peace accords signed amongst warring factions including the Geneva and the 

Cotonou Accords of 1994, Liberia’s nearly five-year-old civil war re-ignited, as a new round of 

fighting between rival guerrilla splinter groups began in early September 1994 (Veronica, 1995). 

The fighting occurred between the Krahn and Mandingo elements within ULIMO, as well as 

between ULIMO and the Lofa Defense Force (Veronica, 1995). Also engaged in skirmishes were 
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the Liberia Peace Council (LPC) and the NPFL. Some populations were uprooted in renewed 

fighting. About 50,000 of this population became refugees in Guinea and 90,000 sought refuge in 

Cote d’Ivoire (UNHCR, 1995). Most of the fleeing refugees took no personal belongings, while 

some crossing into Cote d'Ivoire by canoe drowned in their desperate efforts. Relief workers were 

unable to reach thousands of the IDPs stranded in Liberia's war zones (USAID, 1994). The death 

toll increased exponentially with the protracted civil conflict uprooting seventy-five percent of 

Liberians from their homes and killing approximately one in every seventeen person by the middle 

of 1994 (UNCR, 1995). 

By the end of 1994, Taylor’s NPFL had declined rapidly and only controlled twenty percent of 

Liberia. The number of rebel groups heightened with most of the rebel leaders senselessly 

prolonging the war for the sake of looting, killing, and with no specific ideology. None of the 

twelve peace accords and numerous ceasefire agreements signed throughout the course of the six-

year-old war materialised (Veronica, 1995). Worse still, the thirteenth peace accord which was 

signed in Abuja, Nigeria in August 1995 stalled as a result of reported fighting in western Liberia 

and around Gbarnga, and sporadic outbreaks of fighting in December 1995, and a second in mid-

January 1996 (Reliefweb, 2004). As the military situation reached a stalemate in the mid-1990s, all 

sides reluctantly agreed to a cease-fire and national elections (Drumtra, 2003). Voters elected Taylor 

as president in 1997 after he threatened to restart the war if he loses the polls. By 1999, nearly 

ninety percent of all Liberian refugees and IDPs had returned home despite the growing dismay at 

the government’s corruption and human rights abuses (Reliefweb, 2004). In reaction to the unabated 

impunity of Taylor’s regime, a new rebel group known as Liberians United for Reconstruction and 

Development (LURD), dominated by ethnic Mandingos and using Guinea as a base, commenced 

attacks in remote northern Liberia in 2000 (Reliefweb, 20043). This invasion was met by fierce 

countermeasures by Liberian government troops. However, the successful spread of the LURD 

insurgency to the edge of Monrovia in mid-2003 led to mass displacements of Liberians 

(Reliefweb, 2004). A second rebel group also emerged in May, known as the Movement for 

Democracy (MD), a group mainly comprised of ethnic Krahn in Liberia (Drumtra, 2003). 

Nevertheless, the international community condemned Taylor's government for its continual 

involvement in Sierra Leone's civil war and its smuggling of Sierra Leonean diamonds. The UN-

backed Special Court for Sierra Leone charged Taylor in June 2003 for war crimes (Drumtra, 2003). 

Taylor responded with a promise to surrender power and temporal asylum move to Nigeria which 
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he later delayed. By late July, about 700,000 Liberians were displaced, including at least 500,000 

IDPs and more than 200,000 refugees in neighbouring countries due to the civil war (Drumtra, 

2003). Displaced families sought shelter at selected camps and ninety impromptu sites in and 

nearby Monrovia, where they were exposed to more risks (Reliefweb, 2004). Fourteen years of 

nearly relentless war in Liberia ended in August 2003 with the flight into exile of former president 

Charles Taylor. However, the destruction of home and mass displacement of millions of Liberians 

remained  the displacing and immobilising forces for many in exile (Drumtra, 2003). 

2.1.5 Liberian Refugees in Oru Camp, Nigeria (1990-2012) 

According to Crisp (2003:1), one of the most complex and daunting humanitarian problems facing 

the international community today is the increasing scale and frequency of ‘protracted refugees 

situations’ – meaning refugees who have spent more than five years in exile without any immediate 

prospect of a solution. UNHCR (2018) estimates over 15.9 million refugees to be in protracted 

situations in 2018 and more than 26 percent of the world’s refugee population are hosted in sub-

Saharan Africa. Milner & Loescher (2011:3) explain that the average duration of exile is now 

approaching twenty years, nearly doubled over the past decade. 

The Liberian refugee population outside Oru Refugee Camp, Southwestern Nigeria is certainly one 

of these protracted refugee cases for which UNHCR failed to find a solution to end their exile. The 

Oru refugee settlement was founded in 1990 by the General Ibrahim Babangida administration in 

the wake of the Liberian Civil War when the first shipment of over a thousand Liberian asylum 

seekers arrived in Nigeria. The influx of refugees resulted from Liberia’s internal conflict, which 

began in 1989 when Charles Taylor took up arms against Samuel Doe, the president of Liberia at 

that time (Morten, 2005). Due to unabated fourteen years of war, a massive number of refugees 

arrived at the camp, thereby forming a refugee community of diverse and similar geographical 

backgrounds, tribes, ages, and socio-economic positions. At different stages and periods, Liberian 

refugees including other foreign nationals (Sierra Leoneans and Chadians) fleeing civil rife and 

persecution were taken by the UNHCR to the refugee camp in Oru settlement, Ogun State for two 

decades. Overall, about 7,200 refugees - mainly from Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Chad were 

registered in Nigeria at the height of the Liberian Civil War of 1989 to 2003 (Reliefweb, 2003).  
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When the first wave of refugees arrived, the Nigerian Red Cross Society (NRCS), with assistance 

from the International Federation, was the only major operational partner of the UNHCR in Nigeria, 

assisting the asylum seekers who disembarked in the country (Reliefweb, 2003). NRCS clinics in 

Lagos and Oru refugee camp provided medical assistance to the Liberians in the camp. NRCS was 

responsible for food and non-food distribution through volunteers, who helped with health 

education for the refugees. On its part, the UNHCR provided funding to meet the cost of 

distributing relief items, transport, and costs for Red Cross volunteers (Reliefweb, 2003). Moreover, 

the Nigerian Government, through the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) and in 

particular the National Commission for Refugees, Migrants and Internally Displaced Persons 

(NCFRMI), was responsible for the overall coordination and the general management of the refugee 

camp, including status determination, protection, security, and accommodation. Equally, the 

Government provided the Oru refugee camp, which was previously used as a school compound. 

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) donated some non-food items, including medical 

supplies and water and sanitation assistance, while UNHCR office in Lagos liaised regularly with 

the above mentioned governmental bodies and humanitarian agencies (Red Cross, UNICEF, etc.) to 

coordinate the assistance to the refugees (Reliefweb, 2003). 

However, the Liberian Civil War ended in 2003 with the final ceasefire agreement between the 

warring factions and Taylor’s resignation (Levitt, 2005:226). With the globally shared view of 

Liberia’s recovered stability after 2003, the UN refugee agency centralised its focus on residual 

refugees’ repatriation to Liberia. Between 2004 and 2007, UNHCR organised a large-scale 

repatriation promotion programme for residual Liberian refugees in the sub-region and encouraged 

their return to their country of origin. Nevertheless, since many Liberian refugees had not yet 

become prepared to return to the precarious political and economic situation in Liberia (Dick, 

2002:29; Agblorti, 2011:5), only 2,009 Liberian refugees in Nigeria were repatriated under the 

tripartite agreement (Reliefweb, 2005). Once again, between 2008 and 2009, UNHCR launched 

another one-year repatriation programme for residual refugees. With the unsatisfactory result of the 

repatriation programme and very limited availability of resettlement opportunities for Liberian 

refugees, UNHCR shifted its focus onto the local integration of residual Liberian refugees as a last 

remaining solution (Geraldine, 2008:6). 

As refugee situations become prolonged, levels of international relief are normally significantly 

reduced or entirely cut off (Jacobsen, 2005:2). According to Loescher (2001), in the late 1990s the 
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amount of funding from donor states for prolonged refugees in Africa had started declining and 

refugees in West Africa, including Liberian refugees, were the principal victims of this funding 

shortage (Loescher, 2001:321-322). Hardgrove (2009) observes that in the beginning of the twenty-

first century, many refugees had to survive on their own due to massive withdrawal of humanitarian 

aid in camps. Conversely, the UNHCR triggered the cessation clause in 2012 for the remaining 

refugees from Liberia on the premise that the peace and stability in the country were restored after 

the bitter civil conflict (Omata, 2012). This implied that those who had fled Liberia and remained 

abroad were no longer regarded as refugees by UNHCR and host governments. Before the 

cessation, the UNHCR offered the Liberian refugees a three-way durable solution – repatriation, 

integration, and resettlement – but while many of the former refugees were repatriated, some 

refused to return by choosing resettlement or local integration (Omata, 2012). Nevertheless, Oru 

refugee camp was officially shut down in 2012, signalling an abrupt end to all humanitarian 

activities and aids by key international and national agencies – UNHCR, the NCFRMI, the Red 

Cross and other agencies working with the refugees. With the loss of humanitarian aid for Liberian 

refugees, the livelihoods of residual Liberian refugees in Oru refugee camp was thrown into abject 

vulnerability and constraints. 

2.1.6 The After-Life of the Closed Oru Refugee Camp 

Nine years since the closure of the Oru refugee camp in 2012, hundreds of Liberians continue to 

live as residual refugees (Akinfenwa, 2016). Despite the return of Liberian refugees at the end of 

the 1990s, sizeable numbers of residual Liberian refugees chose to remain in countries of refuge 

such as Nigeria, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, and Guinea. These Liberians have become what Crisp (2002) 

described as “members of residual caseloads” due to their decision to remain in exile when other 

members of the same population have been able to repatriate, resettle or become locally integrated 

into their country of asylum. Humanitarian aid for these residual refugees has been entirely cut off 

since 2012, thereby exposing them to economic vulnerably and social constraints. 

Exile can be interminably protracted but legal protection– refugee status is not a permanent fix. The 

1951 Refugee Convention indicates that “cessation clause may be invoked when the conditions 

under which people were acknowledged as refugees no longer exist…” (Omata, 2012). Through 

this process, thousands of Liberian refugees in West Africa witnessed the end of their refugee status 

in 2012, after which UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency, conveyed an integration system through the 
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freedom of movement protocol of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) as 

a ‘sub-regional solution’ for Liberians who remained in exile (Kpandji, 2016). The UNHCR 

supported the Liberian Government to undertake passport vetting missions to verify Liberian 

refugees who wished to locally integrate into their countries of current residency. The exercise took 

place in 2013 and 2014; 910 persons were denied Liberian passports due to their inability to prove 

their nationality (Kpandji, 2016). As a result, they were left in legal limbo, thus, at risk of 

statelessness. 

Some months after the refugee status ended, these former Liberian refugees and other refugees were 

evicted from the camp by the community members and relocated to a nearby uninhabitable bushy 

location where they continue to exist in a continuous state of exile (Akinfenwa, 2016). Sadly, they 

are displaced from their roots – homeland – and in exile, they are abandoned to harsh conditions, 

alienation and developmental challenges that further exacerbate their plights, because the 

displacement exposes them to more psychological trauma and socio-economic hardship. Worse still, 

some are in legal limbo, thus, at risk of statelessness. Their unsuccessful integration and 

resettlement deprive them of rights to basic resources and make it harder to negotiate their space in 

the host community (Omata, 2014).  

Despite these constraints, residual Liberian refugees have been able to recreate a ‘Liberian home’ in 

exile without certainly going ‘home’. They have preserved their Liberian identity and culture 

despite their protracted stay in exile. Children born in exile have been able to imbibe the culture and 

identity of their parent’s tribe simultaneously with that of the host land. These former Liberian 

refugees have successfully mapped out their place in exile as a sacred settlement commonly referred 

to as ‘Liberia in Nigeria’. They have developed socio-economic and political agency to negotiate 

their space in the host land and navigate through constraints. Part of the former refugee camp which 

now exists in Jaloye Community, Oru-Ijebu has become a ‘home’ for residual Liberian refugees and 

a ‘place of convergence’ for many others scattered across Nigeria who either failed to be fully 

integrated or resettled by the UNHCR. At best, the place they now occupy can be described as a 

‘cultural colony in the diaspora’. 

Nevertheless, the essential sadness that exile is capable of causing an unhealable rift between a 

human being and his homeland, between the exile and its true home as described by Said (2000) has 

become insurmountable for the residual Liberian Refugees outside Oru refugee camp, regardless of 

the gains in exile. Their nostalgic feelings and tentative returns in their present vulnerability and 
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everyday lives have become key features of their exilic consciousness. In some cases, the suffering, 

exploitation, despondency, and issues of legal status and rights worsen their stay in Nigeria 

(Adeleke, 2014). The migration journey of these Liberians to exile has shaped the making and 

unmaking of their status from a legal citizen to an asylum seeker, to a refugee, and now to a residual 

refugee. Due to the capacity of ‘journey’ to sometimes compound exile, some of the older residual 

refugees lack the legal documents to lay claim or resources to return and start a new life in Liberia 

or negotiate their space in exile in favour of their homeland (Liberia). This precarious condition 

threatens their survival, stunts their growth as ‘a long-lasting and intractable state of limbo’ with no 

hope of ever settling down or finding a ‘real home’ (Etzold, 2019). It is, therefore, disingenuous 

when exile is sometimes assumed to offer an alternative reality that is better than the true home. As 

Ojaide (1998:107) specifies, the “home” abroad, no matter its ostensible safety, remains a long 

night(mare) from which the exile impatiently struggles and awaits the arrival of dawn. As the poet 

continues to lament, the pain that the exile experiences in other lands are no less grievous than the 

one at home as the conditions that precipitate exile are concomitant with living abroad without 

attenuation (Ojaide, 1998):  

There’s none so hurt at home who forgets the pain outside – that’s the 

persistent ache one carries until home’s safe to return to, when it no longer 

matters where you live! (Ojaide, 1998:77) . 

Outside the closed camp, residual Liberian refugees are faced with the dilemma of coping with and 

overcoming the horrendous memories of their war-torn homeland that kept haunting them when 

they fled. Their exilic experience had become a unique part of their life story and sense of self. 

Benezer and Zetter (2014) posit that the journey of exiles deeply affects how survivors re-evaluate 

and reconstruct their previous expectations in exile and the new life which they hoped for. It 

painfully influences the condition in which exiles arrive at a new land, and affect the choice of 

subsequent adjustment, integration, return or resettlement elsewhere. Sometimes exile compounds 

and worsens the condition of the exile (Olaoluwa, 2009). Residual Liberian refugees have 

experienced the catastrophic loss of homeland; displaced by dreadful prolonged and successive 

wars that kept haunting them, they may never experience a sense of belonging to a ‘home’ again. At 

the same time, their sense of loss is amplified by their forceful eviction from the Oru refugee camp 

by the community members. They are now exposed to vulnerability in their new, de-familiarised 

place characterised by a transgressive and resistant politics and sociality. This state of exile as 

clearly described by Said (2000), is never the state of being satisfied, placid, or secure, which keeps 
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them interminably looking nostalgically back to their original homeland damaged by wars. It is this 

nostalgia that restricts them to a continuous state of ambivalence, belonging to no place and 

struggling to keep their culture, identity, history, and politics. The foregoing, therefore, begets the 

question: Why do these residual refugees choose not to go home, even when conditions in their 

country of origin appear to have stabilised? Why exactly did the traditional durable solutions — 

repatriation, integration, and resettlement — fail to decongest the Oru refugee camp? How have the 

residual Liberian refugees transformed the uninhabitable bushy location to a location of influence, 

power and attraction in Oru town? Since the UNHCR triggered the cessation clause and closure of 

the Oru refugee camp, residual Liberian refugees have been abandoned as an ‘invisible’ population 

under nobody’s responsibility.  

Thus, the above makes a case for the examination of the post-refugee experience of residual 

Liberian refugees in Oru town, Ogun State, Nigeria. The study on residual Liberian refugees outside 

the closed camp in Oru town offers a broader perspective to scholars and policymakers dealing with 

displacement, post-conflict, peace-building, humanitarian crisis, and forced migration. The 

unabated refugee cases and protracted situations globally shows the urgency to acquire findings that 

can prevent future appearance of “forgotten” former refugees. 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.2 Axel Honneth's Theory of Recognition 

Alex Honneth’s theory of recognition takes a cue from Hegelian intersubjectivity to probe the 

medium through which recognition is realised and assert how the motivational and normative role 

of recognition impacts the comprehension and validation of social movements (Honneth, 2007). 

Honneth’s conception of recognition is adjudged to have generated the most expansive discourse on 

recognition to date (Thomas et. al., 2011). The theory stresses the significance of legal recognition 

and broader structural forces in facilitating everyday lived experiences. This argument on 

recognition finds relevance with residual caseloads who no longer hold the refugee status and are 

confronted with unrestrained alienation, estrangement, vulnerability and lack of protection daily. 

Etzold et. al. (2019) affirm that these structural forces constrain displaced persons from harnessing 

their potentials and free choices. According to Etzold et. al. (2019), these multiple structural forces 

are enduring ‘displacing forces’ that impede return, ‘marginalising forces’ that hinder local 

integration, and ‘immobilising forces’ that hamper opportunities to pursue a future elsewhere. In 

problematising individual contestation of these structural forces, Honneth’s theory introduces a 

tripartite model of interaction and recognition that is interconnected and essential for an individual’s 

development of self-confidence, self-esteem, and self-respect: love, rights, and solidarity (Honneth 

2007:129-142). The foregoing suggests that for residual refugees to attain recognition in a locality, 

the aforementioned tripartite components must be in existence.  

Honneth’s theory postulates that ‘love' is symbolic to the satisfaction of an individual or group’s 

physical needs and emotions by others which is forged in familial relationships and bonds 

(Honneth, 1995). The love opined by Honneth is imperative to fundamental self-confidence which 

can be broken through abuse. According to Thomas et. al. (2011), people are linked to the being of 

others who requite people’s positive self-worth leading to self-trust and self-confidence in such 

individuals. This sociocultural component is a critical part of Honneth’s conception of love. In 

Thomas et. al. (2011) analysis, religion and customs are important coping schema in providing 

emotional support which correlates with the primary-relationships linked with Honneth's 

component of ‘love’ (Thomas et. al., 2011:104). Honneth’s work also indicates that ‘rights’ are 

expressed in the growth of moral responsibility that is shaped through the moral relations of 

individuals with others (Honneth 1995). This mode of recognition refers to a reciprocal order by 

which the person views oneself from the prism of the other in interaction as a carrier of 
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corresponding rights (Blunden, 2007). Although a person without rights can possess self-respect, 

Ghosh (2008) posits that acknowledgement of the independent legal status of an individual is an 

important step to ensure equal access and opportunities with others. Honneth’s theory corroborates 

Ghosh’s (2008) assertion by making a case for legal-recognition which he considers as the perfect 

form through which self-respect is achieved. 

Honneth’s theory postulates further that ‘solidarity’ is a representation of the recognition of people’s 

characteristics and capacities (Honneth, 1995). According to Thomas et. al. (2011), solidarity is 

based on social gratitude which breeds growth of self-esteem. Honneth’s work posits that people’s 

distinct attributes and capacities powerfully impact personal differences (Honneth, 1995:122). 

Therefore, far from the interconnection of love and rights, which speaks to the existence of the 

attributes of human essence, Honneth (1995:122) argues that esteem requires a social mechanism 

that must be capable of communicating the variance in traits between human subjects in a general, 

and deeply fixed, ‘intersubjectively mandatory way’. Thomas et. al. (2011) corroborate this 

assertion by arguing that an individual must feel the need to offer tangible relevance because a lack 

of something valuable to contribute hampers the growth of such individuals' talents and identity. 

The foregoing suggests that all the tripartite schema presented by Honneth are integral to 

understanding the coping mechanisms and everyday lived experiences of individuals in a new, 

defamiliarised society. 

Therefore, this study adopts Alex Honneth’s theory of recognition as a theoretical framework to 

offer direction and probe in the course of discussion and analysis of the journey to exile and 

transformative agency of residual Liberian refugees outside the closed camp in Oru, Ogun State, 

Nigeria. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 

This study adopts a narrative and descriptive analysis as key methodological tool for the 

ethnographic study of the exilic journey and transformative agency of residual Liberian refugees in 

Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. 

This study was approved by the unit of Diaspora and Transnational Studies at the Institute of 

African Studies, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria. Prior to the data collection, the Chairman of 

the residual refugees community was approached for permission to conduct interviews in the Oru 

residual refugee settlement. After briefing on the purpose of the inquiry, the chairman identified 

residual refugees who could provide valuable information that will aid the research. Participants 

were informed about their right to refrain from any question and when necessary, withdraw from 

interviews. Consent forms were signed voluntarily after participants gave oral consents. All 

respondents were reminded of the confidentiality of personal information and options of 

pseudonyms were given to them. 

3.2 STUDY AREA 

This study is an ethnographic field work with focus on the residual Liberian refugee settlement in 

Oru-Ijebu, Ogun State, Southwestern Nigeria. The researcher assessed respondents domiciled inside 

and outside the residual refugee settlement in Oru town .  

The Oru refugee camp was created in 1990 by the General Ibrahim Babangida administration 

following the outbreak of the Liberian Civil War when the first shipment of over a thousand 

Liberian asylum seekers arrived in Nigeria. About 5,000 Liberian refugees were registered in 

Nigeria at the height of the Liberian Civil War of 1989 to 2003. This new abode was supposed to be 

a temporal stay pending the restoration of peace in Liberia but the failure of the UNHCR three-way 

durable solution – repatriation, integration, and resettlement protracted their stay in Nigeria.  

However, the situation of the Liberian exiles in Oru refugee camp was worsened when they lost 

their refugee status in 2012, signalling the official closure of the camp and abrupt end to all 

humanitarian activities and aids by key international and national agencies. Some months after their 

refugee status ended, Liberian residuals and other nationals were evicted from the camp by the 
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community members and relocated to a nearby uninhabitable bushy location where they are 

abandoned to exist in a continuous state of exile without humanitarian support or state protection.  

The Oru residual refugee settlement is one of the oldest Liberian residual refugee hosting 

communities in Africa. However, the continuous contestation of prevailing realities and 

mechanisms deployed by residual Liberian refugees to transform the former uninhabitable space to 

a cultural colony, an economic hub and politically active community makes the Oru, Southwestern 

Nigeria a suitable location for interrogation of post-refugee experience and after-life outside a 

closed refugee camp. 

3.3 STUDY POPULATION 

The population of this study consists of 305 male and female Liberian residuals outside the Oru 

refugee camp, traditional and religious leaders in Oru town, Ogun State, Nigeria. This study also 

took into consideration civil society organisations, academics, a documentary photographer and 

journalists who had either worked on displacement crises or dealt with issues on development, 

governance policy, and security in Nigeria. 

3.4 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES 

Data collection took place in 6 months. The major form of data collection was qualitative and was 

through key informants technique, snowball strategy, purposive sampling technique, in-depth 

interviews, participant observation, and focus group discussions. Key informants are observant, 

reflective members of the residual refugee and host community who are victims and or, well-

informed about the post-refugee experience of the residual Liberian refugees in Nigeria. In-depth 

interviews and focus study was used to examine the individual and collective exilic and post-

refugee experience of residual Liberian refugees in Nigeria. 

3.5 SAMPLE SIZE 

The sample size consists of 29 participants. These include 20 residual Liberian refugees domiciled 

in Oru refugee settlement who had either opted to stay in Nigeria after the 2012 voluntary 

repatriation exercise or refused resettlement application to another country, 3 former Sierra Leonean 

refugees who passed through Liberia during the civil war, 1 pastor who presides over the residual 

refugee church, 1 head of charity organisation for Liberians and other nationalities in Ogun State, 1 

ex-military officer, 1 creative director/photographer documenting the life history of displaced 
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persons, 1 agro-processor, 1 food enthusiast who patronised the restaurant at Oru residual refugee 

settlement, and working papers by UNHCR. 

3.6 METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 

Qualitative data were collected through participant observation, in-depth interviews, and focus 

group discussions. Open-ended and semi-structured interviews were held with residual Liberian 

refugees in Oru town, while observations were conducted at the church, mosque, Cassava-

processing factory, restaurant and dilapidated sites in the residual Liberian refugee settlement in 

Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. Focus group discussions were conducted for female residual Liberian 

refugees to get a broader perspective on food-making practices and the cultural preservation in the 

residual refugee settlement while a few young residual Liberian refugees also participated in a focus 

study to get the second-generation perception of the intersection between Liberia and Nigeria. 

Informal questions and observatory approach were employed during visits to the farms, Okada 

business and Cassava-processing unit. 

Given the relative availability of English speakers in Nigeria, informal interpretation through local 

English speakers or formal interpretation with a paid interpreter was adopted where necessary.  

The secondary data that was used include relevant literature, consisting of published or unpublished 

scholarly work, working papers, internet articles, journals, books, government documents, 

conference papers, newspapers, and magazines.  

3.7 METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS 

In order to achieve a successful research inquiry, data collected was qualitatively analysed to extract 

valid and reliable findings. In this process, the recordings and notes of in-depth interviews were 

transcribed from Pidgin English or a local language to British English text. This is because the 

Liberian refugees speak American English with a combination of their indigenous languages that 

often makes some of their statements difficult to understand. The responses to each question was 

summarised and important quotations was reported verbatim for the sake of authenticity and to 

validate the possible findings of the study. 

3.8 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY  

At first, I was unable to identify the location of former Liberian refugees in Oru town because there 

was a paucity of data on their status since the closure of the refugee camp by the Nigerian 
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government in 2012. My contacts at NCFRMI, humanitarian and aid agencies, and Ogun State 

government were unable to provide an exact description of the location of residual Liberian 

refugees due to long years of disengagement of humanitarian services at the Oru refugee camp. I 

relied mainly on the recent investigative reports by two Nigerian newspapers — the Guardian and 

Punch newspapers to get an insight into the prevailing realities in Oru refugee camp. However, on 

arrival in Oru town, I could not identify the location even with the details in the national 

newspapers. I later approached the King’s palace where I got the direction to the present location of 

the residual Liberian refugees, who still co-exist with a few Sierra Leonean residuals, nearby a 

bushy location adjacent to the closed Oru refugee camp. 

The bushy nature of the location limited my access to some of the sites narrated by the residual 

refugees, especially a popular river, a few farms, and the buildings located at the closed Oru refugee 

camp. To tackle this, I deployed a drone to capture the aerial pictures and videos to get on-the-spot 

assessments of some of the tangible materials mentioned during the interviews but located in the 

bushy end of the present settlement. The wall constructed by the host members to demarcate the 

closed refugee camp from the new residual refugees settlement limited my access to some of the 

structures in the closed refugee camp. I had to fly my drone from the other end of the bushy site to 

capture the structures in the closed site.  

Poor weather conditions during July, August and September 2019 was another limitation during my 

ethnographic study in Oru town. I missed some appointments in the early hours of the morning due 

to heavy rainfall. Also, downpour often disrupted interview sessions since most of the buildings had 

leaking rooftops or poorly constructed windows. In the same vein, some male residual Liberian 

refugees were reluctant to participate in interview sessions due to the nature of their work in farms 

and  transport business which informed the need for them to leave the refugee settlement or focus 

attentively on their work.  

Moreover, I faced health risks during my focus study with garri-processors due to the uncontrollable 

smoke emitting from the firewoods. I coughed and struggled to breathe sometimes. I had to remain 

in the factory whenever I conducted each session because the women were reluctant to leave their 

factory for interview sessions in another location. I also participated in the garri-processing to 

understand the procedures and realities better. 

I had to employ the assistance of a documentary photographer during the interview sessions because 

I struggled to understand the slangs and sometimes, the different kinds of English and accent used 
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by the Liberian population in the camp. According to the residual Liberian refugees, I am the first 

researcher since 2015 to gain the trust and attention by the community particularly the high level of 

enthusiasm to participate in the interview sessions. The initial reluctance to be hospitable to 

researchers was due to the fact that some Non-governmental Organisations (NGOs) and fraudsters 

had occasionally used their stories and personal information to solicit funds from grant agencies on 

their behalf without helping the residual refugees. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS 

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

This study examines the metaphoric and actual condition of the exilic journey of residual Liberian 

refugees in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. Through their narratives, this study offers a discussion on 

what residual Liberian refugees experienced on their journey while fleeing into exile. The study 

looks at the strategies deployed in the migration process, cycles of displacement and refugee 

situation on arrival in Nigeria. Journeys of contemporary exiles are the central subject of 

investigation because they powerfully shape the making and unmaking of the status of the displaced 

from a legal citizen to an asylum seeker, to a refugee, and risk of statelessness. The study also 

explores the marginalising and immobilising forces that residual Liberian refugees face in Oru town 

since the loss of their refugee status and closure of the camp in 2012. Furthermore, attention is paid 

to how residual Liberian refugees have turned the closed camp to a quasi-permanent home, taking 

into consideration the home-making practices, preservation of identity and contestation of the 

sociocultural, political and economic space in Oru town.  

4.2 The Narratives of Exilic Journeys from Liberia to Nigeria amongst Residual Liberian 

Refugees in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria 

This section focuses on the experiences of residual Liberian refugees before setting out from the 

homeland, their reasons for fleeing, the strategies and networks used to travel, the physical and the 

psychological suffering experienced during the journey away from Liberia to Nigeria. This section 

relies on subjective narratives of residual Liberian refugees which have been shaped and preserved 

through trajectories, and systems of movement, in time and space. According to BenEzer (2014), 

exilic journeys must have affected how the survivors re-evaluated and reconstructed their previous 

expectations of exile and the new life which they hoped for, influenced the condition in which they 

arrived in exile, and had an effect on their subsequent adjustment and integration. The narratives of 

residual Liberian refugees unpack the actual exilic process – the medium that connects the two ends 

of their exile. 
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Journeys are powerful life-changing events that significantly affect those who experience them. 

When caused by wars, these experiences are etched in the narratives of the displaced populations. In 

the case of residual Liberian refugees in Oru town, the formative experiences involved in migration 

are not only those that happened after the arrival in Nigeria, but also involved those formed through 

the cycles of displacement during the Liberian civil wars. During these wars, Liberians were 

dispersed geographically, separated by borders, and exiled from one another. The wars caused mass 

displacement of people within and outside the country: many fled in fear from their homes to 

neighbouring countries in search of safety. Some of these refugees ended up in Oru refugee camp, 

Nigeria with memories of homelessness, suffering, psychological and physical pain of flight to 

exile.  

Exilic journey as a term affirms the way experiences of exiles are transformed as they become 

narratives. Some of the Liberian residuals in Oru town who arrived during the civil wars have 

elaborated meaningful narratives of journeys that build an ‘exile’ identity. Their existence in Oru 

town is rooted in exile and their evolvement into a diaspora community is built on suffering and 

exile. From participants’ narratives, residual Liberian refugees were inclined to attribute their 

resistance and resilience in the new, de-familiarised host nation — Nigeria to their experiences of 

war and loss in Liberia, the development of survival strategies and their ability to deal with 

suffering and pains during their journeys to exile. These narratives, which combine several 

experiences, have become predominant among the Liberian community in Oru town. The shared 

experience of the journey to exile thus apparently gave rise to the common perception of being 

Liberian.  

During the ethnographic fieldwork, residual Liberian refugees in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria 

described the myriad ways in which the Liberian civil wars marked their lives, social fabric, and 

cycles of displacement. The civil wars had a direct threat to lives, worsened living conditions, 

disrupted livelihood and properties, and broke the cord of unity and togetherness amongst families. 

In participants’ narratives, fear, rumours of attack, sporadic gunshots, threats, loss, separation, and 

direct violent acts by warring factions forced them out of their homes and turned them into 

travellers in a strange world.  
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4.2.1.  The Phase of Setting Out: War came to meet us in Monrovia 

Mariama, a Liberian residual from the Mandingo ethnic group, was found under a shade that was 

held up by four wooden pillars whose roof was tattered and caving in. She was frying cassava flakes 

in a clay pot in what was rough, but put together an outfit; her wrinkled vintage shirt stealing the 

show. A woman with a laid-back demeanour among the other Liberians who kept to herself; 

enthusiastic about sharing her story. In the course of the interview, it was discovered that the laid-

back attitude she had was as a result of the guilt eating her up. She had felt responsible for the death 

of her nephew who was her sister’s only son. Mariama’s sister was allegedly killed by the Charles 

Taylor rebels during an attack in Liberia’s capital, Monrovia. She recounts that: 

My sister brought her son to me because all my male children had died. She 

wanted the boy to get used to me like I was the one that gave birth to her. 

When the war broke out in 1990, she was butchered at home in the presence 

of his son – Mohammed. I could not leave her son behind. I had to carry 

him along on foot to Ivory Coast. Unfortunately, the boy returned back to 

Liberia in 1995 to join the Prince Johnson rebel. I tried to stop him but he 

was determined to avenge his mother’s death. He knew how they killed his 

mother so he couldn’t just stay back doing nothing and the other rebel group 

- Prince Johnson group that time came through for him. I have searched for 

him since then but I could not find him. I have asked the ex-rebels who are 

now former refugees, but they claim not to know him, talk less of knowing 

where he is. I do not know where my Mohammed is till now. 1 

The tragedy narrated above is not founded on the striking or unusual nature of the adversity; rather 

it is the daily, protracted nature that deserves attention (Brough et al., 2012:220). Mohammed was 

supposed to offer Mariama a new chapter out of the quagmire she found herself earlier in life. 

Instead, his disappearance during the Liberian civil wars brought back the tragic memories that 

continue to haunt her till date. Young bereaved partners can struggle for years, particularly when 

considering new relationships while the loss of a child — representing a new beginning could be 

unbearable to the widow (Giljohann & Ewart, 2005). Mariama recounted that before the invasion of 

Monrovia by Charles Taylor’s rebels in 1990, she was a victim of early marriage and domestic 

abuse. Her dream of getting a tertiary education was dashed at the age of 18 when she was married 

off to a Mandingo man 20 years older than she in a Muslim wedding ceremony. Although she gave 
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birth to eight children (five males and three girls), only one girl survived. This unfortunate incident 

corroborates the research conducted by the WHO (2018) which suggest that “young girls who are 

married off at early age are physically immature and are at higher risk of dying from pregnancy and 

childbirth complications, and their babies have a reduced chance of survival too.” Like some 

Liberian girls who were married off early, she suffered physical and psychological harm from 

unabated domestic violence by her first husband. The physical abuse started slowly and 

inconspicuously with the use of weapons and slaps. Mariama recounted that she experienced a cycle 

of violence that only got more intense and worse over time: 

As Mandingo girls, our parents used to marry us off quickly. I was 18 when 

I was married. They took me from school to marry him. They did not allow 

me to choose the man I want from my heart. Because I was young, they 

gifted me to a man that is very older than me. After marriage, I experienced 

a crisis upon crisis. The man beat me every day with anything. He beat me 

that he broke my finger. This finger was broken. 2 

It took Mariama more than a decade to get out of a toxic marriage she did not consent to initially. 

The domestic violence she experienced daily was further exacerbated by high levels of alcohol 

intake by the husband who was so determined to force her into subservience and powerlessness and 

acceptance of domestic abuse as a norm. Incongruously, her parents who were supposed to speak 

against such violation became enablers of the physically abusive relationship, signalling the remote 

possibility of arbitration. When the violation got to the extreme, Mariama approached the sharia 

court in Monrovia for a divorce. She filed an application for court-decided divorce on the grounds 

of injury and discord inflicted by the husband. She eventually won the case and the marriage was 

dissolved.  

Following this escapade, she took up a contract job at the Liberian-American-Swedish Mining 

Company (LAMCO) where she cleaned the yard of new house owners in Monrovia. It was during 

this period that she met a Dutchman who was an engineer in the iron-ore company. They developed 

an affection for each other and later got married, and gave birth to three children. Unfortunately, 

only one of the children survived. It was at this moment that it became clear that she had developed 

childbirth complications and may never be physically strong to give birth again. The scars of 

domestic violence and physically abusive marriage she had in the past reopened again. To ensure 
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that she did not suffer depression and trauma, Mariama’s sister allowed her to raise Mohammed – 

her nephew from birth.  

However, in 1990, Mariama had to flee Monrovia with her sister’s son when Charles Taylor rebels 

attacked the mining company that she worked. The rebels had already given a warning of the 

impending invasion of LAMCO and this forced many of the workers and residents in that area to 

run for safety, covering 45km road non-stop on foot. She recounts that: 

People informed us that the rebels were coming and that we were the next 

target. So we started running alongside others. We covered 45km, which 

was like from here (Oru-Ijebu) to Ibadan. When they  (rebels) discovered 

that the area was deserted. They came after us and then again, we started 

running. 3 

Mariama’s flight from Monrovia separated her from her daughter and husband. She could not return 

home because the rebels had occupied the route. She headed for her sister’s house where she met 

her worst nightmare – the Charles Taylor rebels had butchered her sister in the presence of her 

nephew. In shock and fear, she hurriedly escaped with her little nephew – Mohammed from the 

gruesome scene. Mariama recalled that she trekked through the bush to Ivory Coast for two nights 

and three days. She was often frightened by the sound of sporadic gunshots and bombs. Mariama 

emphasised that Allah (God) played a crucial role in keeping them safe until they reached the 

destination country – Ivory Coast. This scenario affirms Schmid (2016:16) claims that at the highest 

level of abstraction, there are three main reactions — fight, flight and hide —- to exposure to one or 

a series of shocking violent attacks. According to Schmid (2016:16), the first reaction is generally 

not possible for the victims themselves since, by most cases, conflict involves attacks on unarmed 

civilians (or the threat thereof). The second reaction is the most likely where it is feasible: flee more 

or less in panic from the danger zone and migrate to a safer place.  

However, war cannot only mobilise people to leave (which might just be what, for instance, rebels 

or warring factions aiming at ethnic cleansing are after). Sudden attacks on civilians can also 

immobilise people - they are ‘frozen by fear’ and ‘stiff with terror’ and the best they can do is hide 

and/or obey (Schmid, 2016). Equally, painful decisions were often made by parents who for a 

myriad of reasons (including waning strength) thought that it would be safer for their children to 

leave the war-torn zone without them. Boymah, a member of the Bassa tribe, experienced this 
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premature separation when he abandoned his father in Monrovia for his hometown — Bassa in 

1991 due to food shortage in the city. His father could not follow him because he was too old to 

embark on a long-distance journey and thus, advised him to travel alone. The physical condition of 

the elderly or disabled can impede their movement or possible flight in times of war or civil rife. In 

this case, victims hide and/or obey. Lyytinen (2017:14) also observes that families were sometimes 

split on purpose to maximise the chances of survival and such flight is often directed to villages 

where they had relatives. Leaving was a difficult decision for Boymah who had a comfortable 

upbringing by his father following the demise of his mother. He remembers that: 

I was comfortable and happy staying in my country until the war came. The 

thought of leaving Liberia never crossed my mind until 1996 when I 

exhausted all my safety and physiological needs. Because of this situation, I 

fled to Ivory Coast. I returned back to Liberia in 1998. But while I was in 

Liberia, the crisis still continued and I decided to leave in 2003. 4 

Another account of a saddening experience of separation within the family appears in Rebecca’s 

narration on how she lost her husband and five daughters to the bomb blast that was set up by the 

Charles Taylor’s rebels at the Monrovia Airport in Liberia: 

I wasn’t working that night; I had closed for the week. The bomb went off 

while we were sleeping. We woke up in the morning and saw the smoke in 

the airport. The airport was burning. I tried to run to the airport to look for 

my husband but the rebels were shooting sporadically and attacking many 

people. I lost my husband and many of my children who were already 

grownups scattered. 5 

Rebecca’s narratives of flight exemplify the pain and trauma borne by Liberians as they escaped 

from the civil war in search of safety. Their memories of journeys captured their experience of 

involuntary and clandestine escapes through hostile spaces, and how both their individual as well as 

collective consciousness influence their identities. The journeys were often unplanned decision 

triggered by fear and terror, as evident in the following quotation by Rebecca: 

Pack? What will you pack at that time? We just sat in one place in the house 

and believed in God that they won’t get to us. The rebels were in the town 

already. So where will you go? They are around you! All my children were 
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adults and they were in town. How will they come back? Some of my 

children were in Firestone or in the market when the rebel scattered us. 

Where do I find them too? I lost almost everything to the war. I was only 

able to handle my little daughter. I was helpless with nowhere to go. When I 

could no longer bear the pain, I told my little daughter that we have to leave. 
6  

Madam Cooper had to flee while leaving her younger brother behind. Since the family is the social 

unit that controls a high degree of emotion, the breaking up due to sudden attacks and hurried 

choices during the war was experienced as deeply disturbing and emotionally disruptive. Cooper 

narrated the pain of separation and the disintegration of her family, and the sense of mourning and 

loss which the physical experience of the journey reinforced:  

I was in the market at Waterside when some people started shooting and 

everyone was running helter-skelter. I ran from the market to my mother’s 

house which was not far from the market. I could not go home for a week 

and my husband had to bring my children to my mother’s house. The killing 

was too much and people had to run and forget their property and children. I 

was in my mother’s house until the ECOMOG soldiers arrived in Liberia. It 

was after this that I ran with my children to search for safety at the Morovia 

seaport. Everybody had to find their way. It pained me that I left my young 

brother behind and that guilt kept haunting me throughout the flight. I 

thought my brother had died. But thank God he survived the war. I pray to 

never in my life see war again. 7 

Pilar (2008:9) opines that within the landscape of terror and fear, displacement represents a war and 

communication strategy for the armed groups, but for the internally displaced it constitutes a 

survival strategy and is often the only available response. Bassa, to an extent, offered Boymah what 

he described as “Bethel” — a place of refuge and abundance during the war. According to him, food 

was abundant in his hometown, unlike Monrovia where many died of hunger. However, gaining 

access to the food and relief materials came with a price — he sometimes had to do domestic work 

for the rebels to earn a living. Boymah recounts that: 
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Many people were dying of hunger in the cities. So we had thousands of 

people running in our direction because there was food. I even had to do 

domestic work for Charles Taylor men in order to keep earning some living. 

It was when ECOMOG decided to interfere that relief agencies started 

bringing food and relief materials. 8 

However, after some weeks working along the border for the rebels, Boymah staged a return back 

to his family house in Bassa. Unfortunately, he was met by his worst nightmare; fourteen members 

of his extended family were massacred in their family house by the same rebels (Charles Taylor’s 

men) that paid him daily wages for his domestic chores in Bassa. Boymah remembers that: 

Sadly, I met one of my family members in the village but I was somehow 

disappointed because a lot of them passed away in the house. 14 of them 

were killed due to a family member that was being pursued by the rebels 

(Charles Taylor faction) and ran to the family house which led to all of them 

being killed due to bullet spraying by the rebels. It was one of the 

neighbours that told me about it. 9 

After the war subsided in 1998, Boymah cunningly joined a truck heading for Monrovia to find his 

father in the city. Different thoughts flashed through his mind as he journeyed home including the 

possibility of losing his dad and brothers to the war. Upon arrival in his father’s house in Monrovia, 

he was surprisingly welcomed by his lean father and his rugged siblings who survived the war 

unscathed. Boymah’s siblings had gone different ways in search of safety before 1998, leaving their 

father to face the whims and caprices of the war in Monrovia alone. Later that evening, the family 

converged to share the tales of war and most especially, how their father survived the sporadic 

gunshots, food scarcity, and raids. Boymah narrates that:  

My father had different stories to tell, particularly his sufferings and 

survival during the war. My dad suffered the most because there was food 

scarcity but with God’s grace, he survived. He told us that sometimes he 

drinks water from the well or eat palm kernel or vegetables. Often it 

depended on what he saw around. There was no specific food. He was fat 

before the war but became lean after. My brothers lost weight too because 
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they were not able to eat enough food. I was the only one that got fatter 

during the war. 10 

The refugees’ journey, in some cases, starts before the victims start moving. It can start in 

anticipation of events that may lead to exile, and through listening to new stories and rumours of an 

impending attack. This was the case of Irving, a visually impaired Police detective from the Grebo 

tribe, who faced many difficulties during the Liberian Civil War. He explained that the potential 

change in the leadership positions of the government forced him to leave: 

The President at the time Charles Taylor had agreed to the Nigerian offer to 

leave power and come to exile and then I started thinking that if Charles 

Taylor leaves the country, his guys (the rebels) would be on a rampage; I 

mean they will kill randomly. I was scared that the guys who were under his 

command would start fighting among themselves, and I could be a victim. 

So I said that I wouldn't be a part of the crisis that could come after Charles 

Taylor resigned and go into exile. When Taylor resigned, I felt that the 

country was going to be worse than before so I decided to leave Monrovia 

even before he went on exile to Nigeria. 11 

Analysing the narratives of the journey to the exile of residual Liberian refugees unearths the 

psychosocial impacts, the relations between meaning and coping, social and individual resilience, 

and how agency or resources are deployed to deal with challenges on the move. For instance, due to 

his disability, Irving could not embark on a long-distance journey from Monrovia to the 

neighbouring countries. So he had to proffer alternatives to escape the war that had taken the lives 

of the citizens he swore to protect. Irving headed for the airport to board the emergency airplane 

that the Nigerian government had sent to evacuate its citizens. When asked how he managed to find 

his way to the airport at the height of the war, he recalled that his experience at the criminal 

intelligence department in Monrovia was valuable at that critical moment. He also spoke about how 

his extra-curricular activities aided his knowledge of the terrain: 

I was a lot of things in Monrovia. I served in the criminal intelligence 

department, I was a radio announcer, musician and a secret intelligence 

officer of the Liberian national police. For the first five years, nobody knew 

until the last one year before I came to Nigeria. This was because I carried 
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out some operations by retrieving some lost items for people and then the 

victims spread the news in the town. They circulated that I retrieved their 

stolen cars, documents, cellphones and so on. That was how  the people 

started getting to know that I was in the police. 12 

Irving explains further that: 

As a Police officer, I had some radio communication and called a patrol 

team to drive me close to the airport. So the Police patrol team dropped me 

at the checkpoint mounted by the Army training barrack and from there I 

had to tell a stranger to stop the airport staff bus. I joined the bus to the 

airport. I was at the Airport’s transport service station until the evacuation 

plane of Nigeria arrived. 13 

The case of Irvin speaks to the challenges that disabled and physically challenged Liberians faced 

on their way out of the country during the civil war. Disability or poor physical condition can 

become an immobilising force in times of war and terror. However, disability does not necessarily 

imply vulnerability because as exemplified by Irving, that physical deformity could become a wild 

card, if deployed with subtle aggression, to bypass protocols and quickly escape a violent 

atmosphere. Irvin recounts that: 

I was at the airport for just four hours. We were more than 2,000 in that 

airport along the runway waiting for the plane. I was too stubborn by 

standing firm even when the security operatives were shooting in the air. If 

people go back, I would go forward. I fought my way through the crowd 

including the Nigeria returnees that were stuck. I continued like this until I 

got to the plane and I start to begin to climb the stairs into the plane. 14 

Since the journeys of residual Liberian refugees were usually unplanned, clandestine and 

fragmented, their narratives tended to refer to similar means of travel — air, land, and sea. The 

mode of travel also influences the meaning of the journey and its impacts on the individual. Benezer 

and Zetter (2014:309) suggest that journeys on foot are likely to produce significantly different 

meaning than those made by sea or plane. According to them:  

This is not just because the journey duration may be different. For someone 

who has not been on a plane or crossed the sea before, the mode of travel 
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will be a highly symbolic part of the experience of the journey (Benezer & 

Zetter 2014:309). 

Therefore, the meanings of the narratives are not fixed in the convergence in modes of travel but 

rather in the travellers’ agency, personal or collective experiences and resilience during tumultuous 

journeys through different spaces as they imagine a haven ahead. In this case, refugee journeys are 

sometimes the interplay of sordid memories of home, the transformative nature of flight and the 

fantasies of exile, as well as the formation of new transnational identities (Hautaniemi, 2006; 

Munro, 2006; Arnone, 2008; Collyer, 2007).  

4.2.2  Suffering on the Journey: The walk through the valley of the dead 

Fear of death was embedded in place and movement in Liberia with the increase of armed 

confrontation between the Taylor and Doe’s forces, their control of village movement, and as 

residents became the target of threats, massacres and other acts of terror. In 1990, a year when 

massive displacements took place in Liberia, Halimatu, a member of the Mandigo tribe, joined 

thousands of others from Monrovia in their journey to exile. During an in-depth interview session, 

Halimatu described how the civil war degenerated into tribal wars and led to the massacre of locals 

that belonged to either of the warring factions. She affirmed that the thought of fleeing Liberia 

crossed her mind when she no longer felt safe in her community in Liberia: 

Samuel Doe, the President was a Krahn man, so they (Charles Taylor’s 

force) killed Krahn people. They were killing the Mandingos, Nigerians, 

Ghanaians, and other nationalities. It did not matter if you were neutral or 

not, as long they find that you belong to the opposing tribe, they would kill 

you. Even the people that we grew up together were in possession of guns 

and they did not care if we were friends. I did not feel safe and I had to 

escape. 15 

The narratives of the exilic journey of residual Liberian refugees often tilt towards their flight 

experiences through constrained spaces. Given the nature of conflict and war, the journeys were 

usually unplanned, clandestine and the final destination was not always decided before leaving 

home. Residual Liberian refugees’ journey to exile is a sad fate because their experience of exile 

was not only physically and emotionally painful but had negative effects on individual exiles and 

the exiled community as a whole. Their journey to exile “was not simply a space in-between 
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(departure and arrival), a temporary moment of mobility between ‘normal’ static existences, but a 

social process that affects” their lives in exile (Mainwaring & Brigden, 2016:247). Their narratives 

of flight experiences depict the time and space continuum of refugee journeys because each transit 

point in the process of flight produces a specific experience of a lifetime. 

While narrating the events leading to their displacement, Halimatu recalled the difficulties and pain 

in her daily lives and constructed a vivid narrative that conveyed the depth of her emotions. She 

further reflected on the inexplicability of the situation she lived in and her inability, even then, to 

make sense of how she and her husband and child escaped Liberia unhurt despite belonging to the 

targeted groups during the civil war:  

It was like hell on earth…. My husband who is a Nigerian had to pretend to 

be Jamaican to protect me and my child… 16 

Furthermore, the exile as presented in Halimatu’s narratives is not confined to the involuntary 

physical displacement from her homeland — Liberia. She suffered both sides of exile: the internal 

and the external. Long before her physical exit from Liberia to de-familiarised spaces, Halimatu and 

her family were living in an internal exile. She lost her parents and siblings to the war and had to 

hide with her husband and child in Monrovia. In fear, they hid in their house as rebels march across 

streets at night, knocking and waiting for residents to open or entering by force. Through the nights, 

they would hear the shootings, screams, the desperate and futile pleas of women to not take their 

husbands and children away, listening in silence while confined in their own home. The foregoing 

affirms that they were in exile while rooted in their homeland without being physically displaced. 

Tsaaior (2011:100) describes this condition as a “spiritual exile which registers itself in terms of 

absence through presence.” 

After weeks of ‘living with fear’, Halimatu and her husband planned to escape late with their child 

one night after they found out that the rebels had left the street for another area. The couples headed 

for the Nigerian Embassy to seek protection and possible exit from Liberia. Unfortunately, Charles 

Taylor’s rebels had regrouped to invade the embassy where Halimatu and other displaced persons 

occupied. When remembering this period, She described it as a time when they were always 

frightened and terrified: 

While we were in the embassy, Charles Taylor drove in with his boys. That 

was my first time seeing him. He was yelling that the embassy should 
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inform Nigeria to back out from the ECOMOG peacekeeping force 

deployed to Liberia. He threatened that if his men die, he will substitute a 

life for two Nigerians. Barely two weeks after Taylor’s outburst, the 

ECOMOG peacekeeping force was deployed to Liberia. However, they 

were not granted permission to land and it took several hours of struggle 

before ECOMOG force could gain control of the airport. 17 

Halimatu recalled how the agony of the displaced citizens and foreign nationals in the Nigerian 

embassy worsened when ECOMOG peacekeeping force disembarked in Liberia. The Taylor’s 

force, who had already promised to retaliate if they lose their men to ECOMOG, returned to the 

embassy to carry able-bodied men and women in exchange for their comrades that died during the 

clash with ECOMOG overnight. Halimatu remembered their panic when the rebels began to target 

the Mandigos and Nigerians in the embassy: 

The commander of the fighting group (Charles Taylor’s rebels) returned to 

the embassy and ordered the seizure and extraction of 14 men out of the 

embassy to an unknown destination. Later, they came back to carry some 

men again. I was scared during those moments because I am a Mandingo 

and they were looking for Mandingo people and there was no time for me to 

see how many people they carry…. After that, they were vexing. They 

uttered words like ‘carry them into the bus…’ We did not know where 

Charles Taylor was sending them. We kept seeing his boys entering the 

Nigerian Embassy every day to carry people, and from that day they held us 

as hostages. 18 

Halimatu’s narrative shows that fear could become a movement from a numbed running through the 

veins to feeling it drilling through the body. Later in the interview, she explained how she 

miraculously escaped from the encampment of Charles Taylor rebels: 

The rebels said that Charles Taylor demanded we were taken from the 

embassy to another place called ‘Memo Hospital’ in Kolkata. Every national 

were taken to this new destination. We were the group that Charles Taylor 

held hostage. When we arrived at the hospital, they divided us based on our 

nationalities. Since there was no document to prove our national identity, 
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my husband pretended to be a Jamaican while I claimed to be a Nigerian 

born in Liberia. After some days, my husband told me that we were not safe 

and we could be dead at any time. So we started planning how to try and 

leave the place. After a series of failed attempts, we later got the favour of 

one of the rebels in the hospital who helped us escape one night through a 

safe passage. He carried our two years old daughter while I carried my baby 

boy and I fled with my husband back to our house. 19 

While single acts of violence might only lead to temporary shock, unabated war or civil rife by 

rebels and warring factions are a different matter, creating chronic anxiety. Worse still, when war 

becomes ethniticised, the effects can be truly dramatic and traumatic with subjugation into 

obedience (hide – internal exile) and flight (displacement) as main responses (Schmid, 2016:17). 

However, the decision to return to Monrovia particularly the street where Halimatu and her husband 

resided before the war broke out was rather a strange one. From Halimatu’s perspective, their 

residence was the only place that crossed their mind after fleeing the encampment by Taylor rebels. 

According to her, the home offers the stability that continued migrancy lacks. Unluckily, by the time 

they reached their place of residence, a general in Charles Taylor’s army had seized the house. 

Halimatu recounted how her husband was captured and jailed for contesting the legality of the 

seizure of their house: 

My husband was in jail for almost a week until his son, who was fighting 

alongside Charles Taylor, came to his rescue. My husband had earlier 

married a Liberian woman who gave him a son. But during the war, his son 

enlisted with Charles Taylor army to dethrone the President, Samuel Doe. 

When his son was informed that a man who bore his surname and resembled 

him was in jail, he came to confirm and thereafter, convinced his superiors 

to grant his father bail. His son warned us not to stay or return to that street 

again. 20 

The decision to flee usually results from experiencing a limit event or situation that destroys even 

those weak referents that used to provide some level of normalcy to daily lives. These connections 

between fear and historical memory are central to the task of analysing the intra-subjective 

experience of violence and displacement among displaced persons or refugees. This is not only 

because the historical nature of fears, but also because of the unique ways in which the experience 
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of fleeing one’s home and becoming an exile signals efforts of redefining one’s place in the world 

and one’s relationship with the past (Pilar, 2008:15). This redefinition of the basic actions of every 

day has been marked as profoundly cultural, given that it pushes refugees or IDPs (who were at 

once individual and collective victims and survivors of huge rife) to tackle the issue of meaning and 

to finally affirm the coherence of experience (Pilar, 2008:15). 

The journey out of Monrovia occurred in most cases at night. This was done as a preventive 

measure lest profiled ethnic groups are seen by people who would inform the rebels of their 

identity. However, the desperation to leave the war zone quickly sometimes precipitates the need for 

road travellers to move incessantly, night and day, and as quickly as possible. In such a scenario, 

these travellers often become the victim of harassment, torture, and massacre to rebels who mount 

roadblocks in strategic zones. Halimatu recounts the experience with rebels on her way out of 

Liberia: 

On our way going, there were so many checkpoints. There was a particular 

checkpoint popularly known as Palwal checkpoint renamed to honour the 

rebels. When you get to that checkpoint, they will ask for the name of your 

tribe. If you say you are Mandingo or Krahn, they will kill you. It was a 

tough moment for me because I could not speak any other language in 

Liberia apart from Mandingo. I was afraid but my husband assured me that 

he had a plan and everything will be fine. So when we got to Palwal 

checkpoint, we joined the queue and when it was almost our turn to be 

questioned about our identity, my husband decided to act like a boss which 

the rebels detest so much. My husband looked at me and shouted, ‘Ramotu, 

Get out of the line!’. The rebels were shocked and wanted to know who had 

the courage to give such an order. That was how all of them (rebels) left the 

barricade to beat and torture my husband. It was during this moment that I 

crossed with my two children to the other end of the barricade. My husband 

was later released and he joined me on the road. 21 

In Halimatu’s narration, the incident at the Palwal checkpoint formed what Cohn (2018) described 

as a compelling experience that sheds light on the broader dynamics which characterise the struggle 

of refugees’ journey to exile. An incident of such force and fear compels refugees to a crossroads 

between settling for the displacement that uprooted them from home or fighting for the dawn of 
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movements towards future emplacement (Lems, 2014). For Halimatu’s husband, that moment 

invoked much strength and audacious move that helped his wife and child cross the death zone into 

Ivory Coast. This specific moment marked Halimatu’s everyday life and deepened her survival 

strategies in places of encampment. Such a survival story is crucial to reconstructing refugee 

experiences and understanding the traumatic displacement that has formed core existential 

strategies of refugees upon arrival in countries of asylum (Sakr, 2018). The resilience produced in 

the face of fear and danger is not characterised by the sense of planning and calculation, but rather 

are practices and improvisatory measures produced in congruity with the world refugees cross 

(Munt, 2012). Thus, the rhetoric of survival, threats, and escape is critical composition of refugees 

and demonstrates an inextricable psychological and emotional link to the spaces of the past where 

they were forced to leave behind (Cohn, 2018). 

Crossing rivers was another challenge for forced migrants heading out of Liberia for neighbouring 

countries. The Carvara River, for example, was a huge concern for displaced persons who were 

stuck at the border of the Ivory Coast. It was worse when the journey occurred during the rainy 

season because the rivers would overrun and the transit through the strong current would be highly 

dangerous or unfeasible. Thus, Liberians were sometimes stuck with these conditions on a bank of 

the river while waiting for the water to settle, often without shelter or food. In the face of these 

difficulties, they were also at the risk of being discovered by rebels or massacred by blood-thirsty 

warring factions. Myer, a residual Liberian refugee from the Kru tribe, narrates how they arrived at 

Carvara River that was impossible to cross and how it protracted their journey: 

We could not count the number of people traveling to Ivory Coast. We were 

so many that it could be between 35,000 and 60,000 people. We had to wait 

for canoes to arrive. The issue of paying to board a canoe was insignificant 

because the crowd was too much. Also, money had no value during the war. 

People just had to volunteer to either make canoes at the bank of the river or 

transport people with the canoes to the other end of the Cavara River. So 

when they move a set of people, they come back to pick another set. Often, 

canoes capsized and people die. The issue of the river is that it depends on 

river time. I think the raining season time then was between June and July. 

There was heavy rainfall and the river was filled. It was overflowing so 

much that many people who attempted to cross it died. 22 
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Myer’s narrative affirms the power and desperation of the residual Liberian refugees to seek safety 

in neighbouring countries, and the readiness to forsake everything and risk it all, ‘when the canoes 

arrive’. Here, home is not represented in distinctive metaphors of kinship and homeland, since it has 

become an undesirable space (Krivosh, 2019). Hence, Liberian refugees’ journey was a desperate 

search for a new home which invoked a more tactical approach to escaping death zones for 

happiness or a better life. The experience at the Cavara River demonstrates not just the 

precariousness of the passage from one space to another, but also the urgency of brotherhood and 

fearlessness that were represented in the images of canoe building and sailing amidst poor sea 

conditions. The lack of resources and knowledge of the destination indicates that forced migration 

is a perilous journey that requires extreme courage and conviction (Morse, 2015). This audacious 

courage and conviction affirm that residual Liberian refugees were usually mentally and physically 

prepared to confront the challenges on the move across locales. Myer’s narrative of his exilic 

journey reveals what Pineteh (2017) described as the traumatic, distressing, and ritualistic passage 

that has transformed and marked the everyday lived experiences of refugees upon arrival in places 

of asylum. Crossing the Liberia border into neighbouring countries such as Ivory Coast and Guinea 

or Ghana marked the start of a prolonged and perilous journey to unfamiliar spaces. 

Food was a major challenge along the tumultuous journey. Some of the Liberian refugees had to 

rely mainly on cassava which was sometimes not roasted. Cassava was the only type of food that 

was available in abundance at nearby farms during the journey. They often faced little or no 

restraints from farm owners who were empathetic to their precarious condition. Worse still, there 

were situations where the displaced persons went without any food or died as a result of 

malnutrition. For example, Halimatu complained that upon arrival at Sanniquellie, there was no 

food at all. This lack affected her baby’s health because she could not breastfeed him. Mariama also 

recalled that she was lucky to survive eating unripe pawpaw in a nearby forest while some of her 

co-migrants died of hunger. Prior to their departure from Monrovia, Rebecca and her little daughter 

shut their doors out of fear and could not go out to search for food because the rebels were raiding, 

raping, and shooting sporadically. They survived on the leftover foodstuff that she had at home 

before the explosion at the airport. However, when they were out of food, Rebecca summoned the 

courage to walk to the nearby street to get food for herself and her daughter. She recalled how her 

popularity in the neighbourhood helped her get the necessary support to survive: 

I was able to move around to get food. My tribe was not under attack 

because they had a special tribe they were attacking and also they were 
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looking for government workers then. People know me, so what could they 

do to me? They call me Mama Scade. My nickname helped to an extent and 

I was a popular figure so it was difficult for someone to just attack me. So 

when they saw me on the street, they called me by my nickname and they 

allowed me to just go and get my food. This situation persisted for over a 

month. 23 

This narration above describes clearly how refugees’ extraordinary audacity informs their passage 

through crude, hostile, and parasitic geographies and empower their defiance of adversity in places 

of encampment (Sakr, 2018). The Liberian refugee women emphasised each momentary passage 

and movement through hostile spaces with meaning, requiring their alertness and fearlessness. This 

conscious desire to overcome adversity in unfamiliar locales affirms that the experience of 

tumultuous displacement can give rise to acuity, increased awareness of the urgency to survive in 

spaces of marginality, exclusion, and adversity (Morse, 2015). This sharp awareness of historical 

peril and remembrance of victory empowers the refugee to turn the exilic experience into an 

‘agency of advantage’ over the challenges of hostility and marginality in places of encampment 

(Pineteh, 2017). Rebecca’s narratives show that this acute awareness or alertness is etched in 

refugees’ trauma which begets the cautiousness to interminably scrutinise their environments and 

circumstances for danger, threats, dissonance, and the manifestation of tactics to manoeuvre and 

triumph (Munt, 2012). Thus, the plethora of experiences during the exilic journey from Liberia 

redefined the resilience of Liberian refugees as a community in exile.  

Another concern during the tumultuous journey was the lack of water and harassment on the trek. 

The need for displaced persons to arbitrarily source for water often caused health issues and 

sometimes death. While some were fortunate to drink good water, many were unlucky with infected 

water. This study argues that, during times of war or internal conflict, violence and a climate of fear 

may be the main reason why women flee, but it is not the only experience. Women’s forced 

migration is complex and is often related to specific, gender-based oppression, which is worsened 

by conflict. Liberian women were often targets of sexual harassment, assault, rape, and gender-

based abuse during their flight from war-torn zones. Molestation and other forms of gender-based 

violence are key features in Liberian women’s refugee experiences as they fled their country of 

origin and decisions concerning the return. Like some mothers of babies on the trek, Halimatu had 

to take care of her baby by publicly breastfeeding him so that the rebels would not target her for sex 
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or abuse. This strategy offered her empathy and privilege to pacify and bypass the perverted rebels 

who were ripping innocent women of their dignity and virginity. Halimatu recounts: 

The women were raped while the men were forced to sleep with their own 

child. This happened in Sinkor. When you are on the queue and you 

are beautiful, they will call you out from the line and you will be their 

woman. They will say this one is my wife and thereafter, they were 

taking people’s children and raping them, and doing all kinds of bad things 

to them…..I was having a baby and I will just take out my breast and start 

feeding my baby so they will know I am a nursing mother. If I did not do 

that, I would have fallen into the categories of the women that were 

violated. Even when my baby is not crying and we are confronted by rebels, 

I will take off my breast and start feeding my baby. I made sure that they 

knew I was breastfeeding. So they will want to pity me to pass. 24 

These narratives describe the perilousness of the passage from one space to another, depicted here 

in images of lack and victimisation through victimisation and extreme cruelty (McLeman & 

Gemenne, 2018). Such experiences result in the evolution of a specific psychosocial consciousness 

amongst refugee women to be vigilant, discerning, and alert for possible abuse (Guémar, 2018). The 

memories of harassment and cruelty during the exilic journey from Liberia emboldened the 

application of various tactics by Liberian refugees to manoeuvre and tackle hostilities and 

estrangement in different locales and geographies. It is the trajectory of refugees’ journey that 

shapes their agencies and strengthens their abilities to confront obstacles across spaces (Pineteh, 

2017). The journey of forced migrants, like the experiences of the Liberian refugees stated above, is 

fragmented and marked by traversing unknown and perilous locales to secure safety with no 

predetermined point of disembarkation. It is this trajectory of exile and diasporisation that 

empowers and better prepares refugees to deal with hostility, marginality and silencing in countries 

of asylum (Sakr, 2018) 

4.2.3  Stopover in Ivory Coast 

Another related component of a refugee journey is its socio-geographic dimension, that is, cultural 

and linguistic components. Zeleza (2014:309) posits that journeys that include the crossing of 

cultural or linguistic zones dissimilar to that of the forced migrants may have a different impact on 
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the individual and group than journeys that occur within the same cultural or linguistic 

environment. Zeleza (2014:309) explained further that: 

The ‘level of strangeness’, or ‘otherness’ is significantly heightened, which 

may condition feelings of safety and the sense of threat. Refugees may 

perceive that their journey takes them across a ‘hostile ocean’, which may at 

its extreme induce a sense of paranoia. Being dissimilar may also spur 

reactions of hostility on the part of the local societies along the journey, 

which may further increase the sense of ‘otherness’ as well as the degree of 

fear and stress. The lack of language may also pose challenges along the 

way. Such journeys, it can be assumed, turn to an experience which varies 

in many respects from a refugee journey taken within a cultural or language 

area; thus different meanings will be attributed to each kind of journey.  

However, exilic journeys often become less hostile and less estranging when the forced migrants 

find themselves in a familiar cultural and linguistic space. For example, on arrival in Ivory Coast, 

Mariama and other forced migrants were received by the Red Cross who gave them shelter, medical 

attention, and food. They were under the care of the Red Cross as asylum seekers until the UNHCR 

recognised them as refugees. The area that the refugee camp was sited was a Mandingo-speaking 

community. The host community helped Mariama and some other Mandingo-speaking Liberians to 

settle quickly. She was treated like a sister by the community and Muslim adherents. As a Mandingo 

and Muslim, Mariama received much-needed support from the host members; she felt at home:  

They discovered that I was a Mandingo speaking person and a Muslim. I go 

to the mosque to pray. I was received like a sister. Somebody offered me a 

free house, a free room with a bathroom. I had lots of advantages over there. 
25 

Kurdi (2010:58) opines that the crossing of geographical and cultural borders is not necessarily just 

traumatic without psychological gain or spiritual growth. Traversing unfamiliar and hostile spaces 

in the search for a safe haven had prepared Liberian refugees to deal with vulnerability and 

dependency in mid-stations or destination countries. Mariama, like some other Liberian refugees, 

was not ready to accept the despondency and vulnerability at the refugee camp in Ivory Coast. 

Although she received humanitarian assistance from the international community particularly free 
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food, oil, and even shelter, she was not content with the dependent lifestyle; she was not ready to 

settle for what life or the war offered her. Mariama had to look for a viable place to start a business. 

She surveyed the area for the lack in the community and she discovered that there was not much 

body cream in the market. She ventured into the beauty cream making business and started making 

enough profit to start a new life. She recounts that: 

I found a place for normal business in buying body cream because they did 

not know much about a body cream. I use to mix the body cream and then, 

sell it to the customers. I depend mostly on referrals by customers who 

enjoyed the products. This was how I started making a living; I had 

sufficient food, sufficient oil and even rented a place in the refugee camp. I 

had many advantages in Ivory Coast. 26 

It is therefore not disingenuous to suggest that exile has the capacity to provide solace and 

happiness even in the most vulnerable and perilous exilic condition. Mariama’s time in Ivory Coast 

shows that the resilience of an exile is capable of turning the tide, albeit positively, for economic 

survival and productivity. In fact, Mariama deployed a transnational network in the production and 

sale of her beauty cream. She developed a strong relationship with a Nigerian merchant who 

frequented in Ivory Coast to sell herbal medicine and chemicals. This merchant provided her with 

the chemicals and later, took the refined cream made by Mariama to sell in Nigeria. In a space of 

time, her small scale beauty cream business had become a transnational enterprise with ties cutting 

across the borders of Ivory Coast and Nigeria.   

Unfortunately, the incessant incursion by the rebel groups from Liberia forced Mariama to close 

shop. She, however, relied on her links in Nigeria particularly the Nigerian merchant that supplied 

her chemicals to flee Ivory Coast for Nigeria. She recounts that: 

So when the war was coming, he (the Nigerian merchant) now tells me that 

he will not bring his chemical again. He wanted me to leave for Nigeria. I 

said what kind of war can make me leave. He told me to follow him to 

Nigeria and if I did not like the country, I can always return. I obliged and a 

day after we left for Nigeria, the rebels attacked my area. I know it was the 

rebels because I am friends with some of them. 27 

4.2.4  Trip to Nigeria 
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Mariama had to bribe patrol teams along the borders of neighbouring countries before she was 

granted passage. After days of horrendous journey, she arrived in Lagos on 9th September 2000, 

where she was directed to the United Nations (UN) Headquarters for humanitarian assistance. At 

the UN office, Mariama met Fanta, her cousin who had been in Nigeria since the outbreak of the 

Liberian Civil War in 1990. Both sisters were excited to see each other after ten years of separation 

in Liberia. Following a lengthy discussion, Fanta offered Mariama accommodation in her house and 

an opportunity to work in her mini-bukateria where she sold beans and fried fish in Lagos. Mariama 

recalled how the food business was integral to their everyday lives: 

Fanta had a house where she and her children were renting and she was 

making food herself to pay the rent. So she took me to the place to join her 

food selling. She sells rice, beans, fried fish, fried meat, fried chicken and 

stew. 28 

Initially, Mariama was unable to gain access to the Oru refugee camp despite receiving letters from 

the UN office twice. According to her, the camp was overcrowded and there was no conducive 

space for her to stay. While her cousin moved to Ibadan to set up a branch of her food business, 

Mariama stayed back in Lagos with the hopes of getting a better job in the informal sector. She was 

also saddled with the responsibility of taking care of her cousin’s children who later left the house 

for tertiary education. Thereafter, her cousin’s children got married to Nigerians and started living in 

the Jakande community, Lagos State. However, Mariama found it difficult to overcome the chronic 

dependency because she lacked the agency to negotiate a space in the new, de-familiarised 

environment. She had to move to Ibadan to join her cousin who had succeeded in dominating the 

food-making business in the Ojo school market with her Mandigo recipes. 

Paye, another respondent who was a Red Cross member while in Ivory Coast, emphasised the 

importance of identity cards during the journey across borders to Nigeria. His identity card covered 

other co-travellers whom the border patrol teams misconstrued to be Red Cross members. In his 

narratives, he relayed that social trust which was built through familiar language and institution 

access card secured his journey to Nigeria. He narrates that: 

I was fortunate at that time because I was a youth leader and I had the Red 

Cross society’s ID card. This ID card that covered all the people that came 

along. They respected the Red Cross at the camp. I was a trained senior 
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member and so I worked with them. The Ivorian Government respected 

international authority. I even speak French, their official language and  

there was no difficulty crossing over with my ID card which covered for 

everyone in the car. That was how we got to Nigeria. 29 

The majority of residual Liberian refugees did not specifically plan to come to Nigeria, but instead 

just by circumstance found themselves there. Others had planned to reach Nigeria but had to stop 

their journey in Ivory Coast due to a lack of means to travel any farther. For some, the decision to 

come to Nigeria was based on the feasibilities of having available means of transportation in the 

direction of Nigeria. Thus, for many Liberian refugees, the decision to flee to Nigeria was based on 

the general sense of trust that they will be able to make it there practically, financially, physically 

and also, as a respondent suggests, emotionally: 

There was communication between me and others (Red Cross). We knew 

that our people (Liberians) came to Oru refugee camp in 1990. So when we 

got to the UN office in Lagos, we were directed to join our fellow nationals 

in the refugee camp in Ogun State. When I got to the camp, I identified my 

countrymen and I was happy to reunite with them. 30 

The memories of the precarious journeys through countries like Togo and Benin where Liberian 

refugees were threatened and massacred further contest the intricacies of forced migration within 

regions and unearth the way the self-reliance and resilience exhibited in the country of arrival is 

formed out of suffering and hope. Journeys embarked upon by displaced persons comprise  different 

‘modes of existence’, such as the walking part and the refugee camp part, or multiple transgression 

of space and a lengthy stay in different countries (Benezer & Zetter, 2014:309). 

Moreover, these phenomena can play out in a complex way: for example, in relation to the mixture 

of time and space. As mentioned above, whilst some journeys may be completed quite rapidly with 

a reasonably clear destination, even though there may have been barriers en route that they must 

have overcome, other journeys may be far more fragmented and comprise arbitrary and 

unsystematic stages (Benezer & Zetter, 2014:309). For example, the complex and episodic patterns 

of displacement in the narratives of Boymah and Halimatu, the many phases of forced displacement 

with refugees and IDPs moving back and forth between insecure locations, and multiple 

displacements  and varying distances in search of safety from rapidly shifting battle lines. Short-

term and short-distance journeys morph into prolonged distance and duration journeys (Lindley, 
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2012). The one-way journey with a clear destination does not exist in these conditions. Rather, the 

journey may be a semi-permanent, micro and macro spatial, and multi-phase process, and almost 

post-modernist experience in which nothing is stable and static and everything is on the move and 

on a kind of a journey (Benezer & Zetter, 2014). 

All these experiences stretch the journey in time, beyond its spatial and temporal dimension. Beside 

the actual preparations of the forced migrants, in the cognitive sphere, this produces a form of 

‘anticipatory socialisation’ to the journey as well as to the place of destination. In the same vein, 

these processes — the journey of the mind — might also set in motion the mental disconnection 

from the country and place of origin and thus a ‘reverse socialisation’ (Benezer & Roger, 2014: 

309). 
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4.3  Failure of Durable Solutions in Oru Refugee Camp  

Hundreds of Liberian residuals have spent up to three decades in Oru refugee camp in Nigeria, 

without any other perspectives than a life of confinement and the remote possibility of return or 

resettlement. This section takes a nostalgic path to assess the collective experiences in order to 

uncover how the search for durable solutions has been complicated and delayed by marginalising 

and immobilising forces in exile. 

4.3.1 Fear of Persecution 

Omata (2011) opines that the perception of (in)security after repatriation is highly related to 

personal experiences during the conflict in the country of origin. According to him, the formal 

signing of a peace treaty does not necessarily mean that the home country has become a safe and 

comfortable place to return to for all displaced people. For example, Hardgrove’s (2009:497) study 

on the Buduburam settlement where Liberian refugees camped gives an in-depth account of refugee 

women’s fear of being ‘hunted’ by warlords and ex-soldiers upon their return to Liberia. As the 

study indicates, since the members of former rebel groups and combatants continue to live in 

Liberia, such fear is quite plausible for victims of severe violence during the Liberia Civil War.  

In this vein, the findings in this study reveal that another factor why some Liberian refugees refused 

repatriation was because they had unabated and legitimate fear of persecution in their own country, 

or because of political allegiance during the war or because they belonged to minority groups which 

were at risk of other forms of harassment and discrimination (Crisp, 2002:2). As a respondent 

recollects: 

Listen and listen well, my going to Liberia is impossible because my 

brother - a General was part of the group that tried to overthrow Charles 

Taylor. He ran away when the coup failed. He was planning with Ellen 

Johnson-Sirleaf to overthrow Taylor. Before he left, he gave me all his 

credentials and warned me never to return to Liberia because they will 

torture me to find him. 31 

For this respondent, her fear of being persecuted, coupled with the existing trauma, prevents her 

from wanting repatriation even after three decades of exile. As suggested by Crisp (2002), the 

circumstances which originally forced victims of war to become refugees can be so traumatic and 
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horrendous that they cannot return to their homeland. Equally, refugees from war-torn countries 

may view homeland return as a remote possibility because of the risks involved. In the same vein, 

Al-Ali and Koser (2002:7) assert that fear, peril, and insecurity can construct the place which was 

once home as a site of neglect. Despite the end of the Liberian civil war seventeen years ago, some 

Liberian residuals are still unable to perceive Liberia as a cultural and spiritual home where they 

desire to be repatriated and live a dignified life. 

Among the 29 respondents interviewed during this study, in addition to Rebecca, two other 

households had traumatic experiences as a consequence of their belonging to either the Krahn or 

Mandigo ethnic group during the wars. For these former refugees, they are unrepentant about their 

stance not to repatriate to Liberia even after three decades of staying in exile.  

4.3.2  Lack of Shelter and Familial Support in Liberia  

The survival and sustainability of return remain a dominant issue facing the choice of repatriation. 

Omata (2011) in his study of Liberian refugees, observed that lack of access to the accommodation 

is identified as a major impediment to their repatriation. Equally, Crisp (2002:3) posits, the degree 

of destruction in the refugees’ homeland can be so great that the victims lack the desire or 

willingness to return because they feel that survival at home is impossible. The foregoing means 

that many residual Liberian refugees in Nigeria who were displaced after fourteen years of 

destructive civil war may have no place to call home in Liberia.  

The situation is worsened when returnees receive little or no housing support either by UNHCR or 

by the Liberian government and are left to scavenge for shelter. For instance, the UNHCR 

repatriation package entails that 300 USD will be given to a repatriate above eighteen years of age 

and 200 USD for a returnee below that age upon their repatriation (Omata, 2011). There is, 

however, a consensus among all refugees regardless of returning or staying that $300 would be 

insufficient to cover all of the transition costs, especially rents, incurred by repatriation. The 

Chairman of the residual Liberian refugees explained that: 

When they put refugees on a plane, they will say the departure luggage is 

30kg. That 30kg will not carry anything, but just cloth. So when they reach 

Liberia, they will give refugees cash, like 50 dollars and then they give them 

pots, buckets. Other NGOs will give them utensils to start up with. They 

often call us here that ‘See I am coming back home, please I don’t have a 
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place so I will sleepover in your place.’ We can only voluntarily go home 

when there is a guarantee of dignified life. 32 

Thomson (2009:36) further explained that many refugees who staged a return to their homeland 

find their homes occupied due to prolonged stay in exile. In such scenario, the late arrivals (the 

secondary occupants) are in possession of necessary documentation affirming their stay to be 

legitimate. The attempts by returnees to reclaim their land and property are complicated by the lack 

of sufficient documentation to demonstrate their legitimacy to reclaim the property (Thomson, 

2009:36). A respondent reveals: 

I have nobody in Liberia. My home is gone. There is no mother, no father; 

they are all dead. I lost communications with my sisters when my phone 

was stolen. They hardly call me and so I do not know where they are 

located for me to go. Only me and my granddaughter are here. All my 

attention was to settle in another country because I have nobody to call my 

people in Liberia. 33 

The case of this old Liberian refugee woman is just one amongst many former refugees who refused 

to be repatriated because of the degree of loss and suffering that they suffered in Liberia. For 

residual refugees like Rebecca who have no close relative in Liberia or have since lost contact with 

the extended family, there exists no logical reason to return to contend with such uncertainty and 

rigour when there could be a better life somewhere else. 

4.3.3  Unattractive Repatriation Package and Homeland Support 

UNHCR began its voluntary repatriation programme in 2004 after peace was restored and officially 

concluded it in 2013 (UNHCR, 2013). The repatriation package consisted of a flight to Monrovia 

(the capital city), a luggage allowance, some food and basic household goods and five dollars for 

transportation in Liberia. However, this repatriation package did not include accommodation or 

substantial cash grants that could guarantee the economic security of refugees upon return to their 

homeland. Omata (2011) suggests that doubts over economic security upon return was one of the 

principal concerns shared by residual Liberian refugees. Worse still, the housing market in Liberia 

was crippled by the massive destruction of property during the long war, and Liberia was not able to 

absorb many returnees (Montagne & Quist-Arcton, 2007; Yamamoto, 2006). It therefore became 

unrealistic for many residual Liberian refugees in Oru town to leave certainty (existing shelter at the 
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refugee camp) for uncertainty (unpredictable housing condition in Liberia). A respondent explained 

that: 

The returnee will not carry anything, but cloth. So when they reach Liberia , 

they are entitled to 50 USD and some household tools. Some of us already 

have a small place to call a room here. Why would we leave this for a little 

dollars? Since we don’t have a place to stay in Liberia, we cannot go yet. 34 

The case of this respondent affirms Omata’s (2011) assertion that repatriation will incur huge 

transition costs without reliable networks for sustainable livelihood. In fact, many residual Liberian 

refugees without familial networks consider the UNHCR stipend insufficient to  lead a significant 

lifestyle and meet their basic needs. In the process of migration, networks are a risk reduction tool 

for migrants and it is a broad ploy for them to identify and curate a group of persons as a contact in 

the destination area (Massey et. al., 2008). Moreover, Fagen (2011) argued that the inability of the 

Liberian government to incentivise the returnees made the repatriation package less attractive.  

The foregoing shows that refugees’ homeland is often incapable of assuming responsibility for the 

reintegration of returning refugees and other displaced persons. This reality reveals the gaps in the 

classical approach to repatriation which elevates instant perishable needs of repatriates ahead of 

sustainability in the process of preventing another cycle of displacement. 

4.3.4  Lack of Prospects of Durable Solutions  

As noted above, despite the persistent promotion of repatriation by the UN refugee agency, roughly 

11,000 Liberian residuals remained in Oru refugee camp and had been left without any prospects of 

concrete solutions to their interminable exile.  

Of the three durable solutions, third-country resettlement has been the most desirable option among 

the Liberian refugees in Nigeria. This is because resettlement offers a pathway for refugees whose 

life, liberty, safety, health or human rights are in danger in the country of origin and country of first 

asylum. Labman (2007:36) opines that resettlement is a highly complex, organised process that 

precipitates locating refugees in dire need of special protection and providing a third country with 

permanent residency status. In reality, however, the possibility of getting this durable solution was 

very slim for the majority of residual refugees. As confirmed by Ruchi (2017), only a few of 

refugees benefitted from the resettlement package. As a respondent narrates: 
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I did not choose integration. I was sick and the UN officer in charge of my 

health case happened to be the lead interviewer for my resettlement 

application. He, however, advised me not to go for resettlement. He told me 

that if I choose exemption and I go through the interview and they don’t see 

any reason, that means my case will stop right there. So he urged me to take 

integration so that my health case will be processed in Nigeria. He even said 

that exemption has a percentage and that they can select just one person out 

of a group of a hundred persons. I didn’t agree, I wanted to travel to treat 

my health condition. 35 

The above illustrates that refugees who are targeted for the resettlement package are mostly those 

with high profile political cases, women-at-risk and unaccompanied minors, or refugees like the 

respondent above, whose health issues require further treatment away from their country of asylum. 

Residual Liberian refugees, as revealed during this study, have an irrepressible desire to resettle in 

developed nations such as the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. However, the 

chances of qualifying for the resettlement package were slim.   

During personal interviews, respondents also reveal that some UNHCR officials who saw the 

widespread desire for resettlement as a hindrance to the repatriation or integration programme 

discouraged refugees from subscribing to the resettlement package. As explained by some of the 

respondents during this study, refugees are often pressurised by coordinating agencies to forgo 

resettlement for either repatriation or local integration. Yet a large number of the residual Liberian 

refugees decided to remain in Nigeria with a resignation to resettle somewhere else. This reluctance 

by some of the residual Liberian refugees validate Al-Ali and Koser's (2002:7) assertion that 

sometimes ‘home’ can be viewed in an abstract ideal, a longing for a utopian future. The findings in 

this study reveal that the fantasy about contesting spaces in a developed nation was intense amongst 

the residual Liberian refugees. Hence, resettlement became the only desirable package by the 

refugees and without which, their lives will be miserable. 

4.3.5  Failure of Local Integration and Intervention of the Oloru of Oru-Ijebu 

Findings from this study reveal that the failure of local integration and abandonment of failed 

resettlement applications are major reasons why many residual Liberian refugees still exist in a 

nearby bushy location close to the former refugee camp in Oru town. The residual Liberian refugees 
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narrated that the UNHCR did not fulfil all its obligations in the Multipartite Agreement signed 

between the Government of the Republic of Liberia, Sierra Leone, Federal Republic of Nigeria, 

Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and the Office of the United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). This is particularly in the area of refugees relocation 

from Oru camp into the local communities with suitable accommodation prior to the end of their 

refugee status and closure of the camp by the Nigerian government in 2012. The respondents 

narrated that the total stipends that UNHCR had agreed to pay the residual refugees were slashed 

later on. A respondent narrates to a National Newspaper how residual Liberian refugees were 

abandoned with N75,000 per family in Oru refugee camp: 

I am 44 years old. All those who chose local integration received N75,000 

without housing. What we desired did not happen. We hoped for a better life 

after the camp was shut down. I acquired a knowledge of textile and batik 

designs. I attempted to do something with the fund but I did not achieve 

anything. I fell ill and expended the money on treatment. 36 

The above indicates that failed integration of residual Liberian refugees exposed them to chronic 

vulnerability. The UNHCR failed to fulfil its duty to implement the outcome of its concentrated 

dialogue or debate, between the refugees, host community members and Ogun State that ought to 

integrate residual Liberian refugees in a better society. This oversight or inactions led to their 

subsequent eviction by the host community members from the main Oru refugee site to a nearby 

uninhabitable bushy location. Despite pleas by the residual Liberian refugees, the host community 

members refused their demands to continue using the former refugee campsite as a place of shelter 

after its closure by the Nigerian government.  

According to Milner (2014), the quest for integration can be constrained by several subtle resistance 

and strife from the host community. The Oru community, driven by the desire to reclaim their land 

and property, adopted another mechanism to remove the residual Liberian refugees completely from 

the town. This attempt was based on mistrust by the Oru community who perceive residual Liberian 

refugees as a population from a violent country with experience marked by despondency, 

stubbornness, resilience, and pride. The history of violence of a refugee population can result in a 

situation where the locals find it difficult to initiate trust (Singh, 2012). This negative perception by 

the host community grossly affected the relationship with the residual refugees and subsequently, 

trust (Candlin & Crichton, 2012).  
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However, residual Liberian refugees took the matter to the King, a year after their eviction from the 

main site of the refugee camp (The Nation, 2013). The community was without a monarch for 16 

years following the demise of the former King, Oba Anthony Ogunsola, who died in June 1997 

(The Nation, 2013). The residual Liberian refugees saw the King as the last resort to intervene and 

prevent the community members from expelling them from the town. Möllering (2006) posits that 

institutional trust usually denotes people’s confidence in institutions. In the same vein, Welter and 

Nadezhda (2012:51) argue that institutional trust connotes the functioning of the institutions in 

question and trust in these institutions is founded on “recurrent, assenting experiences with these 

institutions.” The trust norms and values inscribed in Oru town impacts how the locals and visitors 

trust the traditional institutions and constituted authority. The Oloru is the office of the king of Oru 

town who provides spiritual lordship in its relationship with various districts and subjects (both 

indigenes, visitors, and residents of Oru-Ijebu). The foregoing makes Prince Rasaki Olufemi 

Adebanjo-Ajayi the traditional authority, custodian of the customs and practices in Oru-Ijebu, and 

community leader recognised and legally backed by the Government of Ogun State Nigeria.  

Nevertheless, the decree of a king is legally binding and cannot be revoked by his subjects and as 

observed by (Lawal, 1977), the ‘adé ìlękę’ (beaded crown with a fringe over the face) represents 

political authority and power drawn from the gods which the subjects must obey. Within this prism, 

the Oloru of Oru-Ijebu intervened in the land issue and resettlement crisis through a combination of 

dialogue with district heads, chieftains, and other actors. Thereafter, the King gave a decree that the 

residual Liberian refugees should remain in the Oru community and attempts by landowners to 

banish them from the uninhabitable bush location should be buried. Although the King lacks the 

constitutional power to resettle residual Liberian refugees, he continued to provide them access to 

land, markets, labour force and sociocultural privileges accrued to bonafide settlers in Oru-Ijebu. In 

an interview with the Punch Newspaper (2018), Oba Rasaki Olufemi Adebanjo-Ajayi explained 

why he gave support to the remaining former refugees after the Oru camp was shut by the Nigeria 

government: 

War is a bad thing. They are law-abiding and have inhabited Oru-Ijebu for 

decades. In fact, another generation was birthed in the community. We have 

to provide access for them because they are vulnerable (Akinfenwa, 2016). 

Finally, for the majority of the residual Liberian refugees, the decision to repatriate or to stay after 

their prolonged exile was a much more complicated task than the original decision to leave Liberia 
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to seek asylum. The decision to go back or not was not only based on the perceived level of security 

in Liberia but was also highly contingent on refugees’ current personal and familial situations in 

Nigeria, on the pursuit of future objectives, on the possibilities of other durable solutions, and on 

access to support networks to re-establish their lives in the country of origin.  
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4.4 Challenges Faced by Residual Liberian Refugees in Oru Town 

This ethnographic study reveals that the present situation in Oru residual refugee settlement was 

rather different from the ones observed by previous scholars (Mokuolu & Yarseah, 2013). The 

refugees have become members of ‘residual caseloads’ whereby they no longer hold the legal rights 

to the refugee status. Moreover, the number of refugees and asylum seekers living on the camp had 

reduced drastically to around 300 (according to the statistics made available by the refugee 

association in Oru Camp in 2019). Unlike the situation observed by the previous scholars, in which 

many of the refugees in Oru camp were under the care of the UNHCR and highly dependent on 

humanitarian supports, the recent fieldwork shows that residual Liberian refugees are without any 

form of humanitarian support and confronted with myriad of challenges since the end of their 

refugee status. 

At present, life at the once lively camp has degenerated. The massive compound that once hosted 

the refugees was deserted while its structures had deteriorated with weeds plunged on its ruins and 

chirping birds hovering around its dismal condition. Akinfenwa (2016) reveals that after the March 

2015 deadline issued by the community, the former refugees were relocated to the left side of the 

camp, very close to the bush. In this uninhabitable bushy location, residual Liberian refugees were 

exposed to vulnerability, albeit as undesired extra population. Crisp (2002) posits that the most 

important element of refugee analysis is to identify how protracted refugee situations influence and 

impact upon the exiled populations themselves. It is based on the foregoing that this section 

examines the myriad of challenges faced by the residual Liberian refugees within a space of 

marginality in Oru town. 

4.4.1 Deteriorating Relationship with the Host Community and Eviction from the Camp 

The initial hospitality enjoyed by Liberian refugees in the very early phase of the refugee influx has 

waned since UNHCR’s termination of their refugee status and closure of the Oru refugee camp in 

2012. There have been frequent attempts by the host community to expel them from the settlement, 

which is evident through eviction from the closed camp and relocation to a nearby bushy location. A 

respondents narrates: 

If not for the king, the community would have wanted us to leave this place 

totally because they wanted their ancestral land. They questioned our stay 

after the United Nations left. We were still living in the camp until they got 
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one of their indigenes who came to build structures. They said only violence 

can force us to leave the camp. On November 19, 2012, the community 

began forcefully evicting us. They broke windows and doors while refugees 

were asleep. Refugees in camp had to rush into their rooms to pack their 

luggage. They did not even know where to go. 37 

The above situation shows the decline in the trust that residual Liberian refugees previously 

benefitted from the host community during the early days in Oru refugee camp. This decline could 

be associated with the loss of institutional trust by some members of the host – Oru- community. 

Institutional trust refers to people’s trust in institutions and the functioning of these institutions 

(Welter & Nadezhda, 2012). In this context, these institutions are UNHCR, National Commission 

for Refugees, Migrants and Internally Displaced Persons (NCFRIM) and the Red Cross whose 

operations across the nation and continent are highly revered and respected. The continued stay of 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru after the departure of these institutions raised questions and 

concern on the part of the host Oru community that wanted their land and property back. The initial 

kindness of the host community had given way to growing hostility, often linked to resource-

control. 

4.4.2 Lack of Water 

The shortage of water grossly affects the living condition and livelihood options of the residual 

Liberian refugees in Oru town. The residual refugee community suffers from adequate quantity of 

water to meet their daily routines and lack clean water to drink. Limited access to drinkable water 

often exposes the former refugees to diseases such as diarrhea and cholera. A study carried out by 

Cronin et. al. (2008) in a similar refugee situation in Kenya and Ghana reveals that the households 

who reported a case of diarrhea within the first 24 hours fetched 26 percent less water on average 

than those households who did not report any cases. This statistic finds relevance in the precarious 

situation that residual Liberian refugees are in Oru settlement, whereby they often rely on a nearby 

river for cooking and sanitation, thereby increasing health risks. A respondent narrates:  

When it doesn’t rain for like three or four days, the well will go dry. We go 

out daily to search for water because our borehole has spoilt too. If not for 

the rain during this season, we will be suffering from water. To get the 
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drinking water, we have to trek to a nearby river called ‘Kola River’. The 

water is used for washing, drinking, swimming, and cooking. 38 

The narratives above show that access to drinking water remains problematic for many of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru. Even where there were boreholes outside the camp, residual 

Liberian refugees were reluctant to prioritise them because their location is too far. It is also 

difficult for some residual Liberian refugees to purchase drinking water on a daily basis due to 

family size and livelihood. 

Worse still, class assignments and schooling of children are interrupted, as they are expected to 

fetch water at long distance for their parents and siblings. By the time they get home, they are too 

tired to continue their class assignments and this recurrent activity affects their performance in 

school. If the water is far away, the physical burden spurred by the quest to collect water increases 

exponentially. This situation is replayed in how the younger Liberian refugees shuffle their 

academics with domestic chores, particularly collection of water from the river or boreholes located 

miles away from the residual refugee settlement. Another respondent revealed that: 

School children work in excess with no time to read. In the morning, the 

children will go to fetch water. The time for reading is used to work the 

whole day. How do you expect this children to know the book? It is 

impossible. Despite spending 7-8 hours in school, they return home to fetch 

water instead of resting, reading and playing with parents. The suffering 

from water is serious here. It is our major problem. 39 

The above narration denotes the deplorable condition that displaced persons experience with limited 

access to safe and dignified life. This horrendous daily routine of residual Liberian refugees in 

search of water is also pronounced in other camps located within and beyond Nigeria. Kassem and 

Jaafar (2020) posit that shortage of water is prevalent in informal or ungoverned settlements outside 

the realm of the state. Although there are differences in circumstances, access to clean water 

remains problematic for most displaced persons in Niger, Chad, and Northern Cameroon, thereby  

exacerbating water supply and nutritional public health challenges and affecting their living 

conditions and livelihoods options (UNICEF, 2020). Even where there is access to water, outbreaks 

of waterborne diseases such as cholera and typhoid in fragile refugee settlements and ravaged areas 

compound the precarious condition of displaced persons globally (Schweitzer, Harvey & Burt, 
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2020). The significance of quality water in cooking, sanitation, and public health makes its scarcity 

or limited availability an enabler of malnutrition, acute health problems, and food shortage 

(Hussein, 2019). Although residual Liberian refugees seldom access boreholes at long distance, 

their proximity to the locations reduces access to water that is free from chemical and microbial 

contaminants. Hence, there is need for a holistic approach comprising governments and 

humanitarian agencies to provide pipe-borne water supply for residual refugees outside the real of 

the state (Schweitzer, Harvey & Burt, 2020). 

4.4.3  Food Shortage  

In general, we lack some nutrients in this settlement. If I show you a 13 

years old child, you will think he is 5 years old or 4 years old because he 

lacks nutrients. The major food on this camp is like daily routine, if you 

don't take Garri you are not balanced (laughs). The people here can eat garri 

flakes, cassava flakes or flakes (laughs). So too much consumption of garri 

is hindering the physical growth of so many of people here. Like me now, I 

know that I am not supposed to be like this but that garri is stopping some 

things in my body and the protein is not coming out (laughs) so that's the 

problem. 40 

The above statement by the son of a residual Liberian refugee reveals the prevailing conditions of 

living outside a closed camp, without enough food or humanitarian aid. Thus, malnutrition became 

more prevalent as the quantity and quality of available food reduced drastically. This situation 

justifies a joint UNHCR and World Food Programme (WFP) study in 2006 which exposed the high 

degree of acute malnutrition in many protracted refugee camps, most notably in Kenya, Ethiopia, 

and Sudan (UNHCR & WFP, 2006). As explained in the report, it is not only the quantity of food 

that is insufficient, the absence of food components, vegetables, fruits, and minerals leads displaced 

persons to become the victim of chronic disease. The foregoing therefore explains why garri — a 

common alternative to the food shortage in the residual refugee community has failed to change the 

malnourished look of some of the children and adults in the settlement. 

4.4.4 Limited Access to Health care 

Residual Liberian refugees also have poor access to health services and cases of acute health 

problems with no solution in sight. Participants believed that due to difficult financial conditions 
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and expensive healthcare, most residual refugees in the settlement cannot pay their health bills or 

treat random illness. Their exclusion from the state or national health insurance scheme or free basic 

healthcare is tied to the failure of the UNHCR’s integration scheme. Those who are financially 

handicapped often rely on the privileged few to acquire medicines and access medicare in hospitals. 

A respondent narrates: 

The health situation has really been a challenge for us since the UNHCR 

left. There has been no assistance from government but we created a 

situation to be our brothers' keeper. We don't sit and just look at the sick 

suffer. We mobilise and contribute money to pay hospital bills. When the 

situation is too big for us, we call our Diaspora organisation (Organization 

of Liberian Communities in Nigeria (OLICON)) in Lagos for help. 41 

Residual Liberian refugees suffer from similar fates in other refugee community in Cameroon and 

Niger, where refugees are reported to face financial and movement constraints to acquiring 

medicine outside the camps (UNHCR & World Bank, 2016) 

4.4.5  Limited Access to Quality Education 

In protracted exilic situations, formal education can become a tool of empowerment, self-reliance, 

and acquisition of enormous social capital needed to reconstruct their lives in the country of asylum 

or homeland. As argued by Smith and Vaux (2003), a justification for refugee education is its key 

role in refugees’ self-reliance and physical and cognitive protection. However, residual Liberian 

refugees in Oru are often financially constrained to properly access quality education which is often 

an important precondition for return or exploits. A respondent explains: 

It has been difficult for our children to get a higher education. A lot of our 

children cannot proceed from secondary school to the university because of 

lack of money. Even with good grades, we lack the funding to pay tuition 

and living expenses. So some are doing odd jobs like sawmill and 

bricklaying to fend for themselves or to raise money for university. 42 

The above narration revealed the ordeals that residual Liberian refugees face to provide a safe 

learning environment and quality education for their children. Worse still, they are confronted with 

the remote possibility of furthering their studies even after completing the basic primary and 
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secondary education. Amid these complexities and uncertainties, younger Liberian residuals are 

confined to vocational training and menial jobs. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that younger 

Liberian refugees perceive tertiary education in Nigeria as a green ticket to acquire high 

qualification and prestige to gain lucrative jobs in Nigeria or Liberia or elsewhere. Hence, they 

expend their skills in the informal business sector to raise funds for their university education. 

4.4.6 Poor Sanitation and Accommodation 

Poor accommodation and unsanitary facilities are part of the major development challenges 

affecting residual Liberian refugees living in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. The findings show that 

residual Liberian refugees face similar conditions as refugees in Cameroon and the Niger Republic 

with limited access to electricity, good housing, ventilation water, cooking facilities, and other basic 

services (UNHCR & World Bank, 2016). A respondent narrates: 

I have my bathroom and toilet at the back of those houses. Unlike many 

others which is with sand, mine is built with concrete. We don’t have good 

latrines and we sometimes defecate in the bush. 43 

This revelation shows that poor sanitation and lack of access to good shelter expose the occupants 

of the residual refugee settlement to chronic diseases, directly and indirectly. This precarious 

situation creates barriers for the residual Liberian refugees to secure sustainable and dignified life. 

Those who are fortunate to have accommodation view their inhabitance as mere temporary shelter 

solutions because the buildings are overcrowded and characterised with high defects. 

4.4.7  Sexual Exploitation  

Crisp (2002:16) posits that exploitative sexual relationships, either by commercial prostitution or 

through forms of ‘concubinage’ are part of the survival strategies deployed by displaced persons 

particularly women in a protracted situation of prolonged exile. In the same vein, cases of sexual 

exploitation and abuse are common in the residual Liberian refugee community in Oru. During the 

personal interviews, participants explained that limited economic opportunities and poor livelihood 

often force desperate refugee women and teenagers to engage in survival sex — the exchange of 

money, goods or services for sexual benefits. A respondent recounts: 

We have cases of sexual abuse and a history of violence. A few of the 

women here are harassed and abused by the Oru people. There are also 
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some that willingly have sex with the indigenes to make ends meet. We 

could see this Okada rider come almost like every night and bring in 

something to buy sex from some ladies. 44 

The above situation affirms that multidimensional vulnerabilities could influence the choice of 

women to become victims of sexual abuse, prostitution, trafficking and psychosis distress. Yacob-

Haliso (2016) argues that in most cases, women have the lowest agency to get permanent solutions 

when the available pathways are restricted. In Yacob-Haliso’s (2016) argument, existing research on 

gender and migration affirm that women often adopt ‘unacceptable’ mechanisms to survive and 

thrive in a vulnerable condition. The foregoing suggests that the protracted nature of forced 

migration can force women to resort to distress coping mechanisms which further exposes them to 

social and health challenges. However, this negative trend poses a grievous danger to the displaced 

community and the host town alike because sex transaction exposes the partners to diseases and 

infections. In a community where displaced persons are financially vulnerable, they often lack the 

required funds to access medical treatment, drugs and vaccines, and follow-up care. 

However, findings show that many Liberian refugee women have been resilient and avoided sexual 

exploitation or transactional sex by focusing on making a living through cassava processing, 

trading, farming and other informal businesses. 
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4.5 The Transformative Agency of Residual Liberian Refugees in Oru, Southwestern 

Nigeria 

This section provides the findings to the post-refugee experiences of residual Liberian refugees in 

Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. Through their narratives, this study offers a discussion on the 

challenges that residual Liberian refugees face since the loss of their refugee status and closure of 

the Oru refugee camp in 2012. Furthermore, attention is paid to how residual Liberian refugees 

have turned the closed camp to a quasi-permanent home, taking into consideration how they 

transcend their location of dispossession to a position of influence over the resources and space of 

the hosts. 

In order to understand this transformation, emphasis was placed on residual Liberian refugees’ 

home-making processes, cultural practices, political integration, economic resourcefulness, and 

diaspora networks which strengthen their influence on the socio-economic and political relations 

with their hosts. 

4.5.1 Construction of Home and Identity Preservation amongst Residual Liberian Refugees in 

Oru, Southwestern Nigeria 

During personal interviews, participants revealed that the uninhabitable bushy location which 

residual Liberian refugees were forced to seek abode outside the closed camp was first considered 

to be a ‘home’ in need of transformation. One respondent retorts: 

We were homeless and began to look out for another home where we can 

find a better living… Home means comfort, freedom and control over our 

own lives. 45 

Participants see a home as part of lived reality and personal memories which play an active role in 

identity formation, socialisation, economic prowess, and cultural linkage and in exile, where power 

relations create inclusions and exclusions that influence a displaced person’s entitlement to call a 

space ‘home’. Home is neither confined nor fixed, but multi-scalar, multi-dimensional and even 

changing and mobile (Herbert, 2012). Turner (2015) posits that home is multifaceted and it 

comprises ‘cultural norms and individual fantasies’, and emotional elements. Thus, home can be 

viewed as an ideal, the concept of being at home, phenomenologically as a state of being-in-the-

world, and through home-making practices and experiences of everyday life (Mallett, 2004).  
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Conversely, camps may create new possibilities for displaced persons that once were marginalised. 

They may equally reinforce old power structures, and in some cases, social life, power relations, 

hierarchies and sociality which are remoulded in the camp (Turner, 2015). The homes and living 

spaces of refugees emanate from social activities and social practices in the construction and 

remaking of home through routines. This perception evoked the resilience strategies of residual 

Liberian refugees to re-imagine a meaningful home — despite how challenging their present-day 

situation is — and contest the socio-economic and political space in Oru town.  

First of the strategies was to preserve their cultural identity which reinforces a link to their 

homeland - Liberia. Experiences of war in Liberia and subsequent displacement to Oru refugee 

camp have thrown together people who all originate either from Liberia and Sierra Leone but differ 

markedly from each other. Oru refugee camp thus became a convergence for many different ethno-

linguistically self-defined groups. Most originate in Liberia with fewer percentages in Sierra Leone 

but with great diversity in ethnicity, language, socio-economic and educational backgrounds, 

religion, political awareness and the experience of displacement itself. The forced movement from 

Liberia has not only brought together diverse ethnic groups who previously had little or no contact 

with, and influence upon, each other but has also exposed them to non-Liberians and members of 

the country of asylum. Therefore, the influence of Liberian exiles upon other nationalities in the 

camp are sometimes greater than the effects of any outsider. 

Like many residual refugees, Liberians exist in a discontinuous state of exile with the hope of 

arrival at a ‘new home’ or return to their ‘homeland’ but since the closure of Oru refugee camp, they 

have redirected their energies to reconstruct the monastic institutions of Liberia in exile; to preserve 

cultural traditions and practices and influence the people of Oru town. This attempt to retain 

homeland attachment is borne out of the “understanding of the nation as an entity that informs the 

collectivity of a people (Olaoluwa, 2017:84). Olaoluwa (2017) thus argues that the survival of a 

nation in exile depends more on the collective resolve of the exiled population to cope with the 

difficulties, challenges, and the trauma that persists in the place of refuge. Through songs and 

dances composed by the Oru refugee church choir comprising the elderly who were vast in the 

indigenous languages — Bassa, Krahn, Mandingo, the Liberian youths and even host community 

members learn the dialect, history and values inscribed in different Liberian tribes. Participants 

believed that home is central to their subjective consciousness, thus, the preservation of their culture 
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and language in songs is important to the longevity of the exile community in the diaspora. A 

respondent recounts: 

We have a dialect choir in the church where our mummy and daddy do 

gather themselves and sing in our native language just to keep us thinking 

about home. So they sing in Bassa, Krahn, Mandingo or other Liberian 

languages. So if I am a Bassa person and I have a Bassa song, I will teach it 

to the group who will come before the pastor for the chance to present it. 

That means if am not Mandingo and I am part of the group, I can also learn 

songs in other languages. 46 

The above narration suggests that the attempt to preserve the culture of the homeland can instigate 

nostalgic feelings and imagined moments of home. Rather than cultivate ties with Nigeria, or 

express a desire to assimilate ultimately, the respondents recalled their attachment to Liberia as 

home. Residual Liberian refugees’ ambivalence towards the culture of the host community was 

reinforced by the initial segregation and exclusive attitude deployed by the Oru hosts after the 

closure of the Oru Refugee Camp. Krivosh (2019) opines that the attitude of marginalisation 

adopted by the hosts can construct new arrivals (displaced) as ‘rejects’ or ‘unwanted’ in the 

sociocultural settings, thereby leading to exclusion and separation of the estranged population. In 

the same vein, Kosic (2006) posits that marginalisation can cause the estranged community to feel 

homesick, depressed, and alienated. It is this space of marginality that reinforces the urgency for 

marginalised refugees to recall the agency of their homeland which is tied to culture and identity 

(McLeman & Gemenn, 2018). 

Although exile denotes displacement or estrangement in the physical and spiritual sense, it can also 

be an unreal place that is made real by the constant everyday efforts of exiles. Olaoluwa (2020) 

argues that the trauma of homeland displacement is further complicated by exclusion in the place of 

refugee which becomes doubly painful for the displaced and instigates a longing for home. Hence, 

nostalgia can influence exiles to construct an imaginary link to their homeland through cultural 

productions and practices (Klapcsik, 2016). It is the sense of homelessness, nostalgia, and 

marginalisation that creates the condition for the refugee to engage in artistic production including 

songs and dance which re-forge a link to their culture of origin (Sassen, 2016). As Said (2000) 

stresses, nostalgia offers the exiled a strong willingness to imitate homeland identity and express 

themselves artistically in modes such as music and writings, so much that the homeland culture is 
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recreated distinctively in the place of refuge. It can be said that residual Liberian refugees attempt to 

assuage their nostalgic feelings by recreating the identities and cultures of their homeland which 

establish them as a distinct community. This view is reinforced by the cultural disposition of 

residual Liberian refugees whose existence in an in-between space plays a great role in shaping 

their state of mind, conveying the meaning of culture (Guémar, 2018). Since the home is central to 

the subjective consciousness of exiles, the older residual Liberian refugees believe that preservation 

of their culture and language in songs is important to the longevity of the exile community in the 

diaspora.  

Furthermore, an understanding and imagination of ‘what a home or homeland looks like’ is capable 

of increasing the nostalgic desire amongst the younger generation to stage a return back to their 

country of origin without much fear of shocks (Kim & Shammas, 2019). A respondent who is the 

Lead Pastor of the former refugee church explains: 

Yes, especially most of our children that are born here that do not know our 

native song will begin to sing it. The children will feel like they are at home 

so even if they go home they will not be strangers in their own country 

again. 47 

However, the situation above is daily being contested by the Nigerian school system in Oru town 

which differs from the school system that existed in Liberia. Residual Liberian refugee parents are 

confronted with the challenge of teaching their wards the Liberian-American style of pronunciation 

because the schools that exist in Oru town favour the British education system. Hence, efforts to 

totally ensure that the younger ones maintain the full identity of Liberia is disrupted by the culture 

of the host community. While the younger residual Liberian refugees can speak the local dialect of 

Yoruba, they are unable to maintain the orthodox Liberian accent due to acculturation in the host 

community. The respondent has this to say: 

We don't have a school system where only Liberians teach, so all of them 

attend different schools. When they return, they find it challenging to speak 

like us because Nigerian schools teach the British way and we speak the 

American way… 48 

For the kind of scenario above, younger residual Liberian refugees have unpacked and taken up the 

host community's culture and language. Engaging in social and education spaces with peers from 
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other cultural groups helps younger refugees to make sense of the host identities and construct a 

transcultural identity across the boundaries of the dominant cultures (Kim & Shammas, 2019). The 

movement of younger Liberian refugees from the residual refugee settlement to other parts of 

Nigeria for secondary and tertiary education further exposed them to the culture and identity of the 

host country. Although students do not always engage in the social fields (that is, transnational ways 

of being) which are linked with the transcultural identity, by taking courses with other ethnic 

students and participating in extra-curricular activities on campus, acculturation and transnational 

belonging can emerge (Levitt & Glick-Schiller, 2004). Despite this level of the exposure to Nigerian 

values and acculturation, younger Liberian refugees still maintained their homeland culture and 

family traditions. The situation thus demonstrates how the bridging of the gap and the preservation 

of heritage differentiates residual Liberian refugees’ exile as an experience that is an expository of 

‘diaspora nationalism’–– a condition in which those in the diaspora maintain an attachment to 

homeland (Olaoluwa, 2020).  

4.5.2  Cultural Exchange and Influence of Residual Liberian Refugees in Oru 

(Independence Day and Flag Day Celebration)   

Culture is much a part of the social world as it is part of the individual (Lopez & Guarnaccia, 2000). 

During focus group discussions, participants revealed that residual Liberian refugees have not only 

kept their identity intact, but they have also shared them through national festivals and local cultural 

activities. For instance, the Liberia Independence Day and Flag Day celebration have ushered the 

residual refugee community into a pathway of cultural linkage and exchange with the host 

community. The Declaration of Independence dates back to July 26th, 1847 when Americo-Liberian 

settlers formed a republic and adopted a constitution based on the American model to give its 

legitimacy in 1847 (Morten, 2001). The Liberian Code of Laws of 1956 set aside July 26th as an 

annual public holiday recognised as Independence Day and appropriately celebrated (Goins, 2019). 

Thus, the President declares proclamation for the annual holiday, generally prior to July 26th. As 

much as these celebrations conserve the identity of the Liberian community in exile, they also 

encourage the host community to learn and understand their culture and history. One of the 

respondents narrates: 

We used to celebrate our independence before the war and when we came 

here (Nigeria), we had similar programs. We invite other nationals including 
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our Nigerians brothers and sisters to the program. We have a football match 

with them, we call teams from outside, and interact with them. 49 

This narration is in agreement with other cases of Liberians in the diaspora who reimagine Liberian 

Independence Day in a grand-style celebration. For instance, Goins (2019) reports that large 

Liberian populations in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota planned a week-long activities to mark Liberian 

Independence Day. According to Goins (2019), the Organization of Liberians in Minnesota outlined 

events such as art exhibitions, dinner parties, football and kickball competitions, and a prayer 

session. A respondent explains how Liberian residuals infuse musical, cultural and sporting displays 

to venerate the day: 

After the sporting activity, we organise indoor programmes where we sing, 

act drama and have fun. The elders use this medium to enlighten the youth 

about the history of Liberia’s independence so that they can understand the 

meaning and history attached to the celebration. We entertain our guests 

after the indoor programme and thereafter, attend the boogie hour in the 

night club.  Some also take their children to Mr. Biggs in Ijebu Ode. 50 

The foregoing narration asserts that residual Liberian refugees hold their independence day in high 

regard and they do not take the celebration for granted. Some participants opine that the holiday 

evokes the birth-link between the residual refugee community and Liberia, and enable the 

memorialisation of past experiences. There is a common acceptance amongst the residual Liberian 

refugees that the Independence Day is symbolic and representational of peace, tranquility, loyalty, 

and the passion entrench the distinct and resilient nature of the Liberian nation. This distinct sense 

of nationalism is buttressed by Dagbayonoh (2014) who describes July 26 as a significant day to 

Liberians at home and in the diaspora. In his reflection, Dagbayonoh (2014) likens Independence 

Day to Christmas which according to him was greatly revered by parents and children in Liberia. In 

the author’s historical dichotomy of social class in Liberia, Dagbayonoh (2014) explains that 

privileged children marked the Independence Day at the old Executive Mansion on Ashmun Street 

while the children of low-birth danced at former Sports Commission Center on Front Street and 

Ashmun in the capital, Monrovia. Dagbayonoh (2014) argues that four decades ago, children were 

more concerned about enjoying themselves and having fun, especially with the use of fireworks 

while they watch the older Liberians speak passionately about the history and heritage of Liberia. 
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Moreover, residual Liberian refugees also observe public holidays during their national 

celebrations, particularly on the Liberian Flag Day. The National Flag Day came into existence 

through a proclamation in consonance with an Act signed into law by President Daniel E. Howard 

on October 25, 1915, declaring August 24th a national holiday to be marked annually with befitting 

celebrations (Dagbayonoh, 2014). Consequently, the President is required to declare a proclamation 

for an annual holiday, usually prior to August 24th. Liberians are obligated to mark the day 

throughout by flying the National Flag from each neighbourhood and public structures while 

operations in government and private businesses remain closed. Dagbayonoh (2014) recalls that, 

forty years ago, the celebration of the Liberian Flag Day started previously at the Barclay Military 

barracks in Monrovia with the hoisting of the national flag and was complemented by a grand 

parade through the streets of Monrovia. This indicates that this proclamation is a testimony of 

Liberians’ solidarity and allegiance to the National Ensign which is a manifestation of Liberia’s 

existence as a sovereign nation and amplification of its dignity and nationalism. Hence, residual 

Liberian refugees in Oru town have developed interesting itineraries to recreate home-like parades 

during the Flag Day celebration. These public events and celebrations have become a venue for 

starting conversations and cultivating friendships, and have drawn Liberians and other nationals 

into a cohesive community. According to them, the flag is not just a representation of Liberia, but it 

is symbolic of their past, present, and future as a Liberian community in Nigeria. The residual 

Liberian refugees community chairman narrates that:  

When the refugee camp was still active and we had many Liberians around, 

we will divide ourselves into the various tribal group —.Bassa, Mandingo, 

Krahn, and others. Everybody will be in groups and then we will have 

Majors in one of the groups who will talk to the camp commander. The 

camp commander will stand on a podium with one or two guests and we 

will assemble on the field. We did the parade honour normally and then, we 

will go around the road, march back and everybody will salute the camp 

commander. But we still minimally perform that celebration for now since 

the population has reduced. We still recognise and celebrate it. 51 

The foregoing affirm that residual Liberian refugees continue to preserve and promote their culture 

and identity in the host community even after the closure of the Oru refugee camp in 2012.  
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4.5.2.1  Influence of Residual Liberian Refugees in Ojude Oba Festival, Oru Town 

The indigenes of Oru, Southwestern Nigeria are mainly Ijebus who belong to the Yoruba ethnic 

group. The Yorubas are renowned for their rich tradition, spirituality, and culture which are invoked 

during festive periods. However, as a distinct ethnic group, some festivals have fixed representation 

in selected Yoruba communities which are often celebrated annually. The most popular and peculiar 

annual festival to the Ijebu is the Ojude Oba (the king’s forecourt or frontage) which is 

appropriately celebrated with exquisite clothes, food, dance, music, arts and many other materials 

that speak to the community’s culture and identity. Fahm (2015) opines that festivals foster 

cohesion, community building and reunite people with the socio-cultural realities in a specific 

environment. In the same vein, Owusu-Frempong (2005:730) notes that festivals in Africa are ways 

through with the cultural exchange, social relations, identity preservation, knowledge transfer and 

experiences belonging to different socio-cultural groups are exerted and forged across generations. 

The Ojude Oba, which is popularly held in Ijebu-Ode — the capital of Ijebuland, conforms to the 

aforementioned specifics. 

However, findings from this study show that Ojude Oba Festival is no longer exclusively held at its 

popular location of origin, as the festival is being conducted annually in other parts of the Ijebu 

towns, such as Oru-Ijebu, Ago-Iwoye, and others. Fahm (2015) asserts that these communities are 

subtly perceived by the people of Ijebu Ode, who often sometimes regard themselves as the ‘super 

Ijebus', as rural natives. Findings show that the Oloru of Oru town, Prince Rasaki Olufemi 

Adebanjo-Ajayi, replicates the Ojude Oba celebration in Oru town following his homage to the 

Awujale of Ijebuland. The reconstruction of this cultural festival in Oru town offers Muslims and 

non-muslims, indigenes and non-indigenes the opportunity to go to the King of Oru’s palace to sing 

and dance in a carnival-like celebration. Danmole (2008) indicates that although the cultural festival 

has an Islamic origin, it has evolved with a new agency that engages other sociocultural groups and 

traditions in its celebration.  

The residual Liberian refugees in Oru town have assumed a transformational agency that has made 

them key influence in the  socio-economic, political and religious realm in Oru. Their industrious 

spirit and the distinct culture displayed during the Liberia Independence Day and Flag Day have 

gained them recognition to attend local festivals, particularly Ojude Oba where they display their 

artistry and music in front of the King. This cultural festival offers residual Liberian refugees the 

opportunity to engage in cultural education, social relations, and cultural exchange with the 
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indigenous community and other cultural groups in nearby villages, towns and cities. A respondent 

explains: 

We interact with all the culture in the town when the King tell us to come 

for Ojude Oba festival in the town. We have a cultural group that perform all 

our dance. Since we have different ethnic groups in Liberia, the cultural 

group learn and perform a mixture of everything. When we perform at 

Ojude Oba in Oru, other people love our costume and dance and they ask us 

how we do it. We also learn how they do their dance, songs and costume. 52 

This evolution is in congruence with Fahm's (2015) assertion that festivals involve cultural contact 

with sociocultural groups from different areas to foster peace, cohesion, unity which are crucial to 

social, economic growth and integration. Residual Liberian refugees annually join other indigenous 

groups to make the festival a memorable experience through their manner of appearance, style of 

dressing, or dance and music pattern. Fahm (2015) argues that artistic beauty and music are the key 

substance that makes Ojude Oba festival very interesting to populations from distinct cultural 

settings. Residual Liberian refugees in Oru town are renowned for their unique dance, accent and 

language, physical movement, costume, and materials that amalgamate to effect an outstanding 

show at the cultural festival. This continuous public engagement and consequent community 

connections with the host members have helped Liberian residuals to preserve and transmit their 

culture and social identities through participation in cultural activities, particularly at the Ojude Oba 

Festival.  

The discontentment with their location in the space of marginality and quest for recognition as an 

attractive and resilient cultural community has seen residual Liberian refugees continue to promote 

and exchange their culture and identity with the host community even after the closure of the 

refugee camp in 2012. In this context, they are able to enact their cultural identity to assert 

themselves in the cultural space of the host community. 

4.5.3  Influence of Religiosity amongst Residual Liberian Refugees in Oru   

According to Nzapalainga et. al. (2014), religion is a powerful tool for transforming hearts and 

minds and uniting people for social cohesion and solidarity. Religious leaders amongst residual 

Liberian refugees have become ambassadors of peaceful co-existence as they use the church and 

mosque to preach forgiveness and tolerance. Forced to leave Liberia due to ethnic tensions and 
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massacre, displaced populations of Muslims and Christians alike have taken shelter in church and 

mosque grounds to deal with trauma, animosity and to seek reconciliation, hope, and support. 

Barneche (2014) suggests that local faith communities can provide immigrants from different 

cultures a sense of brotherhood and belonging in the new, defamiliarised society. Thus, the former 

refugee church (the only church that survived to date out of the thirteen churches that were 

functional before the camp was closed in 2012) has become a focal ground for companionship and 

spiritual support among Liberian Christians. 

Kidwai et. al. (2014:10) posit that spiritual life, although rarely prioritised by aid agencies, is a 

priority in situations of displacement and is key to the emergence and preservation of powerful and 

functional cross-community relationships with a focus on friendship and spiritual support. The 

church in the closed Oru refugee camp is playing a crucial role in countering social vices and 

advocating values restoration in the residual refugee community and in Oru town at large. The 

pastor of the former refugee camp explained that: 

Giving people hope, keeping them together, and trying to prevent and 

reduce vices within Oru town is what the church here is all about. The 

church advises congregation on being responsible, punctual and attentive. 

Young Liberians have all these to learn so that by the time they go out, they 

can become role models to other people. We talk about interaction, network, 

and connection. Young ones and older ones cannot isolate themselves, they 

need to sometimes go out, meet people and take advantage of available 

platforms to launch themselves. Through this, people can call on them for 

jobs and opportunities not only due to their capacity but because they can be 

trusted. 53 

The Islamic community ensures that cross-community relationships are facilitated by mutual 

recognition of the dignity and honour of God and the grace granted to displaced persons to flee 

persecution or destitution, and on their hosts for their generosity of spirit (Kidwai et. al., 2014:10). 

Although residual Liberian refugees face extreme difficulties to build mosques or religious schools, 

they have created temporary spaces outside the closed camp for religious and spiritual use equitably 

to all communities. However, the Muslim community faces a low turnout of worshippers due to the 

work schedule and nomadic lifestyle of some of the residual refugees. The Imam of Oru residual 

refugee camp narrates: 
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We have about ten people that come to the prayer ground around 5 am and 2-4 

pm. Before many of the people go to work, they come here to pray by 5 am. 

But now only 2-3 persons show up in the afternoon for prayers because they 

are yet to come back from work. Most times, I pray in my house unless there is 

a turnout of worshippers at the mini-mosque. 54 

4.5.4 Political Influence and Transformation of Residual Liberian Refugees in Oru 

Didier Fassin (2005) argues that the refugee is incapable of voicing his political rights but rather 

appeals to common humanity by showing his wounds. This appeal to compassion reduces the 

refugee to his wounded body — to biological life rather than political subjectivity (Turner, 

2015:143). In the same vein, Nyers argues that the human victim lacks the agency of expressing 

political voice; he can only moan in agony (Nyers, 2006:38). However, these arguments fail to 

recognise the situation where residual refugees contest their vulnerable conditions to make political 

demands without any humanitarian support. In divergence to the positions of the aforementioned 

scholars, residual Liberian refugees are, without any humanitarian aid, tackling the unique 

challenges of the political culture in the host community. They have assumed powerful agency to 

shape the political discourse and influence elections of public office holders in congruence with 

their preference.  

During personal interviews, participants revealed the rationale behind the transformation of residual 

Liberian refugees to a politically active community recognised during elections to be counted and 

empowered to vote. The findings have demonstrated that residual Liberian refugees desired 

something more concrete and assertive — political power to protect their interest and sustain their 

gains in Oru town. The search for power underscores how the question of survival and success 

between residual Liberian refugees and their Oru host is closely connected to power struggle. 

Ultimately, the centrality of power to residual Liberian refugees’ aspiration inheres in its being 

about the privilege or the dispossession of power. Rather than moan in agony on the existing 

political culture, residual Liberian refugees have assumed powerful agency (through voter’s 

registration and membership with political parties) to shape the political discourse and influence 

elections in Oru town, Ogun State and Nigeria at large: 

Electoral officials come here for voters' registration. Since we have been 

living here for more than 10 years, we are eligible to vote. Many of us 
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belong to political parties and attend political meetings. Here, we vote based 

on campaign promises, the candidate’s capacity and possibility of protecting 

our interests and demands. 55 

The statement above reflects that by registering to vote, residual Liberian refugees have assumed 

powerful agency to make political demands and shape the governance system of Ogun State. The 

foregoing also begets a political argument on whether it is safe to still refer to them as Liberians 

since only qualified Nigerian citizens are registered to vote. 

Nevertheless, residual Liberian refugees have transformed the uninhabitable space to which they 

were earlier subjected, to a politically active community that is highly reckoned with in the politics 

of the host community, Ogun State and Nigeria. Their transformative agency has enacted a political 

inclusion into the residuals refugees residence. Their daily mobility (abstract and physical), 

residential mobility and travel across the town and State have led to new relationships and 

influences which political gladiators and the populace consider to be important in governance, 

continuity and sustainable growth. The narration by the respondent above confirms Rygiel’s (2011) 

assertion that political subjectivity can be achieved through mobility. In the same vein, Redclift 

(2013) argues that the moment physical boundary is crossed, and status transgressed, a myriad of 

opportunities and connections are forged and available. Thus, the transgression of spaces by both 

the residual Liberian refugees and the host members has evoked the seasonal movement of 

politicians and electoral officers to the Oru residual refugee settlement for engagement on 

governance and electoral issues. 

Furthermore, the importance of participation in the electioneering process motivated residual 

Liberian refugees to ensure that the children born in Nigeria get birth certificates. They believe that 

the birth certificate guarantees the younger generation stronger agency to contest the political and 

economic space of the host nation without fear of estrangement or alienation. A respondent 

elucidates: 

My daughter has a birth certificate in Nigeria. This was a turning point for 

us because she is no longer at risk of being stateless. It is only the older 

former refugees that have issues. Some of them don't have legal 

documentation they can lay claim to unless they would want to use their 

language as a form of identification. 56 
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Moreover, to compete in the formal sector, older residual Liberian refugees have deployed resources 

to ensure that their children are highly educated at tertiary institutions and possess qualification 

certificates. In the residual Liberian refugee community, education is heavily prioritised and 

considered a getaway ticket to a better future and realisation of their future goals. Older residual 

Liberian refugees invest their time and resources to finance their ward’s education to the tertiary 

level in Nigeria because the Nigerian education system is considered more advanced than the one in 

Liberia (Times Higher Education, 2020). Nevertheless, the desire to ensure that younger Liberians 

pursue their education to a tertiary level in Nigeria has come with huge costs for the parents. Many 

respondents recount how they have taken menial jobs and started a high-risk business to protect 

their children’s dreams: 

I sell all kinds of provision and fry garri to send my children to school. They 

are at the university. When they finish, some of them may work here 

because all of them were born here in Nigeria. I stayed back here in Nigeria 

because of the children. I want them to go to school. Anita is the only one in 

secondary school. I can't wait for her to finish school. 57 

The above narration suggests that residual Liberian refugees do not consider themselves to be 

refugees, but rather as human beings who belong to a country called Liberia. This mentality has 

ignited a sense of motivation to assert themselves in the socio-political space of the host community 

without being apologetic. The experience of residual Liberian refugees informs the need for a shift 

attention to Redclift’s (2013) argument for the deconstruction of the dualism of sociopolitical 

engagement and the fluid and unpredictable reality of access. The acquisition of voters’ cards, 

influence at the polling booth, socioeconomic resources and significant level of desire for education 

and development have transformed the residual Liberian refugees from an estranged community to 

a community of attention with a new identity, substance or relationship of citizenship (Walters, 

2008:192). The foregoing thus makes a case for a better understanding of the space of citizenship 

and how residual refugees without international protection and humanitarian aid occupy or 

negotiate the space in the country of abandonment. 

4.5.5 The Economic Resourcefulness and Influence of Residual Liberian Refugees in Oru 

Since the closure of the Oru refugee camp in 2012, the location has evolved from a ‘camp-based 

setting’ to a ‘settlement’ which has a relatively open layout and offers the residual refugees the 
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economic freedoms to explore new means of livelihood. Examining participants’ quest to attain a 

position of influence over the resources and space of their Oru hosts, the findings have 

demonstrated that residual Liberian refugees deployed their economic resourcefulness to survive 

and secure influence in the area of food security and ultimately, economic power to maintain their 

Liberian identity without dislocation or assimilation. Although geographically isolated from the 

interior, they have transformed the new settlement (previously bushy location) into a hub of diverse 

economic activities — farming, entrepreneurship, trade, transportation, and food business. 

Slowly but steadily, the economic structures of the settlement have extended beyond its remote 

location to the host communities; that is, residual Liberian refugee, through their economic 

activities, are positively impacting the informal economies of the host community. This situation 

corroborates Omata’s (2018:19) assertion that displaced persons can play a significant role in the 

supply chains of importation and exportation of goods and services that benefit both the displaced 

populations and the host communities. The establishment of a cassava-processing factory, venture 

into farming, and organisation into the transportation sector provided early booms to the economy 

of the residual refugee community and the informal economy of the host community and 

neighbouring cities.  

4.5.5.1 Agriculture 

The Oru-Ijebu boast of arable land for cash crop and staple food cultivation and production such as 

cassava, maize, rice, kolanut, cocoa yam, pawpaw, plantain, palm and cocoa, tomatoes and a wide 

variety of vegetables (Kehinde & Aboaba, 2016). The peri-urban development in Oru-Ijebu has 

been mainly driven by agriculture, trade, transportation business, and the labour force in the 

informal sector, including mineral resources. The Ijebu are renowned for cassava production and as 

such, cassava products provide incentives for farmers, crop vendors, and food processors to increase 

their incomes (Kehinde & Aboaba, 2016). Hence, farming has become one of the major primary 

activities in the residual refugee settlement. Their eviction from the best part of the refugee camp to 

the uninhabitable bushy site has been a ‘blessing in disguise' for some of the agribusiness 

enthusiasts. Liberian men and women interested in farming have since taken advantage of the free 

plots of land available in the new site (and given to them by the King of Oru town) to cultivate 

crops. 
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At first, farming was subsistence in nature but the interminable economic difficulties and desire to 

access the local markets necessitated the shift to commercial farming. Participants explained that 

they transformed the arable land in the new settlement to produce and supply tomatoes, corn, 

sugarcane, vegetables, potatoes, bananas and cassava products to the local markets. Here, they 

sought to compete with local farmers by offering their products at a cheaper price, thereby gaining 

access to more markets, enabling food security, earning incomes, and influencing the economy of 

neighbouring towns and cities such as Ago-Iwoye, Ijebu-Igbo, Ijebu-Ode and Ibadan in the 

Southwestern region and Nigeria. A respondent narrates: 

There are women with tomato, pepper and vegetable gardens. Men also own 

farm lands where they plant cassava, corn and sugarcane in this settlement. 

Some people are into fisheries and own large fish ponds. A few of us are 

into animal farming like goat rearing and poultry. We make money from 

these agricultural businesses. 58 

The above case shows that farming has not only provided multiple incomes for residual Liberian 

refugee farmers, it has also stimulated commercial interactions with the host community and 

poverty reduction in the informal sector. The focus of residual Liberian refugee farmers mainly on 

cassava production has been a masterstroke. The versatility of the crop means that it can be 

processed into a wide variety of products such as garri, starch, fufu, high-quality flour, tapioca, 

beverages and cassava chips for animal consumption (Kehinde & Aboaba, 2016). The foregoing 

means that by producing and supplying cassava and cassava products to the local markets and 

traders, Liberian refugee farmers are enabling food security in their residential area, neighbouring 

cities, and region. This assertion is corroborated by FAO (2010) estimate that Nigeria is currently 

the largest producer of cassava in the world with an annual output of over 38million tones of tubers. 

With cassava becoming notable as a key product for the booming biofuel industry and prospective 

carbohydrate source for ethanol production (Ziska et. al., 2009), the urgency for massive cassava 

production in Nigeria could not be better than now. 

4.5.5.2 Cassava Processing Factory 

Garri can be referred to as a dehydrated, fermented, pulverised and roasted granulated product from 

cassava with the colour subject to production methods (Nnadozie, 2015). Adejumo and Raji (2012) 

posit that garri is a major and famous form through which cassava is processed, marketed and 
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consumed in Nigeria. According to Adebayo, Lamboll, and Westby (2009), there is huge 

acceptability and consumption of garri at the urban and rural communities in Nigeria. Although the 

mass production and processing of cassava in Nigeria are still chiefly local, the country remains one 

of the giants of cassava production in Africa (AfDB, 2015). The foregoing means that the mass 

production and processing of garri in rural communities is critical to consumption, export, and 

development of the urban areas. Statistics on consumption rate show that Nigerians consumed 4.2 

million tons of garri produced alone in 2009 (Nnadozie, 2015). The magnitude of the lofty quality 

of garri market is judged empirically to be 455,000 tons annually, 65,000 tons yearly from export to 

the diaspora, and 390,000t/yr. request from supermarkets which is equal to 2.73 million tons of 

fresh tubers yearly (NBS, 2010). Thus, cassava processing and marketing is capable of impacting 

economic growth and the upgrade of the downstream unit in the area of agribusiness in Nigeria 

(Isitor et. al., 2019). 

In Oru town, there is vast fertile land arable for the plantation and cultivation of cassava, maize, 

rice, kolanut, cocoa yam, sugarcane, pawpaw, plantain, palm and cocoa, tomatoes and a wide 

variety of vegetables. Adetifa and Samuel (2012) posit that cassava production is high in 

communities across the state of Ogun. According to a report by the Sun Newspaper (2019), Garri-

Ijebu (made in Ijebu areas in Ogun State) is popular among Ogun people and even in neighbouring 

cities as far as Lagos because Ijebu people export their products directly to Lagos. In the same vein, 

Adetifa and Samuel (2012) observed that cassava processing enterprises are profitable and very 

lucrative business venture amongst practising communities in Ogun State. Nevertheless, this 

production and processing of cassava into garri are not exclusive to the Ijebus alone. Findings from 

this study show that amongst Liberians, garri became a very important product during the Liberian 

Civil War (1991 to 2002), same also with Sierra Leoneans (Nabay et. al., 2018), and on arrival in 

Oru refugee camp in Nigeria, it became a key staple that was consumed widely. The residual 

refugee settlement has now become famous among garri traders and consumers in Oru town for its 

quality cassava processing into garri. 

Cassava processing is expanding in the Oru residual refugee settlement with increasing opportunity 

and capacity to access local markets and emergence into a key supplier in neighbouring cities as far 

as Lagos and Ibadan. Often, members of the host community approach the Liberian refugee farmers 

to purchase their crops particularly cassava, which is thereafter transported through a tricycle for 
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processing in the manual factory and sale in the local markets and urban centres. A respondent 

narrates the economic benefits of cassava farming in the settlement: 

This is my second year into cassava farming. There was much land clearing 

in the first year. So we could not see much profit. But this year there is 

much profit. I made ₦16,000 profit from a few cassava (pointing towards a 

cassava plantation). On plantain, I made almost ₦13,000. Those interested 

in buying a large portion of the products often pay within the range of 

₦50,000-₦70,000. It depends but if you want me to harvest it, it can stay 

long. My friend said if I harvest it, I will make more profit for fifteen bags 

of cassava. 59 

Despite the myriad of challenges, residual Liberian refugees have displayed outstanding success at 

both subsistence and commercial levels, although to diverse degrees marked by equipment and 

labour force. According to Adetifa and Samuel (2012), the processing of cassava into garri has been 

done mostly by traditional methods in Ogun State which do not require sophisticated equipment, 

but rather a collection of grater, presser, and fryer. Residual Liberian refugees subscribe to the use 

of local equipment to manually produce garri due to constraints around accessing mechanised tools 

for processing in the former refugee camp. They now possess a small-scale cassava processing 

factory in their settlement where they compete with the cassava processors in Oru town, 

neighbouring cities and even as far as Ibadan. It is important to note here that Liberian refugee 

women dominate the activities of cassava processing into garri including frying and market sales. 

According to Samuel et al (2010), garri is processed traditionally by women in rural communities in 

an open-shed, shallow earthenware and aluminium or iron cast pans. In the same vein, Davies et. al. 

(2008) observe that women were predominantly involved in the manual processing of cassava from 

peeling to the frying of garri in Oyo State, Nigeria. Nsoanya et. al. (2011) corroborate Davies et. 

al’s (2008) assertion through their survey which observed that eighty-five percent of cassava 

processors in Anambra-East Local Government are renowned for a key role in cassava processing 

and trading were females.  

Liberian refugee women have adopted different coping mechanisms to sustain the business and ease 

the manual intensive labour, signalling the opportunity to engage in other income-generating 

activities, particularly farming and trading, and attend to family duties. First, residual Liberian 

refugees built the small manual factory (composed of a large, open-sided shed, often poorly 
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ventilated site) closer to their house so that they can hurriedly leave for domestic chores and 

monitor the factory from the house. The men constructed the ‘Garri Kitchen’ (where garri is fried 

and packed inside bags) with bamboo sticks from a nearby river while the roof was covered with 

used asbestos. The purchase of frying pots and grinding machines was done gradually till they had a 

good income to acquire everything they needed to process cassava into gaari. Second, there is a 

heavy reliance on the refugee farmers in the settlement to procure cassava on credit and pay back 

after processing and sale of the garri. In order to attract more customers, dominate the market, and 

to make a profit, Liberian cassava processors sell garri at cheaper rates compared to the standard 

price of the local market. Some respondents during a focus group discussion explain that: 

We buy raw cassava from our farmers here (refugee farmers in the 

settlement) on credit and process it here. When we sell the products, we 

make profit and pay the farmers back. We sell for small profit because if we 

sell compared to the standard price, they (Oru community members) will 

not buy from us. The small profit comes fast and we even employ some of 

the Oru women to peel, patch and grind the cassava. 60 

Thirdly, residual Liberian refugees employed some members of the host community to work in the 

cassava processing factory. These host members are paid by the Liberian factory owners to peel, 

patch, and grind the cassava. The foregoing approaches affirm Bilgili and Loschmann’s (2018:23) 

observation that women living in camps can acquire enough agency to be self-employed such that 

they become employers of labour and subsequently hire locals for projects in the camps. Lastly, the 

Liberian refugee women usually travel to neighbouring towns like Ijebu-Igbo, Ijebu-Ode, and Ago-

Iwoye, and other cities like Ibadan and Abeokuta to hawk and sell the garri. This is because 

insufficient marketing system for garri and other food items limits agricultural development in 

Nigeria, particularly in rural communities (AfDB, 2015). Hence, through daily mobility and travel, 

residual Liberian refugees are able to navigate marketing constraints with the support of trans-local 

and diaspora networks to connect their end products to local markets and consumers in 

neighbouring towns and cities. This transformational agency of residual Liberian refugees is 

contributing to the development of the semi-urban cities (Oru, Ago-Iwoye, Ijebu-Igbo, Ijebu-Ode) 

and urban places (Ibadan, Lagos, Ado Ekiti, Abeokuta) in the economic, spatial, and social context. 
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4.5.5.3 Informal Sector 

While this settlement is marked chiefly by agricultural activities, over time an array of small-scale 

residual Liberian refugee businesses has emerged and become deeply embedded within local and 

transnational commercial networks. In fact, the desire to dominate the informal economy of the host 

community has since amplified the energies and efforts geared towards reviving some of the old 

socio-economic structures. The ‘Babylon’ for instance symbolises the epicentre of commercial and 

social activities ‘when the camp was still camp’; that is, prior to the closure of the Oru refugee 

camp. This structure — Babylon — has been metaphorically revived to comprise a mini-restaurant, 

stall and bar. Both the residual refugees and the host community are frequent visitors to this 

commercial centre to consume Liberian dishes, purchase non-food items, and relax. A respondent 

narrates: 

This place (residual Liberian refugees’ restaurant) is different from the 

indigenous food centres that make stew and rice every day. Here, there is  

new soup everyday. You can consume soup made with pumpkin leaf 

yesterday, potato green today and cassava leaves tomorrow. The way we 

prepare our food at home in our country (Liberia) is the same way we do 

here. This is different from the Oru town indigenes who prepare almost the 

same stew and veggies in their restaurants. 61 

Another indigene explains further: 

One of the things I find different here (residual Liberian refugees’ 

restaurant) is that they cook their soup to be consumed for only one day. If 

they cook and make potato stew, they have to finish it today. They gauge 

what they prepare and once it goes round, they exhaust it. So the soup can  

be cassava leaf today and groundnut stew or pumpkin next tomorrow. 62 

The above testimonies affirm that the host suppliers and refugee owners of these businesses have 

benefited significantly from the revival of some of the old Liberian refugees’ socio-economic 

structures that amplify local economies. This situation justifies Omata’s (2018:21) argument that 

displaced persons can seek their own economic space in the wider host economy, not necessarily in 

conflict with indigenes. Findings from this study show that economic activities in the settlement 

took off from internal commercial transactions based around ‘trade by barter’, ‘Susu’ and other 
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forms of exchange between the residual refugees and their Oru host. This commercial exchanges 

thereafter transcended the residual refugees’ location to the host community such that host members 

engage the Liberian refugee traders in food items like bags of garri, potatoes, bananas, vegetables, 

and non-food items like beads, hair-making, and so on. It is therefore not disingenuous to agree 

with Omata’s (2018:21) position that the presence of exiles’ economic activities can result in the 

interdependence between displaced populations and host communities, rather than a zero-sum game 

of economic rivalry. Today, the residual Liberian refugee settlement has transformed into a mini-

commercial hub where agricultural and trading activities are thriving. For instance, the stalls and 

restaurants situated in the settlement receive visitors from neighbouring cities who patronise the 

owners (residual Liberian refugees) of such commodities and food.   

Bilgili and Loschmann (2018:23) posit that working-age individuals within a refugee settlement are 

more likely to be engaged in wage employment with the host community than in farming or 

livestock production. Residual Liberian refugees engage in income-generating activities, such as 

petty trade, small-scale provision shop and weaving for the women and sawmill, carpentry, block 

factory, construction sites and transport service for the men. A respondent elucidates: 

We have some men involved in the sawmill or wood processing, block 

factory work, daily cashier work, carpentry or in search of source of income. 

Some of our ladies are into cassava/garri business with the elderly women 

because they have a family that doesn’t want them to engage in transactional 

sex….. Some also involve themselves in hairdressing, weaving, and beads-

making. 63 

The foregoing shows that the unwillingness of some residual Liberian refugees to become 

despondent and economic liabilities pushed them to work within the informal economy where they 

adopt survival strategies to thrive and dominate.  

To further penetrate the informal economic sector of Oru town, residual Liberian refugees deployed 

their exilic experience and resilience to organise themselves into the transportation sector, 

particularly Okada, a popular motorcycle in Oru, for income and improved socio-economic 

activities by providing low-cost transport for residents and farm produce to markets. Their desire is 

to permeate the invisible borders of discrimination and stigmatisation has seen them demonstrate 

subtle superior aggression to secure a place in the transportation business within Oru town. They 
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have shown resilience to fight for their own bus stop, tickets, and place in the executives of the 

transportation Association, especially Okada. In fact, they have risen to assume top positions in the 

executive ranks while also representing their units (comprising the host populations) at town and 

state meetings. The chairman of the residual Liberian refugee community recounts: 

We struggled with the commercial transport service for our own bus stop, tickets, 

and place in the executives of the motorcycle association. We have risen to 

assume top positions in the executive ranks while also representing our units 

(comprising the host populations) at town and state meetings. We were aggressive 

to make it far in this transport business. 64 

According to Esson et. al. (2016), the cornerstone of income-generating and socio-economic 

activities is the town transportation network. Residents engaging in daily mobility and travel across 

the physical and economic space, both within and outside Oru town, require several means of 

transport such as walking, motorcycles, tricycles, cars and other commercial transportation such as 

Okada (commercial motorcycles). Okada provides speedy and durable transportation for residents 

and visitors to access the social and economic hubs in the town. The residual Liberian refugees who 

are Okada riders move out of the settlement daily to commute students, professionals, artisans, 

including those travelling to neighbouring cities for business or academic purposes and to transport 

goods and services. The economic importance and attractiveness of this Okada business are 

amplified by increasingly deplorable conditions of roads that are marked with potholes. Also, 

compared to other transport services, Okada reduces travel costs and time for people participating 

in daily and residential mobilities in Oru town. Thus, residual Liberian refugees are maximising 

these income-generating activities proffered by daily mobilities and travel for resource growth, 

poverty reduction and agricultural productivity (through speedy and low-cost transport from farms 

to the market). 

The struggle for recognition in the transportation sector is tied to the question of power, which 

speaks to the privileges and control of resources that the Oru host community previously enjoyed 

exclusively, but is now desired as a form of recognition and power by the residual Liberian 

refugees. In the absence of formal jobs, working-age residual Liberian refugees engage in wage 

employment and income-generating activities such as trade, agro-processing, small-scale business 

and weaving for the women, and farming, sawmill, carpentry, bricklaying, wood construction and 

transport service for the men. 
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4.5.6  Food Practices amongst Residual Liberian Refugees in Oru 

Food is a historical marker of cultural identity (Chapman & Beagan, 2013). The preparation of diets 

and recipes and manner of consumption are symbolic representations of belonging to a certain 

ethnic group. While D’Sylva and Beagan (2011) posit that food practices remain one of the crucial 

ways through which culture is transmitted or transformed, residual Liberian refugees in Oru town 

have shown that uninterrupted consumption of “Liberian food” such as potato stew, palm butter, 

cabbish soup, and pumpkin soup are crucial to maintaining the “Liberian way of life” — a 

connection to homeland and a sense of ethnic identity. The foregoing affirms that the link between 

food and identity is much more complex than just being a marker of ethnicity or transformation of 

culture. As argued by Vallianatos and Raine (2008), food has the agency to transcend time and 

place, and for many migrants, food is an essential component of maintaining connections to home. 

Thus, as displaced persons in a country of asylum, the continuance of traditional food patterns is a 

means of connecting with the home. A respondent explains: 

Liberia is still our home. And when you are away from home, you have to 

try to recreate the type of life you had at home. Even the young ones, when 

they go to school and they cannot go to the main country (Liberia), they still 

come back here because this is ‘Liberia in Nigeria.’ When the sun sets, 

people will converge here to enjoy themselves and go back to the restaurant. 

The restaurant has drinks, rice, fufu and pounded yam which is different 

here because they use boiled cassava and pound it. We eat pounded yam 

with palm butter and okro. 65 

The narration by the above respondent shows that food consumption can invoke nostalgia about the 

homeland amongst displaced populations. As Holtzman (2006) observe, the heritage food and food-

ways are physical means through which (in the context of displacement) forced migrants preserve 

ties to and remember the homeland they left behind. Therefore, shared consumption and preparation 

of heritage foods amongst residual Liberian refugees have created a sense of cohesion and 

togetherness outside the closed camp and amongst the different ethnic groups. 

Furthermore, for the second-generation Liberian refugees who had no memories of their country of 

origin or mass displacement from Liberia, food practices in the settlement have kept them in touch 

with the Liberian identity and homeland. Since the camp is dominated by a higher density of 
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Liberians, young Liberian refugees are exposed to cooking and consuming traditional Liberian 

foods, such as potato stew, palm butter, cabbish soup, and pumpkin soup. A respondent narrates 

how the knowledge of Liberian dishes has helped the younger Liberian residuals to gain respect in 

Nigerian tertiary institutions:   

They call us as foreign students. Whenever we get to school, Nigerian 

students see us as Liberians and not the way the Oru community perceive us 

(omo refugee). The fact that we can cook endeared us to many. When our 

roommates taste our food, they will be like wow!... Anytime we are passing, 

the Nigerian students will be like ‘that is the Liberian guy that cooks’. So 

cooking Liberian dishes gives us some respect amongst the Nigerian 

students’ community. 66 

The above narration shows that the unwavering commitment of older Liberian refugees to safeguard 

the ‘Liberian way of life’ has resulted in the transmission of heritage food practices to the next 

generation. This trend affirms Weller and Turkon (2015) assertion that the knowledge and 

understanding of heritage food and diet are amplified by parental attitudes toward the homeland 

culture, knowledge of the language, and the demographics of the community before the 

displacement. Women, who are often the purveyors of culture in the community, are the guardians 

of the cooking tradition and heritage food practices among the residual Liberian refugees in Oru 

town. They are contesting the gendered role in cooking by raising the males in the second-

generation to become learned in their heritage food and cuisines. Indeed, both female and male 

teenagers had actively participated in cooking practices while growing up. This aggressive desire by 

the older refugees to safeguard their social identities has ensured that young Liberians connect to 

their heritage through food practices, diet, and cuisines. Meanwhile, the consumption of heritage 

food, along with socialising at family gatherings, has also helped the second-generation to establish 

a strong connection with their identity and homeland. 

Equally, the ‘Liberian foods’ that make up a diet, the recipes used to prepare those foods, and the 

manner in which they are prepared and consumed are quite different from the traditional cooking 

practices of the host community. ‘Liberian food’ was described by respondents as tasting different 

from the foods in Oru town, particularly the use of distinctive spices and unique routine for 

cooking. The most commonly mentioned dishes were cassava leaf (mixed with fish, oil and onion), 

potato soup, palm butter, and pumpkin soup. Participants spoke fondly of the distinctive taste of 
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Liberian food and the traditional attitude to consume their food at once without leftover. A Liberian 

respondent narrated that: 

We often fry Okro or we boil it like cassava and cook it with sauce to 

swallow. We don’t eat the pumpkin soup with solid foods, we only eat it 

with rice. We also eat rice with ewedu or efo (jute mallow or vegetable) but 

the way we cook it here is different. Here, we make new soup every day, 

meaning we have to consume everything in a day. So as we prepare our food 

at home in our country (Liberia) is the same way we do here. 67 

The use of the term ‘Liberian food’ amongst the residual Liberian refugee community in Oru town 

is enthralling, thereby invoking Ong’s (1999:131) concept of “self-Orientalizing”. Since the foods 

in Liberia are not monotonous, and there is no static ‘Liberian food', the use of the term indicates a 

kind of self-essentialising (Chapman & Beagan, 2013:382). Hence, whether the diverse ethnic 

groups present in the residual refugee settlement held multiple identities reflecting multiple national 

connections, it is clear during this study that food practices by residual Liberian refugees are 

powerful symbols of expressive, symbolic ethnicity. They reinforce community building and invoke 

the practices of differing geographic and cultural locales. 

4.5.7 The Transformation of the Former Nigeria-Based Liberian Refugees to a Diaspora 

Organisation and Influence in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria 

The transformation of Nigeria-based former Liberian refugees into embodiments of soft power 

occurred after the closure of Oru refugee camp by the Nigerian government in 2012. During 

interviews, participants explained that former Liberian refugees who are in academia, civil society 

and corporate business have organised into a diaspora association named Organization of Liberian 

Communities in Nigeria (OLICON) in the absence of international protection. Nye (2008:11) posits 

that soft power relies on a range of intangible assets that comprises “an attractive personality, 

culture, political values, and institutions and policies that are seen as legitimate or having morality.” 

Although the Nigeria-based former Liberian refugees do not fully possess all these intangible assets, 

findings from this study show that residual Liberian refugees rely on OLICON since the departure 

of UNHCR to protect their interest and to provide civic engagement, public diplomacy, and 

development assistance in Nigeria. 
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OLICON has become the biggest asset for residual Liberian refugees in Nigeria because it 

constitutes the most educated constituency of the former Liberian refugees with huge financial 

prowess and enormous social capital. However, in divergence to the modus-operandi of the US-

based Liberian diaspora (Osman, 2012), OLICON negotiates the resources in the host country in 

favour of only the exiles in the country of refuge — Nigeria, rather than the homeland or elsewhere. 

OLICON is organised along different types of hierarchical structures that play various roles on 

behalf of its  thirteen (13) active states (Eastern region — Anambra, Bayelsa, Delta, Enugu, Imo and 

Rivers States; the Northern region — Abuja, Niger, Kaduna, and Plateau States; and the Western 

region — Lagos, Ogun and Oyo States) in the country. These active states are where at least one 

former Liberian refugee exists. The hierarchical structure ensures that its impact is felt at the 

subnational, local and village levels rather than national levels alone. This bottom-up approach has 

helped institutionalise OLICON’s processes and policy formulation and implementation across 

member states. In fact, OLICON has assumed some of the core responsibilities previously 

discharged by UNHCR. OLICON’s Public Relations Officer narrates: 

OLICON has been of great help, especially where it concerns on healthcare 

and scholarships for our children. We contact our regional coordinator who 

liaises with counterparts in Lagos and Oyo States to provide basic social and 

financial interventions. So if the region cannot help, then we take it to the 

national body. And that is how we have been doing it for the past few years. 
68 

The heavy reliance of residual Liberian refugees on the diaspora organisation has helped reduce the 

devastating impact of UNHCR’s aid withdrawal such as health risks, economic difficulties, risk of 

statelessness, and socio-cultural differences in Nigeria. This high dependence on the diaspora 

network is further reinforced by the neo-patrimonial nature of the Liberian society where many 

families depend on their diaspora relatives for sustenance, thereby giving diaspora intervention 

frequency in communities (Osman, 2012:62). According to Nye (2014:90), diaspora groups are 

often delineated along the lines of Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) parading themselves as 

“a global conscience.” Equally, they represent a wide range of public interests transcending state 

boundaries and transforming new norms by subtly pressing governments and institutions to alter 

policies. Due to the possibilities of NGOs influence on the government’s behaviour, they are 

considered as both allies and adversaries (Nye, 2014:90). In the case of Nigeria-based former 
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Liberian refugees, OLICON has become an intermediary for engaging the homeland government — 

Liberia on issues of their interests and in favour of the exiled community in Nigeria. A respondent 

recounted how OLICON engaged Liberia and Japan to repatriate some residual Liberian refugees 

back to their country of origin in 2015: 

OLICON has helped with repatriations. Sometimes ago when the UN 

stopped their repatriation, OLICON met with the Liberian government to 

help repatriate some of our people. With the support of the Japanese 

government, we and International Organisation for Migration (IOM) were 

able to repatriate 350 people at once, leaving only people with health issues 

behind in 2013. 69 

Furthermore, the Nigeria-based former Liberian refugees place a high premium on education and 

through OLICON, the diaspora members provide support scholarships for residual Liberian 

refugees in Oru town and other vulnerable spots in Nigeria to seek avenues for self-improvement 

and general academic institutions. This diaspora organisation has become a source of motivation for 

the young Liberian residuals to contest the status-quo and aggressively pursue their dreams to 

acquire dominance in the socio-political and economic space in Nigeria and if possible, in Liberia. 

Thus, OLICON offers residual Liberian refugees a pathway from the myriad of socio-economic 

challenges outside the closed camp to acquire basic and tertiary education from the best institutions 

in Nigeria. A respondent narrates that: 

If you ask some parents why they have used 20-30 years here, they will say 

it is because they want their children to have a good education. Because 

comparing Liberian school with that of Nigeria, I think our children should 

school here (Nigeria). When you school here and after school, they go home 

(Liberia) and they have better things they do at home. 70 

Nevertheless, Mahamoud (2005:10) asserts that diaspora groupings often seek to address some of 

the economic causes of familial groups by making a positive contribution towards the reduction and 

stabilisation of the social tensions of the vulnerable in society. In the same vein, Nigeria-based 

former Liberian refugees are exerting soft power influence towards development assistance and job 

creation avenues amongst residual Liberian refugees in Oru town. The involvement of OLICON in 

the social and economic dynamics of residual Liberian refugee community has seen the coordinated 
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and frequent provision of basic social services such as healthcare, job referrals, solidarity, and social 

justice. 
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4.6 Conceptions of Home among Residual Liberian Refugees in Oru, Southwestern 

Nigeria 

During personal interviews, narratives of respondents demonstrate that home, as inscribed in 

migration and refugee studies, is a contested concept which connotes multiple experiences that can 

be understood in a multitude of different ways. Hammond (2004:10) indicates that home is in many 

cases perceived as a place “to which people have a connection which is unchanging.” In the same 

vein, Easthope (2004:134) argues that home is a socio-spatial entity, a psycho-spatial entity and an 

emotional ‘warehouse’. In this context, the socio-spatial nature of home is fixated on the 

interconnection between the “physical unit of the house” and the “social unit of the households” 

(Saunders & Williams, 1988:83). This fixation is achieved because home is considered by some 

literature (Hammond, 2004; Easthope, 2004) to be a ‘locale’ where the fundamental social 

connections and institutions are constructed and forged and can be exclusive neither to the social 

component of the household, nor the physical unit of the house. This nuance is further transgressed 

by the psycho-spatial nature of home which focuses on the individual’s psychological experiences 

of home.  

In a critical analysis, Schultz (2014) observes that the conception of a home has been subjected to 

dual contradictory ways: home as a place of recognition or home as a locale which has become 

predominant in migrant’s narratives and perception of a home. The basic assumptions that residual 

Liberian refugees’ conception of a home is fixated to a specific place and that the place is lost due 

to forced displacement, further insert the displaced in a contested position. Findings from this study 

argue that residual Liberian refugees conceive the notion of ‘home’ in diverse ways that are grossly 

shaped by multiple structural forces which Etzold et. al. (2019) classify to be: displacing forces 

which hinder return; marginalising forces which halt local integration; immobilising forces which 

impede possibilities of seeking a future elsewhere. According to Schultz (2014:308), the loss of 

home and exilic experiences powerfully impact the everyday realities of displaced people, including 

how return or a definition of home is reconstructed. Outside the closed camp, some residual 

Liberian refugees see a home as part of lived reality and personal memories. A respondent narrates 

how the loss of her family in the Liberia Civil War led to the construction of the homeland as a site 

of neglect: 

How do I imagine home? When the camp was still camp I feel I was home. I 

was feeling much better. I was not looking at a home to mean Liberia at that 
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time and not even right now because I have nothing to call home anymore in 

Liberia. My father died when we were hiding in a bush from the rebel 

during the war. Now, my mother and father are dead and my children are 

gone. I am alone!. 71 

The above narration shows that some residual Liberian refugees construct home to be a specific 

place where familial support exists. In the interrogation of memory and place, the respondent 

evokes a double meaning in the representation of home in Liberia and the former refugee camp. 

This was due to an attempt to emphasise the presence of familial networks in both locations before 

the Liberian civil war and prior to the closure of Oru refugee camp. As Kabachnik et. al. (2010) 

argue, not every displaced person has a fixed view of their former homes. In fact, many displaced 

populations are extremely aware of the desolation of their houses in the homeland such that 

narratives of loss of homes mark their narratives (Kabachnik et. al., 2010). Nonetheless, a dual 

conception of ‘home’ as a lived reality and ‘home’ as a ‘place of identification’ reinforce each other 

(Easthope, 2004:134). The respondent above found it challenging to identify with Liberia as ‘home’ 

despite the country’s recognition as the homeland of residual Liberian refugees. In circumstances 

exemplified by the above respondent, home conceived by residual Liberian refugees might be 

places that are no longer easily accessible in the present or future.  

The foregoing reality may rupture the way residual refugee communities construct ‘home’ or feel at 

home. In trying to deconstruct a home, some residual Liberian refugees interrogate the life and 

experience prior to the Liberian Civil War which often leads to a static view of the home as a safe 

and habitual place. This construction is driven by the fact that the Liberian Civil War in 1989-2003 

ruptured their homes to an inhabitable and unsafe state, as hundreds of thousands of migrants and 

asylum seekers were subject to a perilous journey (some of these journeys were marked by loss, 

separation, suffering, and pain) to and across neighbouring countries (Essuman-Johnson, 2011). In 

the same vein, some respondents also exhibited a fixed and nostalgic conception of home in their 

narratives which refused to accept that the displacing forces behind their exile must have affected 

the landscape, people, and social ties to an extent where ‘home may no longer exist’ like they 

imagined (Etzold et. al., 2019). A respondent narrates that: 

Liberia is home; I so much love my country. I so much love my people. I 

still hold Liberia in high esteem but I try as much as possible not to think 

about it. So because of the consequences of thinking about it, I focus more 
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on how to beat the present situation. I believe in God that I will go back 

home one day. 72 

Another respondent narrates further: 

Liberia is my home! I can go to Liberia... I pray that God gives me that 

power and finance to reestablish my home back there. 73 

The above narratives portray that some residual Liberian refugees do not enforce a diverse view on 

the home that they want in the future and the one they left behind (Liberia). This uninterrupted 

interconnection does not acknowledge the predominant realities in Liberia where displacing forces, 

daily and residential mobilities, travel, and space have altered preexisting structures and locality. 

Hammond (2004:42) posits that the representation of remigration is fixated on sedentary viewpoints 

that assume an intrinsic and inextricable connection between people and their homeland. In this 

vein, Den Boer (2015) argues that the possibility for many conceptions of a home is pruned to a 

single geographic place – the homeland where return is consequently seen as a common option for 

displaced populations. The foregoing suggests that by narrowly fixating on repatriation alone, the 

government efforts, and the displaced desires to return home underrate the ‘home’ they departed, 

and thereby disregarding the potency of place and the radical reconstruction forged in the space of 

time (Kabachnik et. al., 2010).  

Only a few respondents do not link ‘home’ directly to a place whether these are places of 

identification or specific locations. Their accounts reveal that home can be anywhere where you are 

secure; where you have a family and friends. A respondent narrates that: 

Home means to me that anywhere you can see yourself to have to live in 

peace in freedom in Africa or America or anywhere in this world because 

we are all human beings. Opportunity to live anywhere can be okay for me. 
74 

Another respondent narrates further: 

Home is a better place to live in. Home...from my understanding is when 

you have your control, satisfaction, your own home. I think it is a better 

place to live except when the home is becoming a burden for you and that is 

the time you may become homeless. You can be homeless and begin to look 
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out for another solution. But to be specific, home is a better place for 

yourself. When I think of home, what comes to my mind is comfort, 

freedom, control over my own life. Home is where I can find a better living 

in a specific place. 75 

This shows how closely ‘home’ is linked with specific and ambiguous places in the context of 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru town. Home can be fixed to a particular geography (like the case 

of some respondents who conceive their homeland — Liberia to be home), there can be a 

doubleness in the representation of home (the case of respondents whose views of home straddle 

two spaces simultaneously, whether in their homeland or elsewhere), and home can be ambiguous, 

ambulant, blurry and abstract (the case of respondents who see anywhere with safety, community, 

and stability as home). The multifaceted meanings that residual Liberian refugees attach to home 

shows the complexities and contradictions evocative of the notion of home as abstract and metaphor 

in exile. Easthope (2004) posits that the quest for a comprehensive, continuous and fixed definition 

of ‘home’ that is applicable in all circumstances is of remote possibility. This is because the 

conception of ‘home’ exists in different levels for different people and its interpretations can be 

personal, complicated, nuanced, and ambivalent (Ralph, 2009). Hence, Easthope (2004) argues for a 

probe into people’s links to their home so as to grasp their social connections, their mindset and 

their emotions which could also lead to a better understanding of their lived experiences. Findings 

from this study reveal that the home imagined by residual Liberian refugees is mobile, ambulant, 

spatial, psychosocial, emotive, and not altogether static, and can also transform into a space of fear, 

insecurity, and estrangement. 
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NOTES 

1. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mariama, female, 58 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

2. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mariama, female, 58 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

3. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mariama, female, 58 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

4. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

5. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Rebecca, female, 67 years old, Liberian residuals 

outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

6. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Rebecca, female, 67 years old, Liberian residuals 

outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

7. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Madam Cooper, female, 52 years old, Liberian 

residuals outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

8. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

9. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

10. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

11. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

12. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  
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13. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

14. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

15. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

16. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

17. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

18. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

19. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

20. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

21. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

22. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Myer, male, 42 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

23. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Rebecca, female, 67 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

24. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Halimatu, female, 55 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

25. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mariama, female, 58 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 
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26. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mariama, female, 58 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

27. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mariama, female, 58 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

28. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mariama, female, 58 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

29. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Paye, male, 49 years old, former Liberian refugee in 

Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

30. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Paye, male, 49 years old, former Liberian refugee in 

Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

31. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Rebecca, female, 67 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

32. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

33. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Aminata, female, 45 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

34. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Kezeele, male, 40 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

35. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Paye, male, 49 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

36. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mohammed, male, 44 years old, former Sierra 

Leonean in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

37. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

38. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Blackman, male, 20 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 
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39. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with James, male, residual Liberian refugee outside the 

closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

40. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Figo, male, 21 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

41. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Aminata, female, 45 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

42. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Madam Cooper, female, 52 years old, residual 

Liberian refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

43. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Rebecca, female, 67 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

44. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

45. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Elizabeth, female, residual Liberian refugee outside 

the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

46. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

47. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

48. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

49. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Sherriff, male, 38 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

50. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Myer, male, 42 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

51. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  
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52. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Aminata, female, 45 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

53. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

54. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Osman, male, 62 years old, ormer Sierra Leonean 

refugee in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

55. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Rebecca, female, 67 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

56. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Rebecca, female, 67 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

57. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mama Fish, female, 55 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

58. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Sherriff, male, 38 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

59. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Sherriff, male, 38 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

60. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Mama Fish, female, 55 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

61. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Sola, male, 38 years old, indigene of Oru-Ijebu, 

2019. 

62. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with the ‘General’, male, 56 years old, indigene in Oru-

Ijebu, 2019. 

63. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with James, male, residual Liberian refugee outside the 

closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

64. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Myer, male, 42 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 
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65. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Madam Cooper, female, 52 years old, residual 

Liberian refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

66. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Georgia, female, 20 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

67. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Aminata, female, 45 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

68. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

69. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

70. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Boymah, male, 41 years old, chairman of the 

residual Liberian refugees in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

71. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Sherriff, male, 38 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

72. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Irvin, male, 48 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019.  

73. Researcher’s taped in-depth interview with Paye, male, 49 years old, residual Liberian refugee 

in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

74. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Rebecca, female, 67 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 

75. Researcher’s taped in-depth interviews with Aminata, female, 45 years old, residual Liberian 

refugee outside the closed Oru refugee camp in Oru-Ijebu, 2019. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 SUMMARY 

This study contributes to the debates on the post-refugee status life, especially in Sub-Saharan 

Africa that hosts more than 26 per cent of the world’s refugee population (UNHCR, 2018), by 

examining residual Liberian refugees outside closed camps in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. It has 

particularly stressed the capacities and potentials of displaced persons to recover and develop 

agencies over their solutions and inclusion in the host countries’ development planning and fill the 

research gaps. 

This study relies on the narratives of the residual Liberian refugees which have been shaped and 

preserved through trajectories, and systems of movement, in time and space. From the narratives of 

respondents, the residual Liberian refugees were inclined to attribute their resistance, resilience, and 

transformative agency in exile to their experience of war and exilic journey from Liberia which 

influenced their condition of arrival in Nigeria, their subsequent adjustment and integration, and 

their ambulant perception of a home. Hence, this study engaged the exilic journey of residual 

Liberian refugees from their homeland— Liberia to Nigeria. Exilic journey as a term affirms the 

way experiences of exiles are transformed as they become narratives. The narratives of the residual 

Liberian refugees unpack the actual exilic process – the medium that connects the two ends of their 

exile. The findings show that these narratives, which combine several experiences, have become 

predominant among the Liberian community in Oru town, Nigeria. The shared experience of the 

journey to exile and transformative agency as a diaspora community has given rise to the common 

perception of being Liberian in Oru, Southwestern Nigeria. 

Although many Liberian refugees repatriated after the ceasefire in 2003, some remained in the 

refugee settlements due to the perilous political and socio-economic situations in Liberia, 

unattractive repatriation packages, failure of local integration, and unsuccessful resettlement 

application, among others. The closure of the refugee camps by the Nigerian government forced 

these residual Liberian refugees to seek abode elsewhere in the host community, where they are 

exposed to vagaries of the new, self-made settlement without state or international protection and 

humanitarian aids.  
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From a position of vulnerability and later discontentment with their location in a new space of 

marginality, the once vulnerable residual Liberian refugees have deployed subtle aggression and 

tactical approach to maintain their identity, protect their interest and contest the sociocultural, 

political and economic space with their Oru host. This study reveals that the perceived 

powerlessness and disadvantage of displaced persons are unreal, especially in the face of the 

audacity of the displaced to enact their socio-cultural and economic agency and use same to contest 

the privileges and control of the indigenous population within a shared space. 

This study reveals the possibility for residual refugees to transform their position of dispossession 

to a position of influence on spatial, as well as tangible and intangible resources of the hosts. 

Residual Liberian refugees in Oru town have transformed their location of dispossession to a 

cultural colony and an economic hub, even as their daily mobilities, livelihoods, and thrusts 

continue to influence contiguous communities, towns and cities. The findings tie this transformation 

to residual refugee’s home-making processes, cultural practices, political integration, economic 

resourcefulness, and diaspora networks which strengthen their influence on the socio-economic and 

political development of their hosts.  

The study also observes that residual Liberian refugees in Oru first considered their location of 

abandonment to be a ‘home’ in need of transformation. This perception evoked their resilience 

strategies to re-imagine a meaningful home — despite how challenging their present-day situation 

is — and contest the socio-economic and political space in Oru town. This recognition is reinforced 

by the audacious desire ‘to be’ or ‘to have’ significant access to the power and resources as enjoyed 

by the hosts. This desire rides on a subtle aggression that evokes dimensions of socio-cultural and 

economic agencies to assume influence and power over the resources and privileges of the host Oru 

community.  

5.2 CONCLUSION 

The narratives of residual Liberian refugees in Oru broaden discourses on the aftermath of closed 

camps, particularly the possibility of reversal of social formations, power shift, identity retention, 

politics intensification, and new realities where displaced persons effectively deploy their cultural 

agency, economic resourcefulness, voters’ registration, and diaspora networks in the host 

community. The findings in this study are also valuable on three levels: first, where people have 
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already been displaced; second, where people live with the threat of displacement; and where there 

is risk of future displacement. 
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APPENDIX 1 

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

Dear Respondent 

I am conducting an ethnographic study on former Liberian refugees in Nigeria as part of my 
Master’s thesis at the University of Ibadan.  

This study examines the narratives of ‘Journey to Exile’ of former Liberian refugees; how they 
imagine, reproduce and construct ‘home’ as abstract or real or metaphor through their everyday 
lives and cultural practices patterns without certainly going ‘home’. It will also look at how their 
migration journey, memory of ‘unhomeliness’ and cycles of displacement shape their sense of place, 
identity and belonging in exile. Your experience will help me understand how the ‘journey’ 
painfully compounds exile such that instead of dispersion leading to diaspora or return, it is 
protracted and puts former Liberian refugees at risk of statelessness.  

This is to formally invite you to participate in an interview as part of the study. 

You were selected to participate in this research because you are a Liberian and a former refugee, 
hence you are suited to provide relevant information to aid this study.  

If you agree, I would like to invite you to meet with me at a quiet where we can speak comfortably 
and confidentially. If this is alright with you, I would like to record our confidential conversation so 
that I can take notes better.  

 Find below necessary information and  details concerning the interviews and study. 

• This interview will be confidential. Only the researcher will  have knowledge and access to 
any  disclosed personal information; 

• No personal information will be used in the analysis. While quotes from the interview 
session may be used in the analysis, this conversation for my analysi will be edited to 
protect your identity. 

• You hold the right to reveal or withhold your identity ( visual images). 

• In this general form, I will be the only person to use the data for the Master’s thesis.. 

• You are free to decline answering any question that you may find disturbing or which make 
you feel uncomfortable;  

• Your participation is voluntary. It is your personal decision to take part in the research and 
you are free to withdraw from it at any stage if you wish to do so. 

• I will ask you to sign this consent form but I will store it separately from everything else at a 
safe location . 

•  There are some options I would like to present to you in case you decide to be part of this 
study. Please check “yes” or “no” for each one:  
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I grant permission to be audio taped:  

Yes__ No__  

I wish to remain anonymous, but you can refer to me by a pseudonym:  

Yes__ No__  

You may quote me and use a pseudonym:  

Yes__ No__  

The pseudonym I choose for myself is:  

___________________  

• The tapes used in during this interview will be stored in a password protected hard drive 
specifically assigned to the study.  

• If you would like to learn anything about the results of this study, please contact me by 
telephone or email and I will provide you with a general and de-identified short summary. 
Please be aware that it may take me a year to have results ready. 

• Should you be interested in learning more about the findings from this research, please reach 
me via the email address above and I will forward a brief summary to you. Kindly note that 
it might take a year before the thesis is accepted. 

•

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY  

I…………………………………………….. have read and clearly understood the information in 
the participant consent form. I have read and understood the aims and the implications of this 
research work; I have had an opportunity to ask questions and my/our questions have been 
answered. I consent to participate in the research project. A copy of this Consent Form has been 
given to me for my records. 

___________________ 

Participant Signature  

Optional: Oral Consent  

I, DURODOLA, Tosin Samuel, have read and explained this Consent Form to the participant before 
receiving the participant’s consent. The participant has knowledge of its contents, understands it, 
and is in agreement to what was presented. In addition, this oral consent was audio recorded.  

___________________ 

DURODOLA, Tosin Samuel 

__________________ 

Date 
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APPENDIX 2 

IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTIONS 

INTERVIEW 1  

Researcher: Thanks for accepting to take part in this research project. Today’s interview is the first 
of four interviews I will conduct with you. It will focus on key aspects such as your personal 
background, socio-political history, the process of fleeing, and migration journey. You are free to 
refrain from answering any question(s) you are uncomfortable with.  

PERSONAL BACKGROUND 

Researcher: Let us start with you telling me more about yourself.  

Researcher: I mean you and your life in general, the things that I do not know about you.  

Researcher: How old are you?  

Researcher: Are you married?  

Researcher: What do you mean?  

Researcher: Which part of Liberia are you from? How long were you there? 

Researcher: Where did you register for refugee permit? And how long have you been in Nigeria?  

Researcher: Have you been granted citizenship?  

Researcher: During this research, I found out that Liberians applications are rejected basically on 
grounds that there is no war in your Country. The officials at Foreign Affairs ministry compare 
Liberia with Cameroon or Rwanda and conclude that your country is peaceful thus no reason for 

Researcher: Why I am a bit concerned is because some humanitarian agencies and refugee centres 
do not believe that you are still here or have not been granted citizenship. They think you should 
have either repatriated to Liberia or have naturalised in Nigeria. I think it is a bit unusual for former 
Liberian refugees in Nigeria to have been overlooked/forgotten in exile despite being at risk of 
statelessness for years. There should be some kind of an explanation don’t you think?  

LIFE IN LIBERIA 

Researcher: Let’s talk a bit about Liberia. How was life (Social structure and Social interaction) like 
in Liberia? This question aims to unravel the settings in some parts of Liberia before the civil war. 
Existing studies on the life in Liberia is widely dominated by repatriation of slaves and civil war. 

Researcher: What was your status in Liberia? Social, economic, religious, ethnic/tribe, political? 

Researcher: Were you a victim of the marginalised class or privileged class?  
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PROCESS OF LEAVING (BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY IN THE STATE OF MIND) 

Researcher: When did the thought of leaving Liberia first cross your mind? What were the factors 
responsible? 

Researcher: Why did you decide to leave Liberia eventually? What were the things that triggered 
your decision to flee? Severe food crises, lack of social and economic security, dehumanising 
circumstances, death? 

Researcher: Were you involved in any political struggle that actually endangered your life? Did you 
belong or were you sympathetic to any warring faction or opposition party or a political movement?  

Researcher: From a more general perspective, what are the conditions in Liberia that push other 
Liberians to leave their country?  

PRE-DEPARTURE STRATEGIES 

Researcher: How did you manage to escape? Did you flee with your families, friends and 
colleagues? What did you leave behind? 

Researcher: How did others manage to escape? Did they flee with their families, friends and 
colleagues? What did they say they left behind?  

Researcher: What informal/formal strategies or networks did you use for the journey? What did 
other people use? 

INTERVIEW 2  

Researcher: This the 2nd phase of our conversation and, this phase is basically a focus on your 
departure from Liberia, migration journey, exilic experiences and arrival in Nigeria. Again, you can 
always withdraw from answering any question(s) you don’t want to. 

DEPARTURE, PHYSICAL MIGRATION JOURNEY AND NETWORKS 

Researcher: Was Nigeria the first point call for you? Was Nigeria the first destination that crossed 
your mind when you fled for safety? So where? 

Researcher: Did you ever go there? How many of you embarked on the journey there?  

Researcher: How was the journey to the place? What strategies/networks did you use to travel? 

Tosin:What were the challenges you, your family, co-travellers faced?  

Tosin: What were the effect on you and the other travellers?How did you cope? What strategies did 
you deploy to deal with them? 

Researcher: Where did you go next? Why?Did you ever get there?  

Researcher: How many of you embarked on the journey there? How was the journey to the place? 
What strategies/networks did you use to travel? 
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Researcher: What was the effect on you/family and the other travellers? How did you cope? What 
strategies did you deploy to overcome? 

Researcher: How was the reception by the host town? What were the challenges you face? What 
was the impact? How did you cope? What strategies did you deploy? 

EXILIC JOURNEY TO NIGERIA 

Researcher: What were the effects of your migration journeys to Nigeria on you and your co-
travellers? What were the effects of the journeys on your values, culture, tradition, religion, identity, 
and lifestyle?  

Researcher: What did you learn from your migration journeys? How did these lessons shape your 
perception on arrival in Nigeria? 

ARRIVAL IN NIGERIA 

Researcher: How did you get to Nigeria? Was Oru Town the first point of arrival? Why? What were 
the experience? How did you deal with them (Strategies)? Any immigration challenge/registration 
as refugees? 

Researcher: What were your impressions of Nigeria before you decided to seek refuge here?  

Researcher: What were your expectations?  

Researcher: Why did to leave for Oru Town? How did you journey to Oru Town? What challenges 
did you face? How did you cope? 

Researcher: How was the reception on arrival at camp? Which agency and humanitarian 
organisation was on ground? How were you settled and allocated in camp? Or organisation process? 

Researcher: What were the initial attraction in camp? What were the initial challenges in camp? 
How did you overcome/deal with them? 

INTERVIEW 3  

Researcher: This the 3rd phase of our conversation and, this phase is basically a focus on your life in 
Oru refugee camp, construction of home, memorialisation of exilic experiences, and survival 
strategies. Again, you can always withdraw from answering any question(s) you don’t want to. 

LIFE IN ORU REFUGEE CAMP 

Researcher: During your first few days in Oru town, what was your first impression of the place and 
how was this impression formed?  

Researcher: How then would you describe the Oru camp/town you met when you just arrived?  

Researcher: What was the reception you received from the Liberians who were already in Oru 
Camp? What about other nationalities? What countries had its refugees here then? 

Researcher: But did you have any plans how you were going to survive in Oru Camp?  
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Researcher: What precisely were these challenges you faced and how did you manage to combat 
them?  

Researcher: What was your relationship with your Liberian folks in Oru camp? What was your 
relationship with other nationalities?  

Researcher: Can you speak a bit of Yoruba or any of the other Nigerian languages today?  

Researcher: Did you ever adjust in Oru camp? How long did it take you to adjust in Oru camp?  

CONSTRUCTION OF HOME IN ORU REFUGEE CAMP 

Researcher: Did the camp ever feel like home to you? Any attachment? Any bond? Any feeling of 
making it home? 

Researcher: What does home mean to you? How do you imagine home? Where is home for you? 

Researcher: Did you ever feel like returning/going homeland? What were the things that made you 
remember homeland? What were the moments or actions that made you want to return/go ‘home’/
homeland? 

Researcher: The figurational landscape after a war is never the same as it was before, do you still 
think returning to your homeland is a realistic option for you or other former Liberian refugees? 

MEMORIALISATION OF EXILIC EXPERIENCES, IDENTITY STRUGGLE, 
INTEGRATION  

Researcher: How did you memorialise experiences of exile in Oru camp? How did you immortalise 
your values, culture, practices, religion, and lifestyle in Oru Camp? 

Researcher: Did your journey to exile alter/change/assimilated any culture, values? 

Researcher: How was the response or attitude of the host community towards the refugees? Why? 
What did you do? How did you deal with it? 

SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN ORU REFUGEE CAMP 

Researcher: In the social structure, can you describe to me the informal hierarchy and order in 
camp? 

Researcher: In general, how did different nationalities co-exist together? What were the modus-
operandi? The social structure and mode of interaction?  

Researcher: In general, were there conflicts? What were the impacts? How did groups settle 
disputes?  

Researcher: Were there cases of abuse, rape, gender-based violence, sexual assault and harassment 
there? Cite some?  

Researcher: Did you receive humanitarian support or aid? What organisations and agencies gave 
support and aid? Did the government give support? For how long?  

Researcher: Anything else that you think I should know about your time in Oru camp while it was 
still opened?  
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INTERVIEW 4 

Researcher: Thanks once again for creating time to speak to me. This the 4th phase of our 
conversation and, this phase is basically a focus on the closure of Oru refugee camp, end of refugee 
status, eviction and life away from the camp. Again, you can always withdraw from answering any 
question(s) you don’t want to. 

CLOSURE OF CAMP 

Researcher: When was the camp closed by government? Why? What did the humanitarian agencies 
and UNHCR do after that? 

Researcher: How was life in camp after aids and support were withdrawn? What were the 
challenges you faced? What happened to the social structure? What strategies did you develop or 
relied upon to overcome? 

Researcher: What happened after the camp was closed? What did the government do next? 
UNHCR? The community? Did you receive any support? 

Researcher: When/what durable plan did you choose? Why did you choose integration or 
resettlement?What did you expect from your destination? What were the factors responsible? 

Researcher: Why did the integration or resettlement plan fail? Did you lodge complaint? Where? 

Researcher: Going back to your integration/resettlement process experience, when was your first 
visit to the UNHCR, Nigerian agency or Liberian embassy?   

Researcher: Can you describe the experience or the process on that day?  

Researcher: During the hours you stood in the queue, what went through your mind? 

Researcher: How would you evaluate the services at that time?  

Researcher: When was the last time you approached any of these agencies? Why? 

Researcher: Have you abandoned the struggle to integrate/resettle?  

END OF REFUGEE STATUS & EVICTION FROM THE CAMP 

Researcher: What is your current status? When did your refugee status end? Why? 

Researcher: What did you do next? What steps did you or other refugees take? Why? 

Researcher: Who threatened to evict you from the camp? Or was it the community as a whole? Why 
did they want you out of the camp? 

Researcher: Can you describe your relationship with the members of the Oru community then? Why 
didn’t they want you around? What did you do to resolve it? 

Researcher: When did they evict you? Who led the eviction? Describe how you and other former 
Liberian refugees were evicted? 
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Researcher: While you were forcefully evicted, what went through your mind? How did the 
children, family, adults and old people react to the eviction?  What do you think you missed in the 
camp? 

Researcher: How did you think you were going to survive away from the camp?  

Researcher: Did your previous experience of ‘journey’ shape how you reacted to the situation? Or 
how you were going to deal with the uncertainty?  

Researcher: How was your journey to the present location? 

LIFE AWAY FROM CAMP 

Researcher: Can you describe your journey from the camp to the present location? Why did you 
choose this location? 

Researcher: Did everyone whose integration/resettlement plan failed come here? When did you 
arrive? How many people arrived here?  Where did the rest go? 

Researcher: Do you know how they are faring now? Did they ever return? Why? Where are they 
now?  

Researcher: What were the initial challenges in your present location? What were the effects on you 
or family and others? At first, did you think of leaving for another place? How did you overcome/
deal with them? 

Researcher: Can you describe to me life away from the camp? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of staying here? 

Researcher; Do you have access to basic amenities (water, light, food, hospital, market)? Do you 
have access to schools/education, work, farm and other infrastructure? 

Researcher: Are you connected or disconnected from the economic and social life of the Oru 
community? Why? How do you deal with this situation? 

INTERVIEW 5 

Researcher: Thanks once again for creating time to speak to me. This the 5th phase of our 
conversation and, this phase is basically a focus on your identity and culture away from the camp, 
construction of home and in-betweeness away from the camp. Again, you can always withdraw from 
answering any question(s) you don’t want to. 

IDENTITY & CULTURE AWAY FROM THE CAMP 

Researcher: Is keeping your culture, religion, values, traditions, festivals, music, dress, arts, and 
skills important for you? Tell me why and how you keep them alive, away from your place of origin? 
What is the social structure? 

Researcher:  Can you describe some important cultural events to you? Why/when/where/how do 
you celebrate them?  
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Researcher: What are the skills and talents that exist in this location for former Liberian refugees? 
How do you deploy arts and crafts in this present location? How do you learn, teach and educate 
others on it? 

Researcher: Is this community the same as your parent’s or grandparent’s community?  

Researcher: Do you feel there is a generation difference between you and your parents in the way 
you grew up?  

Researcher:  In what way do you think education or lack thereof and environment has influenced 
your identity?  

Researcher: How has living in your host community (Oru) influenced your identity formation?  

Researcher: Can you explain if there are cases of intermarriages amongst nationalities? Give 
examples? And how has this affected the identity formation and culture? What are other effects? 

Researcher: Can you explain if there are cases of intermarriages amongst former refugees and 
Nigerians? Give examples? And how has this affected the identity formation and culture? What are 
other effects? 

Researcher: Do you speak any local language? Why? How did you learn it? Who taught you? Are 
you fluent? 

Researcher: What do you like about the Oru community? What makes it attractive to you? (Culture, 
language, festivals, music, dressing, inter-marriage) what?   

Researcher: Have you tried to assimilate and integrate into this community? What have you 
imbibed in the cultural patterns or practices of the Oru community? Have these changed your 
identity or norms?   

Researcher: How have been able to deal with the differences on cultural, linguistics, and 
psychological level? 

INTEGRATION/ALIENATION EXISTING AWAY FROM CAMP 

Researcher: How have you been able to rebuild your lives here? What have you done to make this 
‘home’? What is the present social structure here? 

Researcher: What are your survival strategies? (Water, food, income, health, market, hygiene, 
education, skills)  

Researcher: What do you do for a living here? How did you start? What challenges did you face? 
How did it affect you and others? How did you deal with them? 

Researcher: Can you describe the relationship between the Oru people and the former Liberian 
refugees living here?  

Researcher: Did you ever adjust in Oru town? How long did it take you to adjust in Oru?  

Researcher; Did/do you feel marginalised/discriminated/alienated? How? Why? Give some 
examples. How did you deal with them?  
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Researcher: Who are those currently providing support for you? What role is the Oba playing or 
has played? What about religious institutions? 

Researcher: Are there cases of abuse, rape, gender-based violence, sexual assault and harassment 
(security, social) here? Cite some?  

Researcher: How do you respond/deal with them? Any informal legal system here? 

INTERVIEW 6 

Tosin: Thanks once again for creating time to speak to me. This the 6th phase of our conversation 
and, this phase is basically a focus on your construction of home and in-betweeness away from the 
camp, construction of exilic journey and diaspora networks. Again, you can always withdraw from 
answering any question(s) you don’t want to. 

CONSTRUCTION OF HOME, IN-BETWEENNESS AND FUTURE 

Researcher: What does home mean to you? If you think about the word home, what comes up in 
your mind (what does home mean to you)? How do you imagine home? Where is home for you? 

Researcher: Do you feel at home where you live right now? (Is there something missing/lost?) Did 
this location ever feel like home to you? Any attachment? Any bond? Any feeling of making it 
home? 

Researcher:  Do you think you will stay here or do you think you have to leave? Why? What were 
the things that made you remember home? What were the moments or actions that made you want 
to return home? 

Researcher: Can you describe to me how you feel about your Liberia and what you miss most? 
(Music, scenes, food, culture, people…)?  

Researcher: How then do you deal with this nostalgia when it comes back to your conscious mind? 

Researcher: If/When you are leaving, where would you like to have a ‘home’?  

Researcher: What does the future look like?  What do you want for your future? (job, family)  

Researcher: What has influenced you to want to become that person in the future?  

Researcher: What are you main concerns / worries for the future?  

Researcher: What has the government done to support you since you arrived at this new location? 
What about Liberian government? Any NGO or aid agency?  

Researcher: What are your thoughts/feelings when the word repatriation comes up?  

CONSTRUCTION OF EXILIC JOURNEY 

Researcher; Can you say that your Journey in exile ever ended any point? Why?  

Researcher: When would you say your journey to exile started? 

Researcher: When do you think this journey will end? 
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Researcher: Can you describe how long this journey has lasted? And is there a relationship between 
the duration of the journey and its meaning for you? 

Researcher: How has your experience of this ‘journey’ shape how you react to difficulties, 
uncertainty and exile? Or how you are going to deal with the uncertainty?  

Researcher: Is the destination significant to you? What is the image of the destination in your mind 
and how does this impact experiences and recollections of the journey? 

DIASPORA NETWORKS 

Researcher: After living in this location for many years today, how is your life?  

Researcher: Would you say your life is better than what it was in Liberia?  

Researcher: You left Liberia in year…., don’t you miss your family in Liberia?  

Researcher: How important is it for you to keep in touch with people and/or places in your country 
of origin?  

Researcher: What else do you do, as a way of staying attached with your ancestors or ancestral 
space? What other ways do Liberians use to connect with Liberia from this location?  

Researcher: Do you have former Liberian refugees living away from this location? Do you think 
they are in Diaspora? 

Researcher: Can you describe the kind of relationship that exist between the former Liberian 
refugees in this location and those away from here but in Nigeria/Ogun State? 

Researcher: Do those in this location travel to meet those away and vice versa? 

Researcher: Are there ways you meet and interact together? Formal or informal methods? Events, 
activities or festival? 

Researcher: Are there former Liberian refugees who overcame this vulnerability and became 
successful? How many? Where are they now? How did they succeed at achieving that? 

INTERVIEW 7 

Researcher: Thanks once again for creating time to speak to me. This the 7th phase of our 
conversation and, this phase is basically a focus on the associations that exist in exile and sense of 
return. Again, you can always withdraw from answering any question(s) you don’t want to. 

EXILE ASSOCIATIONS 

Researcher: Let us talk more about Liberian associations in exile. When you arrived/were born in 
Nigeria, were you aware of the existence of any Liberian association?  

Researcher: I heard about the of Liberian Communities in Nigeria (OLICON), what is the story 
about it? Is it an association?  

Researcher: Were you already in Nigeria when OLICON was formed and did you play any role in 
the formation of this association?  
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Researcher: Were you a member of OLICON?  

Researcher: Why did you join the organisation?  

Researcher: What pleasure did you derive as a member of OLICON?  

Researcher: What were OLICON main activities during meeting?  

Researcher: What significance and meanings does belonging to the organisation bear on you?  

Researcher: What are the challenges confronting OLICON?  

Researcher: What are the ways the association deal with these challenges? 

Researcher: What impacts have the association made so far? 

Researcher: In general, what politics do these associations represent in Nigeria?  

RETURN 

Researcher:  Looking at Liberia, any changes? Do you still have the nostalgia you had when you 
just arrived? 

Researcher: How then do you deal with this nostalgia when it comes back to your conscious mind?  

Researcher: Do you want to go back to your place of origin? What is stopping you? 

Researcher: Oh wait! You want somewhere else? Where exactly? What is stopping you from going 
to your preferred destinations? 

Researcher: Have some people tried or succeeded to overcome these immobilising barriers? How 
many? What were the strategies they used? Formal or informal networks? Did it work out? 

Researcher: Looking at Oru town today, are there any changes?  

Researcher: What is Liberia law on citizenship? Do you still have your documentations/ID?  

Researcher: Can your children or family lay claim to Liberia? 

Researcher: Generally how is the experience of being at risk of statelessness? What are your fears? 

Researcher:  How do you feel talking about these things?  

Researcher: Any final comments?  
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